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Foreword
This document provides a complete and detailed specification of the post-quantum cryptographic
primitives named LEDAcrypt (Low-dEnsity parity-check coDe-bAsed cryptographic systems), submitted to the 2nd round of the NIST post-quantum contest [1] and resulting from the merger
between the LEDAkem and LEDApkc proposals submitted to the 1st round of the contest [46].
LEDAcrypt provides a set of cryptographic primitives based on binary linear error-correcting codes.
In particular, the following cryptographic primitives are proposed:
i. An IND-CCA2 key encapsulation method, named LEDAcrypt-KEM.
ii. An IND-CCA2 public key encryption scheme, named LEDAcrypt-PKC.
iii. An IND-CPA key encapsulation method optimized for use in an ephemeral key scenario, while
providing resistance against accidental key reuse, named LEDAcrypt-KEM-CPA.
LEDAcrypt exploits the advantages of relying on Quasi-Cyclic Low-Density Parity-Check (QC-LDPC)
codes to provide high decoding speeds and compact key pairs [6]. In particular:
i. We present a theoretical model to provide sound upper bounds to the probability of a decryption failure of the underlying Niederreiter/McEliece encryption schemes, when employing
QC-LDPC codes as the code family of choice.
ii. We employ the constructions provided by [32, 38] to attain provable IND-CCA2 guarantees
in the proposed LEDAcrypt-KEM and LEDAcrypt-PKC primitives, respectively.
iii. We propose a method to allow the use of the classic definition of Decoding Failure Rate (DFR)
from coding theory as a proxy for the notion of δ-correctness required by the construction
in [32] for IND-CCA2 KEMs, under the assumption of a preimage resistant extensible output
function (XOF) being available.
iv. We provide three choices for the rate of the underlying QC-LDPC codes, and two choices
of DFR for each security category specified by NIST. We highlight the engineering tradeoffs
between key size, overall transmitted data, and execution time.
v. We employ a reproducible parameter design procedure relying on finite-regime estimates of
the computational effort required to carry out attacks against LEDAcrypt and jointly optimize
the parameters for security and DFR.

8
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The main innovations with respect to the previous release are as follows:
• We introduce a new decoding strategy (randomized in place decoding) which obtains a better
correction capability than the previous one (out of place decoding) employed for IND-CCA2
primitives at the cost of some decoding speed. The DFR estimation technique relies on the
same assumptions on the distribution of the set error positions and checks in the parity check
matrix as the previous one. The new estimation technique provides a worst-case decoding
failure rate analysis, in turn allowing to provably provide IND-CCA2 guarantees as stricter
figures of the DFR are introduced.
• Recent attacks based on weak keys [2] following from the product structure of the secret
key matrix, HQ, are taken into account. The functional description of the cryptographic
schemes have been enhanced maintaining the secret key as the product of the two matrices
H and Q, while descriptions and procedures concerning the choice of the parameters of the
cryptosystems, the structure of the decoders and the security analyses take the secret key
equal to a single matrix H, as a conservative solution.
• New parameterizations for LEDAcrypt instances considering the case Q = I are provided.
In addition to the previous specification, we also provide parameters for all the code rates
( 21 , 32 , 43 ) also for the case of IND-CCA2 primitives. The parameters are obtained through a
joint optimization of the circulant matrix size p, the error weight t and the column weight
of the parity check matrix v. Our previous strategy relied only on enlarging the circulant
matrix size to attain the desired DFR, starting from IND-CPA secure parameters. Our new
approach allows to further reduce the key size.
• We provide an IND-CCA2 construction for LEDAcrypt-KEM which allows to employ the
common DFR notion from the coding theory lexicon, matching it with the requirement of
the δ-correctness from the [32] proofs, and we provide a proof of its IND-CCA2 guarantees,
under the (provided) bounded decoding failure rate of the employed QC-LDPC code.
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Chapter 1

Complete written specification
This chapter recalls some basic concepts and provides a functional description of the LEDAcrypt
primitives.

1.1

Preliminaries

Let us introduce a set of background notions and nomenclature concerning finite fields and circulant matrix algebra, binary error correcting codes, and code-based cryptosystems, which will be
employed in LEDAcrypt.

1.1.1

Finite fields and circulant matrix algebra

A v × v circulant matrix A is a matrix having the

a0
a1
 av−1 a0


A =  av−2 av−1
 ..
..
 .
.
a1

a2

following form
a2 · · · av−1
a1 · · · av−2
a0 · · · av−3
.. . .
..
.
.
.
a3 · · · a0





.



(1.1)

According to its definition, any circulant matrix has a constant row and column weight, i.e., it is
regular, since all its rows and columns are cyclic shifts of the first row and column, respectively.
A Quasi-Cyclic (QC) matrix is a matrix having the

B0,0
B0,1
 B1,0
B
1,1

B=
..
..

.
.

following form
...
...
..
.

B0,w−1
B1,w−1
..
.




,


(1.2)

Bz−1,0 Bz−1,1 . . . Bz−1,w−1
where w and z are two positive integers and each block Bi,j is a circulant matrix.
The set of v × v binary circulant matrices forms an algebraic ring under the standard operations
of modulo-2 matrix addition and multiplication. The zero element is the all-zero matrix, and the
10
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identity element is the v × v identity matrix. The algebra of the polynomial ring F2 [x]/hxv + 1i is
isomorphic to the ring of v × v circulant matrices over F2 with the following map
A ↔ a (x) =

v−1
X

ai xi .

(1.3)

i=0

According to (1.3), any binary circulant matrix is associated to a polynomial in the variable x
having coefficients over F2 that coincide with the entries in the first row of the matrix
a (x) = a0 + a1 x + a2 x2 + a3 x3 + · · · + av−1 xv−1 .

(1.4)

In addition, according to (1.3), the all-zero circulant matrix corresponds to the null polynomial and
the identity matrix to the unitary polynomial.
The ring of polynomials F2 [x]/hxv + 1i includes elements that are zero divisors: such elements
are mapped onto singular circulant matrices over F2 . Avoiding such matrices is important in the
computation of the LEDAcrypt primitives, as non-singular v × v circulant matrices are required.
However, a proper selection of the size v of a circulant matrix allows to easily generate invertible
instances of it as described next.
Polynomial inversion in a finite field In order to provide efficient execution for the LEDAcrypt
primitives, it is crucial to be able to efficiently check invertibility of a binary circulant matrix, and
to generate a non-singular circulant matrix efficiently. To this end, we exploit the isomorphism (1.3)
between p × p binary circulant matrices and polynomials in F2 [x]/hxp + 1i, turning the problem into
providing an efficient criterion for the invertibility of an element of F2 [x]/hxp + 1i and describing
an efficient way to generate such invertible polynomials. In the following, we recall some facts
from finite field theory, and we derive a necessary and sufficient condition for the invertibility of
an element of F2 [x]/hxp + 1i, provided p is chosen according to the described criterion. Let Fqm be
the finite field of cardinality q m , with q a prime power and m a positive integer; given an element
α ∈ Fqm , the following propositions hold [66]:
(i) The minimal polynomial of α with respect to Fq , i.e., the nonzero monic polynomial f (x) ∈
Fq [x] of the least degree such that f (α) = 0, always exists, it is unique, and it is also irreducible
over Fq .
(ii) If a monic irreducible polynomial g(x) ∈ Fq [x] has α ∈ Fqm as a root, then it is the minimal
polynomial of α with respect to Fq .
Definition 1.1.1 Let n be a positive integer and q a prime power such that gcd(n, q) = 1, which
means that n and q are coprime. A cyclotomic coset of q mod n containing the value a ∈ Zn is
defined as
Ca = {aq j mod n : j = 0, 1, . . .}.
A subset {a1 , . . . , as } ⊆ Zn is named as a complete set of representatives of cyclotomic cosets of
s
[
q mod n if ∀ i 6= j Cai ∩ Caj = ∅ and
Caj = Zn .
j

It is worth noting that the previous definition allows to easily infer that two cyclotomic cosets are
either equal or disjoint. Indeed, given two cyclotomic cosets Ca1 and Ca2 , with a1 6= a2 mod n, if
Page 11
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Ca1 ∩ Ca2 6= ∅, two positive integers j and k such that a1 q j = a2 q k mod n should exist. Assuming
(without loss of generality) that k ≥ j, the condition gcd(n, q) = 1 would ensure the existence of the
multiplicative inverse of q and consequentially that a1 = a2 q k−j mod n, which in turn would imply
that the cyclotomic coset including a1 is a subset of the coset including a2 , i.e., Ca1 ⊆ Ca2 . However,
as the previous equality can be rewritten as a2 = a1 (q −1 )k−j mod n, it would also imply Ca2 ⊆ Ca1 ,
leading to conclude that a1 = a2 mod n, which is a contradiction of the initial assumption about
them being different.
Two notable theorems that make use of the cyclotomic coset definition to determine the minimal
polynomials of every element in a finite field can be stated as follows [66].
TheoremY
1.1.1 Let α be a primitive element of Fqm , the minimal polynomial of αi in Fq [x] is
g (i) (x) =
(x − αj ), where Ci is the unique cyclotomic coset of q mod q m − 1 containing i.
j∈Ci

Theorem 1.1.2 Given a positive integer n and a prime power q, with gcd(n, q) = 1, let m be
a positive integer such that n | (q m − 1). Let α be a primitive element of Fqm and let g (i) (x) ∈
Fq [x] be the minimal polynomial of αi ∈ Fqm . Denoting as {a1 , . . . , as } ⊆ Zn a complete set of
representatives of cyclotomic cosets of q mod n, the polynomial xn − 1 ∈ Fq [x] can be factorized as
the product of monic irreducible polynomials over Fq , i.e.,
n

x −1=

s
Y



g

(q m −1)ai
n



(x).

i=1

Corollary 1.1.1 Given a positive integer n and a prime power q, with gcd(n, q) = 1, the number
of monic irreducible factors of xn − 1 ∈ Fq [x] is equal to the number of cyclotomic cosets of q mod
n.
From the previous propositions on the properties of finite fields, it is possible to derive the following
results.
Corollary 1.1.2 Given an odd prime number p, if 2 is a primitive element in the finite field
Zp then the irreducible (non trivial) polynomials being a factor of xp + 1 ∈ F2 [x] are x + 1 and
Φ(x) = xp−1 + xp−2 + · · · + x + 1.
Proof. Considering the ring of polynomials with binary coefficients F2 [x] and picking a positive
integer n as an odd prime number (i.e., n = p), Corollary 1.1.1 ensures that the number of factors
of xp + 1 ∈ F2 [x] equals the number of cyclotomic cosets of 2 mod p.
If 2 is a primitive element of Zp , its order, ordp (2), is equal to the order of the (cyclic) multiplicative
group of the field, i.e., ordp (2) = | (Zp \ {0}, ·) | = p − 1; thus, the said cyclotomic cosets can be
listed as: C0 = {0 · 2j mod p : j = 0, 1, . . . } = {0} and C1 = {1 · 2j mod p : j = 0, 1, . . . } = Zp \ {0}.
The polynomial xp − 1 ∈ F2 [x] admits α = 1 as a root, therefore its two (non trivial) factors can
p +1
be listed as: x + 1 and xx+1
= xp−1 + xp−2 + · · · + x + 1.
Theorem 1.1.3 (Invertible elements in F2 [x]/hxp + 1i) Let p be a prime number such that
ordp (2) = p − 1. Let g(x) be a binary polynomial in F2 [x]/hxp + 1i, with deg(g(x)) > 0.
g(x) has a multiplicative inverse in F2 [x]/hxp + 1i if and only if it contains an odd number of terms
and g(x) 6= Φ(x), with Φ(x) = xp−1 + xp−2 + · · · + x + 1.
Page 12
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Proof. If g(x) ∈ F2 [x]/hxp + 1i contains an odd number of terms and g(x) 6= Φ(x), to prove it is
invertible modulo xp + 1 we need to consider that gcd(g(x), xp + 1) = gcd(g(x), (x + 1)Φ(x)).
It is easy to observe that x + 1 does not divide g(x), i.e., (x + 1) - g(x), as g(1) = 1, thus they
are coprime. Considering Φ(x), we know by hypothesis that ordp (2) = p − 1, therefore Φ(x) is
irreducible over F2 [x] (see Corollary 1.1.2), which excludes that g(x) | Φ(x).
To the end of proving that g(x) and Φ(x) are coprime, it has to hold that Φ(x) - g(x). To this end
assume, by contradiction, that g(x)h(x) = Φ(x) for a proper choice of h(x) ∈ F2 [x]. The previous
equality entails that deg(g(x)) + deg(h(x)) = p − 1, while deg(g(x)) ≤ p − 1, which in turn leaves
deg(h(x)) = 0 as the only option, leading to conclude h(x) = 0 or h(x) = 1. In case h(x) = 0,
the equality g(x) · 0 = xp−1 + xp−2 + · · · + x + 1 is false, while in case h(x) = 1, the equality
g(x) · 1 = Φ(x) contradicts the hypothesis. Since we proved that g(x) - Φ(x) and Φ(x) - g(x),
g(x) 6= Φ(x) by hypothesis, we can infer that they are coprime.
Finally, being gcd(g(x), xp + 1) = gcd(g(x), (x + 1)Φ(x)) = 1 we conclude that g(x) is invertible.
To prove the other implication of the theorem, if g(x) ∈ F2 [x]/hxp + 1i, with deg(g(x)) > 0, is
invertible we need to derive that g(x) must have an odd number of terms and be different from
Φ(x). Being g(x) invertible, this means that gcd(g(x), xp + 1) = gcd(g(x), (x + 1)Φ(x)) = 1, which
in turn means that gcd(g(x), x + 1) = 1 and gcd(g(x), Φ(x)) = 1 that guarantees that g(x) 6= Φ(x)
and that g(1) = 1. Willing to prove that g(x) must have an odd number of terms, assume, by
contradiction, it has an even number of terms. Regardless of which terms are contained in g(x)
this means that it admits 1 as a root, which contradicts the premise.
Invertibility of square quasi cyclic binary matrices In the construction of the LEDAcrypt
primitives we will need to generate QC binary square matrices that must be invertible. To remove
the need to compute the matrix determinant, as it is computationally demanding, we prove and
employ the following theorem. We denote as perm (·) the permanent of a matrix, and as w (·) the
number of the nonzero coefficients of a polynomial, a quantity also known as its weight.
Theorem 1.1.4 Let p > 2 be a prime such that ordp (2) = p − 1 and Q is an n0 × n0 matrix of
elements of F2 [x]/hxp + 1i; if perm (w(Q)) is odd and perm (w(Q)) < p, then Q is non-singular.
Proof. Since each block Qij is isomorphic to a polynomial qij (x) ∈ F2 [x]/hxp + 1i, the determinant
of the matrix Q is represented as an element of F2 [x]/hxp + 1i as well. Let us denote by d(x) the
polynomial associated to the determinant. If the inverse of d(x) exists, then Q is non-singular.
According to Theorem 1.1.3, showing that d(x) has odd weight and d(x) 6= Φ(x) = xp−1 + xp−2 +
· · · + 1 is enough to guarantee that it is invertible. In general, when we are considering two
polynomials a(x) and b(x), with w (a(x)) = wa and w (b(x)) = wb , the following statements hold:
i. w (a(x)b(x)) = wa wb − 2c1 , where c1 is the number of cancellations of pairs of monomials
with the same exponent resulting from multiplication;
ii. w (a(x) + b(x)) = wa + wb − 2c2 , where c2 is the number of cancellations due to monomials
with the same exponent appearing in both polynomials.
The determinant d(x) is obtained through multiplications and sums of the elements qij (x) and, in
case of no cancellations, has weight equal to perm (w(Q)). If some cancellations occur, considering
statements i) and ii) above, we have that w (d(x)) = perm (w(Q))−2c, where c is the overall number
of cancellations. So, even when cancellations occur, d(x) has odd weight only if perm (w(Q)) is
Page 13
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odd. In addition, the condition perm (w(Q)) < p guarantees that d(x) 6= Φ(x), since w (Φ(x)) = p.
With this result, we can guarantee that a QC matrix is non-singular, provided that the weights of
its circulant blocks are chosen properly.

1.1.2

Quasi-cyclic low-density parity-check codes and their efficient decoding

Binary error correcting codes rely on a redundant representation of information in the form of
binary strings to be able to detect and correct accidental bit errors which may happen during
transmission or storage. We employ binary codes acting on a finite binary sequence at once, known
as the information word, which are known as block codes. We will refer to them simply as binary
codes in the following.
In this setting, let F2 be the binary finite field with the addition and multiplication operations
that correspond to the usual exclusive-or and logical product between two Boolean values. Let Fk2
denote the k-dimensional vector space defined on F2 . A binary code, denoted as C (n, k), is defined
as a bijective map C (n, k) : Fk2 → Fn2 , n, k ∈ N, 0 < k < n, between any binary k-tuple (i.e., an
information word) and a binary n-tuple (denoted as codeword). The value n is known as the length
of the code, while k is denoted as its dimension.
Encoding through C (n, k) means converting an information word u ∈ Fk2 into its corresponding
codeword c ∈ Fn2 . Given a codeword ĉ corrupted by an error vector e ∈ Fn2 with Hamming weight
t > 0 (ĉ = c + e), decoding aims to recover both the value of the information word u and the value
of the error vector e. A code is said to be t-error correcting if, for any value of e, given ĉ there is a
decoding procedure to retrieve both the error vector e and the original information word u.
Definition 1.1.2 (Linear Code) The code C (n, k) is linear if and only if the set of its 2k codewords is a k-dimensional subspace of the vector space Fn2 .
A property of linear block codes that follows from Definition 1.1.2 is that the sum modulo 2, i.e.,
the component wise exclusive-or, of two codewords is also a codeword.
Definition 1.1.3 (Minimum distance) Given a linear binary code C (n, k), the minimum distance of C (n, k) is the minimum Hamming distance among all the distances which can be computed
between a pair of its codewords.
If the code is linear, its minimum distance coincides with the minimum Hamming weight of its
nonzero codewords.
Definition 1.1.4 (Encoding) Given C (n, k), a linear error correcting code, and Γ ⊂ Fn2 the vector
subspace containing its 2k codewords, it is possible to represent it choosing k linearly independent
codewords {g0 , g1 , . . . gk−1 } ∈ Fn2 to form a basis of Γ. Any codeword c = [c0 , c1 , . . . , cn−1 ] can be
expressed as a linear combination of the vectors of the basis
c = u0 g0 + u1 g1 + . . . + uk−1 gk−1 ,

(1.5)

where the binary coefficients ui can be thought as the elements of an information vector u =
[u0 , u1 , . . . , uk−1 ], which the code maps into c. We then say that u is encoded into c.
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Equation (1.5) can be rewritten as c = uG, where G is a k ×n binary matrix known as the generator
matrix of the code C (n, k), i.e.,



G=


g0
g1
..
.




.


gk−1
Since any set of k linearly independent codewords can be used to form G, a code can be represented
by different generator matrices. Among the possible generator matrices for a linear code, one known
as systematic can always be derived.
Definition 1.1.5 (Systematic Encoding) A linear error correcting code C (n, k) is said to have
systematic encoding, or to be systematic in short, if each one of its codewords contains the information vector it is associated to.
A conventional way to express a systematic code is the one where each n-bit codeword, c, is obtained
by appending r = n − k redundancy bits (ck , ck+1 , . . . , cn−1 ) to its corresponding k-bit information
word (i.e., c0 , c1 , . . . , ck−1 , with ci = ui , 0 ≤ i < k): c = [u0 , u1 , . . . , uk−1 |ck , ck+1 , . . . , cn−1 ]. It
follows that the associated k × n generator matrix G can be written as G = [Ik |P ], where Ik
denotes the k × k identity matrix and P is a k × r binary matrix.
Let us consider the set of all n-bit vectors in Fn2 that are orthogonal to any codeword
of the code

subspace Γ, known as its orthogonal complement Γ⊥ . Its dimension is dim Γ⊥ = n − dim (Γ) =
n − k = r. A basis of Γ⊥ is readily obtained choosing r linearly independent vector in Γ⊥ as


h0
 h1 


H =  . .
 .. 
hr−1
The r×n matrix H is known as a parity-check matrix of the code C (n, k), while, for any n-bit vector
x ∈ Fn2 , the r × 1 vector s = HxT , where T denotes transposition, is known as the syndrome of x
through H. Given that H is a basis of Γ⊥ , every codeword c ∈ Γ satisfies the equality HcT = 0r×1
where 0r×1 is the r × 1 zero vector, i.e., a codeword belonging to C (n, k) has a null syndrome
through H.
It is easy to show that the generator matrix G and the parity-check matrix H are two equivalent
descriptions of a linear code. Indeed, we have that HcT = HGT uT = 0r×1 , ∀ u ∈ Fk2 , yielding in
turn that HGT = 0r×k . Exploiting the aforementioned relation, it is possible to derive H from G
and vice versa. Let us consider, for the sake of clarity, the case of a systematic code
 C (n,k) with
G = [Ik |P ]. It is possible to obtain the corresponding parity-check matrix H as P T |Ir , which
satisfies HGT = P T + P T = 0r×k . Finally, considering a generic parity-check matrix H = [A|B],
with A an r × k matrix and B an r × r non-singular
matrix, a systematic generator matrix of the
h
T i
−1
corresponding code is computed as G = Ik | B A
, being B −1 the inverse of matrix B.
A QC code is defined as a linear block code C (n, k) having information word size k = pk0 and
codeword size n = pn0 , where n0 is denoted as basic block length of the code and each cyclic shift
of a codeword by n0 symbols results in another valid codeword [63].
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LEDAcrypt hinges on a QC code C (pn0 , pk0 ) having the generator and parity-check matrices composed by p × p circulant sub-matrices (blocks).
A Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) code C (n, k) is a special type of linear block code characterized by a sparse parity-check matrix H. In particular, the Hamming weight of a column of H,
denoted as dv , is much smaller than its length r and increases sub-linearly with it. In terms of error
correction capability, LDPC codes having a non-constant weight for either the rows or the columns
of H, hence known as irregular LDPC codes, were proven to approach the channel capacity [42].
Considering the parity-check matrix H of an LDPC code as the incidence matrix of a graph, such
a graph is known as Tanner graph, and it has been shown that keeping the number of short cycles
as small as possible in such a graph is beneficial to the error correction performance of the code.
The peculiar form of LDPC codes allows to devise an efficient decoding procedure, provided their
parity-check matrix H is known, via algorithms known as Bit Flipping (BF) decoders [25]. Indeed,
BF algorithms perform decoding with a fixed-point procedure which exploits the form of H to
iteratively deduce which bits of an error-affected codeword should be flipped in order to obtain
a zero-valued syndrome for it. If the fixed-point procedure converges within a desired amount of
iterations to a zero-valued syndrome, the decoding action is deemed successful.
The rationale of BF decoders is in considering the parity-check matrix H as the description of a
set of r equations in the codeword bits yielding the syndrome bits as their results. Such equations
are known as parity-check equations, or parity checks, in short. In this context, the one-valued
coefficients of the i-th column of a parity matrix H can be thought of as the indicators of which
parity checks of the code are involving the i-th bit of the received codeword. The result of each
one of the said parity checks is a bit in the syndrome, hence a zero-valued syndrome indicates a
set of successful parity checks, and thus a correct codeword. The convergence of the fixed-point
decoder is influenced by the number of parity checks in which each codeword element is involved:
in particular, being involved in a small number of parity checks speeds up the convergence.
An LDPC code may also be a QC code, expressed with a QC parity-check or generator matrix,
hence being named a QC-LDPC code, which is indeed the case of the codes employed in LEDAcrypt.
An efficient BF decoding procedure for QC-LDPC codes can be devised relying on the number of
unsatisfied parity checks to which a codeword bit concurs as an estimate of it being affected by an
error. We describe such a procedure in Algorithm 1, where the sparse and QC nature of the matrix
H is explicitly exploited.
To this end H is represented as r0 × n0 sparse p × p circulant blocks, and only the positions of the
first column of each block are memorized in Hsparse. Algorithm 1 receives, alongside Hsparse,
the error-affected codeword to be corrected x, its syndrome computed as s = HxT , and performs
the fixed-point decoding procedure for a maximum of imax iterations. The algorithm outputs its
best estimate for the correct codeword c and a Boolean variable decodeOk reporting the success,
or not, of the decoding procedure. The procedure iterates at fixed-point (loop at lines 4–20) the
decoding procedure, which starts by counting how many unsatisfied parity checks a codeword bit
is involved into (lines 5–12). Such a value is obtained considering which are the asserted bits in a
given column of H, taking care of accounting for its sparse representation, and the cyclic nature of
its blocks (line 10). Whenever a bit in the i-th column and assertedHbitPos-th row of H is set,
it is pointing to the fact that the i-th bit of the codeword is involved in the assertedHbitPos-th
parity-check equation. Thus, if the assertedHbitPos-th bit of the syndrome is unsatisfied, i.e.,
equal to 1, the number of unsatisfied parity checks of the i-th bit is incremented (lines 11–12).
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Algorithm 1: BF decoding
x: QC-LDPC error-affected codeword as a 1 × pn0 binary vector.
s: QC-LDPC syndrome. It is a pr0 × 1 binary vector obtained as s = HxT .
Hsparse: sparse version of the parity-check matrix Hpr0 ×pn0 , represented as a
dv × n0 integer matrix containing for each of its n0 columns, the
positions in {0, 1, . . . , pr0 − 1} of the asserted binary coefficients in the
first column of each circulant block in the sequence of n0 submatrices
in H = [H0 | H1 | . . . | Hn0 −1 ] (any of which with size p × p).
Output: c: error-free 1 × pn0 codeword
decodeOk: Boolean value denoting the successful outcome of the decoding action
Data: imax: maximum number of allowed iterations before reporting a decoding failure

Input:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

codeword ← x
// bitvector with size pn0
syndrome ← s
// bitvector with size pr0
iter ← 0
// scalar variable denoting the number of iterations
repeat
iter ← iter + 1
unsatParityChecks ← 01×pr0 // counters of unsatisfied parity checks
for i = 0 to n0 − 1 do
for exp = 0 to p − 1 do
for j = 0 to dv − 1 do
j
k
assertedHbitPos←(exp +Hsparse[j][i] ) mod p+p· Hsparse[j][i] div p
if syndrome[assertedHbitPos] = 1 then
unsatParityChecks[i · p + exp] ← 1 + unsatParityChecks[i · p + exp]
threshold ← ThresholdChoice(iterationCounter, syndrome)
for i = 0 to pn0 − 1 do
if unsatParityChecks[i] ≥ threshold then
BitToggle(codeword[i])
for j = 0 to dv − 1 do

// codeword update

j
k
assertedHbitPos ← (exp + Hsparse[j][i]) mod p + p · Hsparse[j][i] div p
BitToggle(syndrome[assertedHbitPos])
until syndrome 6= 01×pr0 and iter < imax
if syndrome = 01×pr0 then
return codeword, true
else
return codeword, false
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Once the computation of the number of unsatisfied parity checks per codeword bit is completed, a
decision must be taken on which of them are to be flipped, as they are deemed error affected. The
choice of the threshold that the number of unsatisfied parity checks should exceed, can be done
a-priori from the code parameters, or determined taking into account the iteration reached by the
decoder and the current weight of the syndrome.
Thus, the procedure toggles the values of all the codeword bits for which the number of unsatisfied
parity checks matches the maximum one (lines 14–16). Once this step is completed, the values
of the parity checks should be recomputed according to the new value of the codeword. While
this can be accomplished by pre-multiplying the transposed codeword by H, it is more efficient to
exploit the knowledge of which bits of the codeword were toggled to change only the parity-check
values in the syndrome affected by such toggles. Lines 17–19 of Algorithm 1 update the syndrome
according to the aforementioned procedure, i.e., for a given i-th codeword bit being toggled, all
the syndrome values corresponding to the positions of the asserted coefficients in the i-th column
of H are also toggled. Once either the decoding procedure has reached its intended fixed-point,
i.e., the syndrome is a zero-filled vector, or the maximum number of iterations has been reached,
Algorithm 1 returns its best estimate for the corrected codeword, together with the outcome of the
decoding procedure (lines 21–24).

1.1.3

Classic code-based cryptosystems

The McEliece cryptosystem is a Public-Key Encryption (PKE) scheme proposed by Robert McEliece
in 1978 [44] and exploiting the hardness of the problem of decoding a random-like linear block code.
In the original proposal, the McEliece cryptosystem used irreducible Goppa codes as secret codes,
but its construction can be generalized to other families of codes. The triple of polynomial-time
algorithms ΠMcE =(KeygenMcE , EncMcE , DecMcE ) defining the scheme are as follows:
• The key-generation algorithm considers a binary linear block code C (n, k), with codeword
length n, information word length k and outputs a secret key sk McE defined as the generator
matrix Gk×n of a code C (n, k) able to correct t ≥ 1 or less bit errors, plus a randomly chosen
invertible binary matrix Sk×k , named scrambling matrix, and a binary permutation matrix
Pn×n :
sk McE ← {S, G, P }.
(1.6)
The corresponding public key pk McE is computed as the generator matrix G0k×n of a permutationequivalent code with the same size and correction capability of the original code:
pk McE ← {G0 }, with G0 = SGP.

(1.7)

• The encryption algorithm takes as input a public key pk McE and a message
composed as a

McE
McE
1 × k binary vector u, and outputs a ciphertext x1×n ← Enc
pk , u computed as:
x = uG0 + e,

(1.8)

where e is a 1 × n random binary error vector with weight t (i.e., with exactly t asserted bits).
McE
• The decryption algorithm takes as
 input a secret key sk and a ciphertext x1×n and outputs a
McE
McE
message u1×k ← Dec
sk , x computed as the result of a known error correction decoding
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algorithm (Decode) able to remove t errors present in xP −1 and subsequently multiplying by
the inverse of the matrix S:

Decode(xP −1 )S −1 = Decode (uS)G + (eP −1 ) S −1 = (uS)S −1 = u.
(1.9)
As mentioned, in the original McEliece cryptosystem, algebraic code families (namely, Goppa
codes) provided with bounded-distance decoders were used. In such a case, since the number
of errors correctable by the secret code is t, the correction of the error vector eP −1 is ensured
by design and the cryptosystem exhibits a zero DFR.
It is also worth noticing that the original McEliece cryptosystem only provides One Wayness
against Chosen Plaintext Attack (OW-CPA) guarantees, which means that, given a ciphertext, it is computationally impossible to recover the plaintext without knowing the private
key. Suitable conversions of the cryptosystem must be exploited in order to achieve Indistinguishability Under Adaptive Chosen Ciphertext Attack (IND-CCA2), which means that an
adversary with access to a decryption oracle (that knows the private key) cannot distinguish
whether a string is a decryption of a legitimate given ciphertext or a random valid plaintext
message. The decryption oracle cannot be queried on the given ciphertext. When these
conversions are used, some constraints on the public code can be relaxed.
The Niederreiter cryptosystem [47] is a code-based cryptosystem exploiting the same trapdoor introduced in the McEliece PKE [44] with an alternative formulation. The Niederreiter PKE employs
syndromes and parity-check matrices in place of codewords and generator matrices, as employed by
the algorithms in the McEliece PKE. The first proposal of such a scheme used Generalized ReedSolomon (GRS) codes that were proven to make the whole construction vulnerable [59]. However,
when the same family of codes is used, Niederreiter and McEliece cryptosystems exhibit the same
cryptographic guarantees [41]. The triplet of polynomial-time algorithms ΠNie =(KeygenNie , EncNie ,
DecNie ) defining the scheme are as follows:
• The key-generation algorithm considers a binary linear block code C (n, k), with codeword
length n, information word length k and outputs a secret key sk Nie defined as the paritycheck matrix Hr×n of a code C (n, k), with r = n − k, able to correct t ≥ 1 or less bit errors,
plus a randomly chosen invertible binary matrix Sr×r , named scrambling matrix:
sk Nie ← {H, S}.

(1.10)

0
The corresponding public key pk Nie is computed as the parity-check matrix Hr×n
obtained
as the product of the two secret matrices and is equivalent to H:

pk Nie ← {H 0 }, with H 0 = SH.

(1.11)

Note that the knowledge of H 0 is not amenable to be employed with an efficient decoding
algorithm as it actually hides the structure of the selected code.
• The encryption algorithm takes as input a public key pk Nie and a message composed as a 1×n
binary vector e with exactly t asserted bits, and outputs a ciphertext xr×1 ← EncNie pk Nie , e
computed as the syndrome of the original message:
x = H 0 eT = SHeT .

(1.12)
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Nie and a ciphertext x
• The decryption algorithm takes as input
r×1 and out a secret key sk
Nie
Nie
puts a message e1×n ← Dec
sk , x computed as the result of a known error correction
syndrome decoding algorithm (SynDecoding) applied to the vector S −1 x and able to recover
the original error vector e1×n :

e = SynDecoding(S −1 x) = SynDecoding(HeT ).

(1.13)

In the original Niederreiter cryptosystem, algebraic code families provided with boundeddistance decoders were considered. In such a case, the syndrome decoding algorithm allows
to deterministically recover the original error vector with weight t and the cryptosystem
exhibits a zero DFR.

1.2

QC-LDPC code-based McEliece and Niederreiter cryptosystems

In the following we describe the algorithms of both McEliece ΠMcE =(KeygenMcE , EncMcE , DecMcE ) and
Niederreiter ΠNie =(KeygenNie , EncNie , DecNie ) cryptosystems instantiated with QC-LDPC codes.
• The key-generation algorithms KeygenNie in Fig. 1.1(a) and KeygenMcE in Fig. 1.1(b) consider a QC-LDPC code C (n, k), with codeword length n = pn0 , information word length
k = p(n0 − 1), where n0 ∈ {2, 3, 4}, p is a prime number such that ordp (2) = p − 1.
The first step in the key generation procedures is to find two random binary matrices that
correspond to the (secret) quasi-cyclic p × pn0 parity-check matrix H of a QC-LDPC code
with the mentioned parameters and a pn0 × pn0 quasi-cyclic sparse binary matrix Q. The
matrix H is structured as 1×n0 circulant blocks, each of which with size p×p and with a fixed
odd number of asserted elements per row/column, denoted as dv (to guarantee invertibility
of each block – see Th. 1.1.3)
H = [H0 , H1 , . . . , Hn0 −1 ], w(Hi ) = dv , 0 ≤ i < n0 .
The matrix Q is structured as an n0 × n0 block matrix, where each block is a p × p binary
circulant matrix (note that the existence of a multiplicative inverse of any of these blocks is
not guaranteed). The weights of each block of Q define a circulant matrix of integers denoted
as w(Q)
that the sum of all elements in any row/column of Q amounts to the same value
Pn0such
−1
m = i=0 mi . Explicitly




Q0,0
Q0,1
...
Q0,n0 −1
m0
m1
. . . mn0 −1
 Q1,0
 mn −1
Q1,1
...
Q1,n0 −1 
m0
. . . mn0 −2 
0




Q=
w(Q) = 

.
..
..
.
.
.
..
.
.
.
.
.
.
.




.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Qn0 −1,0 Qn0 −1,1 . . . Qn0 −1,n0 −1
m1
mn0 −1 . . .
m0
The choice of the weights m0 , m1 , · · · , mn0 −1 is constrained according to Theorem 1.1.4 to
ensure the invertibility of Q, even if any individual block may not be invertible.
In computing the product HQ (see line 3 of both Fig. 1.1(a) and Fig. 1.1(b)), the multiplication of H by the (compatible) full-rank matrix Q (rank(Q) = pn0 ) yields a matrix
L = HQ

(1.14)
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Algorithm 2: KeygenNie
Output: (sk Nie , pk Nie )
Data: p>2 prime, ordp (2)=p−1,
n0 ≥ 2

Algorithm 3: KeygenMcE
Output: (sk McE , pk McE )
Data: p>2 prime, ordp (2)=p−1,
n0 ≥ 2

1

seed ← TRNG()

1

seed ← TRNG()

2

{H, Q} ← GenerateHQ(seed)
// H = [H0 , . . . , Hn0 −1 ],
// Hi is a p × p circulant block
// with wt(Hi ) = dv , 0 ≤ i < n0
// Q is an n0 × n0 block matrix
// in accordance to Th. 1.1.4
// wt([Qi,0 , . . . , Qi,n0 −1 ])=m,0≤i<n0

2

{H, Q} ← GenerateHQ(seed)
// H = [H0 , . . . , Hn0 −1 ],
// Hi is a p × p circulant block
// with wt(Hi ) = dv , 0 ≤ i < n0
// Q is an n0 × n0 block matrix
// in accordance to Th. 1.1.4
// wt([Qi,0 , . . . , Qi,n0 −1 ])=m,0≤i<n0

3

L ← HQ
// L = [L
P0 , L1 , . . . , Ln0 −1 ],
// Lj = i Hi Qij is a p × p
circulant block

3

L ← HQ
// L = [L
P0 , L1 , . . . , Ln0 −1 ],
// Lj = i Hi Qij is a p × p
circulant block

4

if ∃ 0≤j<n0 s.t. wt(Lj ) 6= dv × m then
goto 2
LInv ← ComputeInverse(Ln0 −1 )
for i = 0 to n0 − 2 do
Mi ← LInv Li
// Mi is a p × p circulant block

4

if ∃ 0≤j<n0 s.t. wt(Lj ) 6= dv × m then
goto 2
LInv ← ComputeInverse(Ln0 −1 )
for i = 0 to n0 − 2 do
Mi ← LInv Li
// Mi is a p × p circulant block

5
6
7
8

9
10

pk Nie ← [M0 | . . . | Mn0 −2 |I]
sk Nie ← {H, Q}
// I is a p × p identity block

5
6
7
8

11

Z ← diag([I, . . . , I])
// p(n0 −1)×p(n0 −1) identity
// matrix, composed as a
diagonal
// block matrix with (n0 − 1)
// replicas of I, where I is
// a p × p identity matrix


pk McE ← Z | [M0 | . . . | Mn0 −2 ]T
sk McE ← {H, Q}

12

return (sk McE , pk McE )

9

10

11

return (sk Nie , pk Nie )
(a)

(b)

Figure 1.1: Summary of the key generation algorithms of both Niederreiter (a) and McEliece (b)
cryptosystems, instantiated with QC-LDPC codes

with the same rank of H, thus rank(L) = p. This implies that every p × p block of L =
[L0 , L1 , . . . , Ln0 −1 ] has the same rank (i.e., rank(Li ) = p) and is therefore invertible. As a
consequence, in line 6 of both Fig. 1.1(a) and Fig. 1.1(b), there is no need to check whether
Ln0 −1 admits a multiplicative inverse or not.
It is worth noting that the necessary and sufficient conditions in Th. 1.1.3 state that an
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invertible binary circulant block matrix must exhibit a weight of any row/column equal to
nX
0 −1
an odd number. Since Lj =
Hi Qij , the weight of Lj satisfies also the following wt(Lj ) =
i=0

dv × m − 2c, where the parameter c ≥ 0 is justified with an argument analogous
to the one
Pn0 −1
reported in the proof of Th. 1.1.4. From this, it is easy to conclude that m = i=0 mi must
also be an odd number.
Lines 4–5 in both Fig. 1.1(a) and Fig. 1.1(b) check that all the blocks of the matrix L have a
weight equal to dv ×m, and repeat the generation process until this condition does hold. Such
a constraint is imposed as the weight of the blocks of L is a security parameter in LEDAcrypt,
and then must be appropriately constrained.
Starting from the multiplicative inverse of Ln0 −1 , the following matrix can be computed
M = L−1
n0 −1 L = [M0 |M1 |M2 | . . . |Mn0 −2 |Ip ] = [Ml |I]

(1.15)

where I denotes the p×p identity matrix. The matrix M in (1.15) is the parity-check matrix of
the public code in systematic form, and can easily be converted into the systematic generator
matrix of the same code.
The private key for each of the schemes at hand consists of the two matrices H and Q:
sk Nie ← {H, Q}, sk McE ← {H, Q}. Comparing these with the keypair definitions in the
original Niederreiter and McEliece schemes, it is worth noting that the original non-singular
scrambling matrix is replaced with the multiplicative inverse of the last circulant block resulting from the multiplication of the secret matrices, i.e., L−1
n0 −1 with L = HQ = [L0 , . . . , Ln0 −1 ].
The secret permutation matrix introduced in the original McEliece scheme has no counterpart
in our scheme because we will use a public generator matrix in systematic form and will embed
the result into a CCA2 construction, thus making it redundant from a security perspective.
The computation of the public key depends on whether the scheme is Niederreiter-based
or McEliece-based. Specifically, the computation of the public key values will yield either
a parity-check matrix or a generator matrix, both in systematic form, referring to a public
code without a computationally efficient decoding/decryption algorithm (see lines 7–9 in both
Fig. 1.1(a) and Fig. 1.1(b)).
It is worth noting that in practice there is no need to store a public key including circulant
matrices (blocks) that are identity p × p matrices. Moreover, since both H and Q are formed
by sparse circulant matrices (blocks), it is convenient to store each block as the set of integers
representing the positions of non-zero elements of the first row of each block. The said set of
integers requires at least dlog2 (p)e bits to be stored.
P 0 −1
If we consider that the circulant blocks in any block row of Q have overall weight m= ni=0
mi ,
the size of sk Nie (equiv., sk McE ) is |sk Nie |=n0 (dv + m) dlog2 (p)e bits.
We note that, given the fast generation procedure for H and Q, a viable option to reduce
the size of the private key at rest is to store the seed of a cryptographically secure Pseudo
Random Number Generator (PRNG) from which H and Q are generated.
• The encryption algorithm EncryptNie in Fig. 1.2(a) takes as input a public key pk Nie =
[M0 | . . . Mj | . . . | Mn0 −2 |I] and a message composed as a randomly chosen 1 × pn0 binary
vector e with exactly t asserted bits, and outputs a ciphertext that is the p × 1 syndrome of
the message computed multiplying the sequence of n0 message blocks of size 1 × p by the QC
parity-check matrix of the public code included in the public key
s = [M0 | . . . Mj | . . . | Mn0 −2 |I]eT .
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Algorithm 4: EncryptNie
Input: e = [e0 , . . . , en0 −1 ]: plaintext
message; randomly chosen
1 × pn0 binary vector, with t
asserted bits, where each ej is a
1×p vector with 0≤j<n0 .
pk Nie = [M0 | . . . | Mn0 −2 |I]
public key: sequence of n0 −1
p×p circulant blocks Mj , with
0≤j<n0 −1, followed by an
identity block
Output: s: syndrome; p × 1 binary
vector
Data: p>2 prime, ordp (2)=p−1,
n0 ≥ 2

Algorithm 5: EncryptMcE
Input: u = [u0 , . . . , un0 −2 ]: plaintext
message; n0 1 × p binary
vectors;
e = [e0 , . . . , en0 −1 ]: error
message with wt(e)=t;
composed as n0 1 × p binary
vectors;
pk McE =[Z | [M0 |. . .| Mn0 −2 ]T ]]:
public key; composed as
sequence of n0 −1 p×p circulant
blocks Mj , with 0≤j<n0 −1
juxtaposed to compose a
systematic (n0 −1)×n0
generation matrix with p×p
circulant blocks. Z: a diagonal
block matrix with n0 −1 replicas
of the identity circular block I
Output: c = [c0 , . . . , cn0 −1 ]: error
affected codeword; 1 × pn0
binary vector, where each cj
is a 1×p vector with 0≤j<n0 .
Data: p>2 prime, ordp (2)=p−1,
n0 ≥ 2

3

4

s ← 0p×1
// zero vector
for j = 0 to n0 − 1 do
s ← s + Mj eTj
s ← s + eTn0 −1

6

blk ← 0
// p × p zero block
for j = 0 to n0 − 2 do
blk ← blk + uTj Mj
c ← [u0 , u1 , . . . , un0 −2 , blk]
for j = 0 to n0 − 1 do
cj ← cj + ej

5

return s

7

return c

1
2
1
2
3

(a)

4
5

(b)

Figure 1.2: Encryption algorithm of Niederreiter (a) and McEliece (b) cryptosystems, instantiated
with QC-LDPC codes

The encryption algorithm EncryptMcE in Fig. 1.2(b) takes three input parameters: a plaintext
message composed as a 1 × p(n0 − 1) binary vector u, an error vector composed as a 1 × pn0
binary vector e with exactly t asserted bits (supposed to be uniformly and randomly picked
from the set of binary vectors with the same weight), and a public key pk McE structured
as a

McE
T
QC generator matrix with size (n0 − 1)×n0 , i.e., pk
= Z | [M0 | . . . | Mn0 −2 ] , where
Z = diag(I, . . . , I) is a diagonal block matrix composed as n0 − 1 replicas of the identity
circulant block I (i.e., a p × p identity matrix), which coincides with an (n0 − 1)p × (n0 − 1)p
identity matrix. The algorithm outputs a ciphertext c that is an error affected 1 × pn0
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binary vector composed as follows. The sequence of the first (n0 −1) binary vectors from the
plaintext message (each with size 1 × p) followed by the binary vector obtained as the sum of
products between the corresponding 1 × p blocks in u and the ones in the public key portion
[M0 | . . . | Mn0 −2 ], is added to the sequence of n0 binary vectors of the error vector e


nX
0 −2
c = [e0 | . . . |en0 −2 |en0 −1 ] + u0 | . . . | un0 −2 |
uj Mj  .
j=0

• The decryption algorithm DecryptNie in Fig. 1.3(a) takes as input a secret key sk Nie =
{H, Q} and a ciphertext that is identified with a p × 1 binary syndrome
 Tthat is supposed to
be computed as s = [M0 | . . . | Mn0 −2 |I]eT = L−1
[L
,
.
.
.
,
L
]
e . The outcome of
n0 −1
n0 −1 0
the decryption algorithm is the original binary vector e. The initial steps of the algorithm
(lines 1-2) consist in taking the secret matrices, re-computing L = HQ and executing the
multiplication between the received syndrome s and the last block of L = [L0 , . . . , Ln0 −1 ] to

T
obtain a new p × 1 binary vector s0 = Ln0 −1 s = HQ eT = H QeT = H eQT .
Defining the expanded error vector as e0 = eQT , the binary vector s0 can be thought of as
s0 = He0T to the end of applying a QC-LDPC decoding
procedure and recover both e0 and
−1
0
T
subsequently the original error vector e = e Q
.
QC-LDPC decoders are not bounded distance decoders, and some non-zero DFR must be
tolerated. The system parameters can be chosen such that the DFR is acceptably small;
for this purpose, the average decoding radius of the private code must be sufficiently larger
than the Hamming weight of e0 , which is t0 ≤ mt and approximately equal to mt, due to
the sparsity of Q and e. As shown in line 3 of algorithm DecryptNie in Fig. 1.3(a), the
LEDAdecoder algorithm performs
the computation of the error vector e saving altogether
−1
the computation of both QT
and the subsequent vector-matrix multiplication.
The decoder adopted in versions < 2.5 of the LEDAcrypt specification allows the error vector
e to be recovered directly from the syndrome s and the secret matrices H and Q, while
in the current and future specifications and implementations of LEDAcrypt (i.e., the ones
with ver. ≥ 2.5) we take the matrix Q equal to an identity matrix of the same size, while
the values of the parameters of the cryptoschemes are chosen accordingly as per the NIST
security requirements (see Chap. 4). As a consequence, the analyses and algorithms detailed
in Chap. 3 to describe the LEDAdecoder allow e to be recovered from the syndrome s and
the secret matrix L = H.
If the decoding procedure terminates successfully (i.e., the decoder verifies that the syndrome
corresponding to the recovered error is equal to zero), the procedure returns also a Boolean
variable res = true along with the recovered value e (see line 3 of algorithm DecryptNie in
Fig. 1.3(a)). On the other hand, when the decoding fails, the algorithm DecryptNie returns
the value of the Boolean variable res set to false and a null value for the original message
e = ⊥ (lines 4–5).
The decryption algorithm DecryptMcE in Fig. 1.3(b), takes as input a secret key sk McE =
{H, Q} and a ciphertext that is identified with an error affected codeword c = [c0 , . . . , cn0 −1 ]
that was computed as the element-wise addition between a 1 × pn0 error vector
Pn0 −2with exactly t
asserted bits and a 1×pn0 binary vector [u0 , . . . , un0 −2 , blk], where blk = j=0 uj (Ln0 −1 HQ).
The outcomes of the decryption algorithm are the original error vector e and message u.
The initial steps of the algorithm (lines 1-2 in Fig. 1.3(b)) consist in taking the secret matrices,
re-computing L = HQ and executing the multiplication between the parity-check matrix L
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Algorithm 6: DecryptNie
Input: s: syndrome; 1 × p binary
vector.
sk Nie = {H, Q} private key;
Output: e = [e0 , . . . , en0 −1 ]: error;
sequence of n0 binary vectors
with size 1 × p.
res: Boolean value denoting
if the decryption ended
successfully (true) or not
(false)
Data: p>2 prime, ordp (2)=p−1,
n0 ≥ 2

Algorithm 7: DecryptMcE
Input: c = [c0 , . . . , cn0 −1 ]: error
affected codeword; 1 × pn0
binary vector, where each cj is
a 1 × p vector with 0 ≤ j < n0 ;
sk McE = {H, Q} private key;
Output: u = [u0 , . . . , un0 −2 ]: message;
sequence of n0 −1 binary
vectors with size 1 × p.
e = [e0 , . . . , en0 −1 ]: error;
sequence of n0 binary vectors
with size 1 × p.
res: Boolean value denoting
if the decryption ended
successfully (true) or not
(false).
Data: p>2 prime, ordp (2)=p−1,
n0 ≥ 2

6

5

L←HQ
// L = [L0 | . . . |Ln0 −1 ]
s0 ←Ln0 −1 s // M =Ln0 −1 L, s=M eT , s0 =LeT
{e, res}←LEDAdecoder(s0 , sk Nie )
if res = false then
e←⊥

8

L ← HQ
// L = [L0 | . . . |Ln0 −1 ]
s ← LcT
// p × 1 binary syndrome
{e, res} ← LEDAdecoder(s, sk McE )
if res = true then
for j = 0 to n0 − 1 do
uj ← cj + ej
else
e ← ⊥; u ← ⊥

6

return (e, res)

9

return (u, e, res)

1
2
3
1
2
3
4

(a)

4
5

7

(b)

Figure 1.3: Decryption algorithm of Niederreiter (a) and McEliece (b) cryptosystems, instantiated
with QC-LDPC codes

and the received error-affected codeword c to obtain a syndrome s as p × 1 binary vector
s = LcT .
If the syndrome decoding phase on line 3 in Fig. 1.3(b) is successful, then res = true and
the original message is computed by adding element-wise the first n0 − 1 binary blocks of the
error-affected codeword (i.e., the ciphertext) with the recovered error vector (see lines 5–6 of
algorithm DecryptMcE in Fig. 1.3(b)); otherwise, the variable res is set to false, while the
message and error vectors are set to null values, u=⊥, e=⊥ (see line 8).
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1.3

Description of LEDAcrypt Key Encapsulation Methods

In this section we describe the structure of the Key Encapsulation Method of LEDAcrypt, where
the QC-LDPC Niederreiter cryptoscheme described in the previous section, is employed as a passive
secure (aka one wayness CPA secure or OW-CPA secure) building block1 to design the LEDAcryptKEM scheme with a long term public/private keypair, and the LEDAcrypt-KEM-CPA scheme with
an ephemeral public/private keypair. In particular, each of the said schemes is composed by a triple
of algorithms for the generation of the public/private keypair, the encapsulation of a secret sessionkey and the decapsulation of a secret session-key, respectively. The key generation algorithms
of both schemes follow the definitions and steps already shown in Figure 1.1(a) as Algorithm 2,
while they differ in the size of the generated keypairs and in the numerical values of the specific
parameters, as described in the following chapters. An encapsulation algorithm enables a sender
to compute a secret session-key and the corresponding encrypted (or encapsulated) payload, i.e., a
ciphertext, employing the public key of the intended receiver. A decapsulation algorithm enables
the intended receiver to employ her private key to decrypt a ciphertext computed with her public
key and subsequently derive the secret session-key chosen by the sender.

1.3.1

LEDAcrypt-KEM: encapsulation and decapsulation algorithms

The LEDAcrypt-KEM scheme employs long term keys for scenarios where key reuse is desirable.
Assuming the use of a QC-LDPC decoder with appropriately low DFR, the encryption and decryption transformations of the OW-CPA Niederreiter scheme reported in Figure 1.2(a) and in
Figure 1.3(a), respectively, are used in the construction reported in Figure 1.4 to obtain the encapsulation and decapsulation algorithms of a Key Encapsulation Module (KEM) with IND-CCA2
guarantees.
The IND-CCA2 security guarantees of LEDAcrypt-KEM are obtained by employing a QC-LDPC
decoder with DFR=2−λ and the construction described by algorithms Encap and Decap in Figure
1.4, ensuring protection with a security level 2λ , against passive and active adversaries. The security
against a passive adversary is provided by the OW-CPA property of the underlying Niederreiter
scheme and the fact that session key is derived by a Key Derivation Function (KDF). The security
against active adversaries, including the ones considered in the so called reaction attacks [48] – which
induces a decryption failure choosing plaintext messages that are in the message space, to recover
the private key – is provided building on one of the constructions reported in [32], augmented with
a message confirmation mechanism to prevent the choice of a specific plaintext message.
In particular, lines 3–4 of Algorithm Encap in Figure 1.4(a), and lines 1–2, 7–10 of Algorithm
⊥ construction of an IND-CCA2 KEM defined in [32].

Decap in Figure 1.4(b) coincide with the Um
Specifically, Theorem 3.6 in [32] establishes that, in the random oracle model (ROM), the IND⊥ tightly reduces to the OW-CPA security of the underlying

CCA2 security of the construction Um
deterministic public key cryptoscheme, with a bound on the probability of observing a decryption failure when the OW-CPA scheme decrypts a legitimate ciphertext, that is formalized as
δ-correctness of the OW-CPA public key cryptoscheme. In our case, the said OW-CPA public key
1

A deterministic (key-generation, encrypt, decrypt) triple of algorithms is said to be one wayness (OW) if the
probability that a polynomial time attacker can invert a randomly generated ciphertext c = Encrypt(m, pk) (where
m is chosen at random in the plaintext space) is a negligible function of the cryptosystem parameters. The term
“chosen plaintext attack” (CPA) is used because the attacker is not allowed to make decryption queries.
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Algorithm 8: LEDAcrypt-KEM
Algorithm 8N Encap
Input: pk Nie : public key.
Output: K: ephemeral key;
c: encapsulated secret;
x: tag.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

seed←TRNG()
e←XOF (Seed)
K←KDF(e)

c←EncryptNie e, pk Nie

Algorithm 9: LEDAcrypt-KEM
Algorithm 9N Decap
Input: sk Nie : secret key
LongTermSeed: a secret random
LongTermSeed:bitstring;
c: encapsulated secret;
x: tag.
Output: K: ephemeral key.

Nie
1 {e, res} ← Decrypt
c, sk Nie
2 tmp ← Concatenate(LongTermSeed, c)

mask←Hash(e)
x ← seed ⊕ mask

3

mask←Hash(e)

4

return (K, c, x)

5

seed ← mask ⊕ x
test e←XOF (seed)

6

7
8
9
10

(a)

if res = true and wt(e) = t and
Ntest e = e then
K ← KDF(e)
else
K ← KDF(tmp)
return K
(b)

Figure 1.4: Description of the key encapsulation and decapsulation primitives of LEDAcrypt-KEM

cryptoscheme coincides with the Niederreiter scheme described in Section 1.2 (see Figure 1.1(a),
Figure 1.2(a), Figure 1.3(a)).
The same construction and the same assumption about the OW-CPA security of the underlying
deterministic cryptosystem were proven to achieve IND-CCA2 also in the quantum oracle model
(QROM) in [34], with a tighter security reduction being reported in [35].
The proofs in [32, 34, 35] define the δ-correctness of the underlying OW-CPA scheme as the probability that a (possibly unbounded) adversary is able to induce a decryption failure on a valid
ciphertext, taken as the maximum over all possible plaintexts, and averaged over all the keypairs.
The proofs require that δ ≤ 2−λ for the KEM construction to exhibit IND-CCA2 assurances with
a security level 2λ .
The definition of δ-correctness does not match the one usually employed to analyze the failure
probability of a Niederreiter public key cryptosystem relying on QC-LDPC codes. Indeed, it is
customary, in the coding theory community, to evaluate the decoding failure probability (or decoding failure rate – DFR) of a given code (i.e., Niederreiter keypair) averaged over all the possible
plaintexts (i.e., error vectors).
⊥ con
We solve the mismatch between the said definitions, proposing an augmentation of the Um
struction, where we add a mechanism to prevent the adversary from exploiting the advantage which
he may have in selecting a set of input messages, i.e., error vectors, causing a decryption failure
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TRNG

LongTermSeed

c

Concat

Decrypt(sk,s)
e,res

seed

0

XOF
KDF(e)

e

K

1
y

Hash(e)

Encrypt(e,pk)

x

x

AND

Hash(e)

wt(e) == t ?

seed

res == true ?
e == test_e?

test_e

XOF(seed)

KDF(y)
K

c

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.5: Graphical representation of the IND-CCA2 LEDAcrypt-KEM Encap (a), and
LEDAcrypt-KEM Decap primitives (b)
with probability different from (and possibly higher than) the average over all the error vectors.
The said mechanism makes the maximum probability of a decryption failure over all plaintexts
coincide with the average failure probability over all plaintexts, by taking off from the adversary
the opportunity to feed the KEM encapsulation function with a plaintext message of her choice.
Figure 1.5 shows a graphical description of the operations of Algorithms Encap and Decap in
Figure 1.4, where the gray boxes highlight the operations coinciding with the IND-CCA2 KEM
⊥ construction in [32].

based on the Um
As shown in Figure 1.5(a), our augmentation generates the confidential message (i.e., the error
vector), e, to be processed by the underlying OW-CPA Niederreiter encryption function as the
output of an Extensible Output Function (XOF) fed with an ephemeral secret value seed. The error
⊥ construction.

vector e is subsequently encapsulated in the encrypted payload, c, following the Um
The rest of the mechanism computes a tag, x, as the bitwise-xor between the seed and the hashdigest of the error vector itself. The recipient of the message is meant to receive both the encrypted
payload c and the tag x to verify that the error vector was actually generated as the output of an
XOF.
As shown in Figure 1.5(b), the recipient of c and x, after recovering the error vector, e, via the QCLDPC syndrome decoding performed by the underlying OW-CPA Niederreiter decryption function
fed with c and the private key, proceeds to recover the XOF input employed by the sender (seed)
by computing the bitwise-xor between the received tag x and the hash-digest of the recovered error
vector. Subsequently, a test error vector e0 is computed as XOF(seed) at the recipient end. If
the test error vector e0 matches the one output from the syndrome decoding, e, there are only
two possibilities. The first one makes the recipient confident that the recovered error vector e
(i.e. the received KEM plaintext message) was actually generated as the output of an XOF by
a sender choosing an ephemeral seed value and following the proposed construction. The second
possibility is that an adversary is able to obtain a preimage of the XOF for an arbitrary error vector
e. Indeed, if the adversary is able to do so, he can choose a plaintext message e for the OW-CPA
Niederreiter encapsulation function at his own will and can compute the accompanying tag x as
XOF−1 (e) ⊕ Hash(e). Therefore, if the computation of a preimage of the XOF is possible, the
adversary can induce a decryption failure probability of the OW-CPA Niederreiter scheme, during
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the execution of the decapsulation function, that is different from the one averaged over all error
vectors, and the overall construction cannot be claimed to be IND-CCA2.
We summarize the security guarantees of our augmented construction in the following lemma.
Lemma 1.3.1 Given an OW-CPA Niederreiter public key cryptosystem, based on QC-LDPC
codes, with DFR=δ, and a preimage-resistant XOF, the LEDAcrypt-KEM construction shown in
Figure 1.4, or equivalently in Figure 1.5, provides IND-CCA2 guarantees in the ROM and QROM
model.
Proof. In all the trivial cases where an adversary abides by the error vector generation mechanism
shown in Figure 1.4, he will pick a random error vector among all the possible ones, therefore
matching the maximum probability of a decryption failure with the average one over all error
vectors.
We now show that, being able to derive the value x for a chosen value of e is at least as hard as
finding a preimage of XOF, reducing the problem of obtaining a preimage of XOF for an errorvector looking output to finding a valid x passing the check expressed as the third clause at line
7, in Figure 1.4. To this end, consider the algorithm Afind tag (e), which computes a tag value x so
that e passes the check expressed as the third clause at line 7, in Figure 1.4. Given that the said
check validates the equality e = XOF(x ⊕ Hash(e)), the value x computed by Afind tag (e) should
be such that x = XOF−1 (e)⊕Hash(e). We are now able to provide an algorithm Ainv XOF (b), which
requires only a single call to Afind tag (e) to find a preimage a for a given b through XOF, that is,
XOF(a) = b. This, in turn, proves that computing Ainv XOF (b) is no harder than Afind tag (e), or, in
other words, that computing Afind tag (e) is at least as hard as computing Ainv XOF (b).
The procedural description of Ainv XOF (b) is as follows:
(i) y ← Afind tag (b)
(ii) h ← Hash(b)
(iii) return h ⊕ y
The correctness of the provided Ainv XOF (b) is proven observing that y = XOF−1 (b) ⊕ Hash(b),
therefore h ⊕ y can be rewritten as Hash(b) ⊕ XOF−1 (b) ⊕ Hash(b) = XOF−1 (b), obtaining a
preimage of b through XOF. Therefore, for an attacker to be able to employ a chosen value for the
error vector e instead of a randomly drawn one it is necessary for him to be able to find a preimage
of XOF, which is not feasible by hypothesis. Therefore, the best correctness error δ the attacker
may achieve matches the DFR of the underlying OW-CPA Niederreiter scheme, in turn making the
⊥ contained in

proofs in the ROM and QROM model in [32, 34, 35] hold for the steps denoted as Um
the gray part in Figure 1.5.

1.3.2

LEDAcrypt-KEM-CPA: encapsulation and decapsulation algorithms

The LEDAcrypt-KEM-CPA scheme employs ephemeral public/private keypairs for scenarios where
the security property of indistinguishability against chosen ciphertext attacks (IND-CPA) is usually
required and the Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) property is desirable.
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The encryption and decryption transformations of the LEDAcrypt-KEM-CPA scheme employ the
same IND-CCA2 construction defined in the previous section. The differences with respect to the
scheme with long-term keys will be in terms of DFR and execution times. Indeed, LEDAcryptKEM-CPA will exhibit, w.r.t. the LEDAcrypt-KEM scheme with long-term keys, a DFR=10−9
per public/private keypair as well as faster key-generation times and faster decryption times due
to different choices of the underlying QC-LDPC code parameters and the choice of the decoder
applied by the OW-CPA Niederreiter building block.
As the construction reported in Figure 1.5 allows to exhibit IND-CCA2 guarantees also for the
LEDAcrypt-KEM-CPA scheme, this implies that IND-CPA guarantees are provided as well. A
simple lemma declaring the IND-CPA property of the LEDAcrypt-KEM-CPA scheme is as follows.
Lemma 1.3.2 Given an OW-CPA Niederreiter public key cryptosystem, based on QC-LDPC,
and a preimage-resistant KDF, the LEDAcrypt-KEM-CPA construction shown in Figure 1.5 is
IND-CPA secure.
Proof. The IND-CPA definition for a KEM states the computational indistinguishability of the
two following games: Game1 and Game2.
In Game1 a challenger generates a pair of public/private keys (pk, sk). Subsequently, he picks a
confidential message e (i.e., the error vector in our case) in a uniformly random way, and applies
the KEM encapsulation function to get a session key K0 and the corresponding encrypted payload
c (i.e., (c, K0 ) ← Encap(e, pk)). Finally the challenger in Game1 outputs the tuple (pk,c,K0 ).
In Game2 a challenger generates a pair of public/private keys (pk, sk). Subsequently, he picks a
confidential message e (i.e., the error vector in our case) in a uniformly random way, and applies
the KEM encapsulation function to get a session key K0 and the corresponding encrypted payload c
(i.e., (c, K0 ) ← Encap(e, pk)). Finally the challenger in Game2 outputs the tuple (pk,c,K1 ), where
K1 is a session key that is uniformly random picked.
In case of Game1, an honest run of the KEM encapsulation function is executed and the session
key is derived as the output of a KDF fed with the output of an XOF which is in turn fed with
an ephemeral random seed. Since the outputs of a KDF and an XOF are indistinguishable from
uniformly random sequences, the only way the adversary could distinguish K0 from K1 would be
to derive the error vector e by inverting the KDF and subsequently match c with the outcome of
the KEM encapsulation function fed with the recovered e and the public key. Alternatively, the
adversary should guess the private key to correctly decapsulate the ciphertext c, derive the error
vector and compute the corresponding session key. Since, the guessing of the private key of the
Niederreiter public key cryptosystem is prevented by the OW-CPA hypothesis and also the KDF is
preimage resistant by hypothesis, the given games are computationally indistinguishable applying
the key generation and encapsulation functions of the LEDAcrypt-KEM-CPA scheme.
Concerning the additional security guarantees of the LEDAcrypt-KEM-CPA scheme, it is easy to
acknowledge that the IND-CCA2 construction (see Figure 1.5) of the scheme is sufficient to foil
the private key or message recovery attempts executed by active adversaries able to exploit the
accidental or moderate reuse of the ephemeral public/private keypairs, Indeed, in the event of a
keypair reuse, a (possibly active) attacker [48] will not be able to craft messages inducing decoding
failures faster than drawing them randomly, due to the message confirmation tag included in the
IND-CCA2 construction. As a consequence, reusing an ephemeral keypair for a number of times
1
is unlikely to provide any advantage to an attacker.
 DFR
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1.4

Description of LEDAcrypt Public Key Cryptosystem

In this section we describe the structure of the Public Key Cryptosystem of LEDAcrypt, where the
QC-LDPC McEliece cryptoscheme described in Section 1.2 is employed as a building block in a
construction allowing to exhibit IND-CCA2 guarantees. While it is possible to employ LEDAcryptKEM in combination with a symmetric encryption primitive to get a Key Encapsulation Module
+ Data Encapsulation Mechanism (KEM+DEM), we note that such an approach may lead to a
non-negligible ciphertext expansion in case plaintexts are small in size.
In particular, the LEDAcrypt-PKC scheme is composed by a triple of algorithms for the generation of the public/private keypair, the encryption transformation of a plaintext message with
arbitrary length, and the decryption transformation of a ciphertext with arbitrary length,
respectively. The key generation algorithm of LEDAcrypt-PKC follows the definitions and steps
already shown in Figure 1.1(b) as Algorithm 3, while the encryption and decryption transformations are defined augmenting the McEliece encryption and decryption primitives in Figure 1.2(b)
and Figure 1.3(b) as prescribed by the IND-CCA2 γ-construction introduced in [38]. It is worth
noting that the systematic form of the generator matrix of the public code included in the public
key, pk McE , would easily allow any observer to recover the information word u embedded in an
encrypted message c, without recovering the private key of the cipher (i.e., sk McE = {H, Q}). Nevertheless, the conversion proposed by Kobara and Imai in [38], with the purpose of maximizing
the amount of message encrypted via a McEliece encryption transformation, allows IND-CCA2
guarantees to be provided in the Random Oracle Model (ROM). Indeed, one of the elements of
the Kobara and Imai γ-construction [38] is to obfuscate the plaintext message, before encrypting it
with the McEliece transformation, employing a bit-wise xor between the plaintext message and a
secret pseudo-random mask that can be re-computed also at the recipient side. As a consequence,
the confidentiality of the information word as well as the secrecy of the private key remain guaranteed by the hardness of the NP-hard syndrome decoding problem that an adversary should face in
recovering the error vector knowing the ciphertext (codeword) and the systematic generator matrix
employed as public key.
Figure 1.6 and Figure 1.7 describe the encryption and decryption transformations of the IND-CCA2
LEDAcrypt-PKC, respectively. As the Kobara-Imai (KI) γ-conversion [38] is based on bit-wise
manipulations, to provide a clear and detailed description, we introduce some specific naming
conventions. Bit-string values will be reported with a teletype font name (e.g., the plaintext to be
encrypted will be denoted as ptx, and the resulting ciphertext will be denoted as ctx) while, the
length of a bit-string, s, will also be expressed in bits and denoted as ls .

1.4.1

LEDAcrypt-PKC: encryption and decryption transformations

A pseudo-code description of the KI-γ encryption algorithm is shown as Algorithm 10 in Fig. 1.6.
The main intuition of the KI conversion relies on xor-combining a padded plaintext message with
the output of a Deterministic Random Bit Generator (DRBG), seeded with the random bit-string
extracted from a True Random Number Generator (TRNG). To this end, we chose the NIST
standard PRNG CTR-DRBG, instantiated with AES-256 as its core block cipher. Specifically, the
original plaintext message (with size lptx bits) is prefixed with a constant bit-string, with lconst
bits, and a bit-string named lenField, with llenField bits, containing the value of lptx .
This message is then concatenated, if necessary, with a sequence of null bits to align the overPage 31
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Algorithm 10: LEDAcrypt-PKC encryption transformation
Data: n, k, t: QC-LDPC code parameters. n = pn0 codeword size, k = p(n0 − 1) information word
size, t error correction capability, n0 basic block length of the code, p circulant block size.
Hash: hash function
 lhash
 with digestl length inm bits
l
+l
lobfuscatedPtx = max p(n0 − 1), const8 ptx · 8
lconst = lseed
liword = p(n0 − 1)
leword = lhash
Input: ptx: plaintext bit-string, with lptx ≥ 0
pk McE : QC-LDPC based McEliece public key
Output: ctx ciphertext bit-string

6

seed ← TRNG()
// bit-string with length lseed
pad ← DRBG(seed)
// bit-string with length lobfuscatedPtx
obfuscatedPtx ← ZeroPadByteAligned(const||lenField||ptx) ⊕ pad
obfuscatedSeed ← ZeroExtendByteAligned(seed, lhash ) ⊕ Hash(obfuscatedPtx)
{iword, leftOver} ← Split(obfuscatedPtx, liword , lobfuscatedPtx − liword )
u ← ToVector(iword)
// 1 × p(n0 − 1) information word vector

7

e ← ConstantWeightEncoder(obfuscatedSeed)

1
2
3
4
5

8
9
10

c ← EncryptMcE (u, e, pk McE )
ctx ← ToBitString(c)||leftover

// 1 × pn0 codeword
// bit-string with lctx = pn0

return ctx

Figure 1.6: Description of the KI-γ encryption function adopted to define the encryption primitive
of LEDAcrypt PKC
all length of such
to a byte-multiple for implementation convenience (i.e.,
m
l an extended plaintext
lconst +llenField +lptx
). The extended plaintext is then xor-combined with the output
lextendedPtx = 8 ·
8
of a DRBG to allow the resulting obfuscated plaintext to be safely enciphered. This ensures the
ciphertext to appear perfectly random.
In order for the IND-CCA2 property to hold, a fresh random value (i.e., a seed), encoded with lseed
bits, should be available from a TRNG for each message encryption. To be able to successfully
decrypt the plaintext, the seed of the DRBG is also enciphered alongside the message. The secret
seed is xor-combined with the digest computed by a hash function fed with the obfuscated plaintext.
The correctness of the resulting obfuscated seed is guaranteed by concatenating to the original seed
value enough zero bits to match the length of the hash digest in case lseed < lhash , thus obtaining
lobfuscatedSeed = lhash .
The extended plaintext bits are subsequently split into two bit-strings, namely iword and leftOver.
The former, having size of liword bits, is employed as the information word u to be encoded by the
QC-LDPC code underlying the processing performed by the McEliece encryption function (i.e.,
liword = p(n0 − 1)), while the latter (with size lleftOver bits) is concatenated with the output of the
McEliece encryption function to yield the final ciphertext (ctx) of the KI-γ construction.
The obfuscated secret seed bits are employed as input to the constant-weight encoding function to
obtain a binary error vector e, with exactly t asserted bits, which is in turn fed into the McEliece
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Algorithm 11: LEDAcrypt-PKC decryption transformation
Data: n, k, t: QC-LDPC code parameters. n = pn0 codeword size, k = p(n0 − 1)
information word size, t error correction capability, n0 basic block length of the
code, p circulant block size.
const = 0lseed
Hash: hash function with digest length in bits lhash
Input: ctx: ciphertext bit-string.
sk McE : LEDAcrypt-PKC private key.
Output: ptx plaintext bit-string
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

cword, leftOver ← Split(ctx, pn0 , lctx − pn0 )
c ← ToVector(cword)
{u, e, res} ← DecryptMcE (c, sk McE )
if res = true and wt(e) = t then
iword ← ToBitString(u)
obfuscatedSeed ← ConstantWeightDecode(e)
seed ← ZeroTrim(obfuscatedSeed ⊕ Hash(iword||leftOver), lseed )
pad ← DRBG(seed)
extendedPtx ← obfuscatedPtx ⊕ pad
// extendedPtx should equal const||lenField||ptx
{retrievedConst, ptx} ← ZeroTrimAndSplit(extendedPtx, lconst , llenField )
if retrievedConst = const then
return ptx
return ⊥

Figure 1.7: Description of the KI-γ decryption function adopted to define the decryption primitive
of LEDAcrypt PKC
encryption function to complete a proper initialization of the encryption process. In case the
number of bits of the obfuscated seed (i.e., lobfuscatedSeed = lhash ) are less than the ones required
by the constant-weight encoding procedure, random bits are extracted from the DRBG (or from a
new random source) to match the requirements.
Currently, the most efficient definition of a constant-weight function (in terms of execution time –
see next subsection) may fail to yield an output bit-string with exactly t asserted bits. Thus, the
computation of the constant-weight function is repeated until the value of a proper error vector is
returned.
The final ciphertext is composed by a bit-string made of the binary elements of the codeword
computed by the McEliece encryption function, concatenated with the leftOver bit-string. In
case the bit-length of leftOver is not a multiple of 8, leftOver is prefixed with a zero pad up to
the nearest byte for the sake of implementation ease and efficiency.
It is worth noting that the KI-γ construction allows a plaintext message of arbitrary length to be
encrypted. Employing the LEDAcrypt-PKC construction, plaintext messages longer than p(n0 −
1) − lconst − llenField have a fixed ciphertext expansion of p + lconst + llenField .
In contrast a LEDAcrypt-KEM+DEM approach requires a fixed ciphertext expansion of pn0 bits.
The described procedure employs the QC-LDPC code parameters of choice (i.e., the ones of
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C (pn0 , p(n0 − 1)) that allows up to t bit errors to be corrected), and a hash function, Hash(),
having a digest with a byte-aligned bit-length lhash as configuration parameters. We chose as our
hash function, to instantiate the construction, the NIST Standard SHA-3 hash function.
Algorithm 11 in Fig. 1.7 reports the pseudocode of the LEDAcrypt-PKC decryption procedure. The
algorithm performs, in reverse order, the steps dual to the ones in the encryption procedure. The
value in the first lconst bits of the retrieved extended plaintext message is compared with the fixed
value of the constant considered in the KI-γ to reject the decryption outcome in case they mismatch.
As the McEliece decryption transformation employs a QC-LDPC code with an intrinsically nonbounded decoding radius, the decryption process of the KI-γ may have an additional reason to
fail. As shown in the pseudocode, the IND-CCA2 property (given that the decoding failure rate is
low enough) is preserved making a decoding failure indistinguishable from an accidental error, and
preventing active adversaries to freely choose both the seed and the plaintext.
The security guarantees of the LEDAcrypt-PKC scheme are summarized in the following lemma.
Lemma 1.4.1 Given an OW-CPA McEliece cryptosystem based on the QC-LDPC syndrome decoding problem as the one in Section 1.2, with DFR=δ, the LEDAcrypt-PKC construction provides
IND-CCA2 guarantees in the ROM model.
Proof. (Sketch)
The Fujisaki-Okamoto (FO) generic conversion presented in [22,23] enhances a correct (i.e., DFR = 0)
OW-CPA public key encryption scheme to exhibit indistinguishability against adaptive chosen ciphertext (IND-CCA2) attacks in the random oracle model. In [38], Kobara and Imai introduced
three equivalent constructions (KI-α, KI-β, KI-γ) tailored specifically for the McEliece cryptossystem rather than a general OW-CPA encryption scheme, showing considerable savings in terms of
ciphertext expansion and the possibility to employ also a systematic generator matrix without affecting the IND-CCA2 guarantees. In [32] the authors solves the issues of the FO and KI conversions
related to the need of a perfectly correct OW-CPA public key scheme and tight security reductions,
leveraging the notion of δ-correctness. The δ-correctness definition in [32] considers the probability
of failure of the decryption primitive on a legitimate ciphertext, averaged over all possible key pairs
and taken as the maximum achievable by an adversary who knows both the public and private key
of the scheme. The decoding failure analysis adopted by the McEliece cryptosystem, underlying
the LEDAcrypt-PKC scheme, considers an upper bound on the decoding failure rate for any given
keypair, assuming that the adversary is randomly picking error vectors. This analysis matches the
requirements of the definitions by [32]. In fact, due to the KI-γ construction the maximization
of the decoding failure rate over all the plaintexts has no effects, since the plaintext message in
the KI-γ is employed as a codeword of the underlying systematic McEliece scheme, and thus does
not influence the decoding failure probability. Indeed, the error vector in the KI-γ construction is
picked as the output of a hash (encoded with a constant weight encoding procedure) and thus the
attacker is not able to choose a specific error pattern unless he finds a preimage for the said hash.

1.4.2

Constant weight encoding/decoding

A straightforward approach to implement the constant-weight encoding and decoding procedures
may consist in applying the conversion mandated by a combinatorial number system [37], which
maps (bijectively) any combination of n bits with t asserted bits to an integer value in the range
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{0, . . . , nt } and viceversa thus, building an enumeration of the set of combinations. However,
computing the
 said bijection requires a computational effort in the same range as computing the
binomial nt , which adversely impacts the performance of LEDAcrypt when n is in a range of tens
of thousands and t in the hundreds range.
An alternative solution relies on tackling the problem of performing the constant-weight encoding
of a binary string considering it as the result of a very efficient encoding of a sequence of integers
representing the length of the zero runs in the constant-weight string to be obtained [56]. This
approach yields practically exploitable results when the run-length encoding known as Golomb
Coding [26] is exploited. Indeed, Golomb Coding encodes a sequence of binary symbols where one
is far more frequent than the other (zeroes are far more frequent than ones in our constant-weight
words) as a dense binary string with efficiencies which exceed 95% with the one-densities involved
in LEDAcrypt-PKC. The approach to encode the binary string is the following: a parameter d is
estimated depending on the density of the zeroes in the string. In particular, given the probability
of a symbol of the sequence being equal to zero, the value of the parameter d is derived as the
integer rounding of the median of the distribution of the Bernoulli process modeling the occurrence
of a null bit as the successful event and of an asserted bit as an unsuccessful one. Once the value
of d is determined, a run of zeroes of length l is encoded according to the following procedure:
i. Divide l by d, yielding a quotient q and a remainder r
ii. Encode q in unary, emitting q ’1’ symbols followed by a ’0’
iii. Encode r through the truncated binary encoding [26], thus employing at most dlog2 (d)e bits.
Given the quite high encoding efficiency
of the said procedure, it is highly likely that a random

n
binary string with length blog2 t c bits will be encoded onto a constant weight binary string of
weight t and length n – if it is interpreted as the encoding of a set of t zero runs, with an appropriate
estimate of the value of d.
Symmetrically, the constant weight error vector derived during the decryption procedure of LEDAcryptPKC can be decoded into a compact binary string, yielding back (the value of ObfuscatedSeed)
which was generated during the encryption.
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Security analysis of LEDAcrypt
In order to analyze the security of the LEDAcrypt primitives, we start by providing a quantitative assessment of NIST’s security level targets in terms of the number of classical and quantum
elementary operations required to perform an exhaustive key search against AES.
Then, we analyze the best known attacks against LEDAcrypt from the perspective of a passive
attacker, willing to perform either a message or key recovery attack given a ciphertext or the public
key, respectively. Finally, we analyze the best known attacks in the context of an active attacker
with the aim of providing IND-CCA2 guarantees for the LEDAcrypt cryptosystem.
The main known attacks against LEDAcrypt are those applicable against QC-LDPC code-based
cryptosystems [5], which have been studied for twelve years since the first proposal appeared in [4],
plus statistical attacks recently introduced in [19, 31]. We carefully analyze their capabilities and
address the design of parameters for the LEDAcrypt primitives to provide the required security
guarantees taking into account the computational cost reduction following from the use of a quantum computer in the solution of the underlying computationally hard problems.
In addition to the aforementioned attacks, it has recently been pointed out [49] that the occurrence
of some weak keys may follow from the product structure of L in Eq. (1.14). Such a vulnerability
is also taken into account in this chapter, and suitably countered.

2.1

Quantitative security level goals

The bar to be cleared to design parameters for post-quantum cryptosystems is the computational
effort required on either a classical or a quantum computer to break the AES with a key size of
λ bits, λ ∈ {128, 192, 256}, through an exhaustive key search. The three pairs of computational
efforts required on a classical and quantum computer correspond to NIST Category 1, 3, and 5,
respectively [45]. Throughout the design of the parameters for the LEDA cryptosystems we ignore
Categories 2 and 4: if a cipher matching those security levels is required, we advise to employ the
parameters for Categories 3 and 5, respectively.
The computational worst-case complexity of breaking AES on a classical computer can be estimated
as 2λ CAES , where CAES is the amount of binary operations required to compute AES on a classical
computer on a small set of plaintexts, and match them with a small set of corresponding ciphertexts
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to validate the correct key retrieval. Indeed, more than a single plaintext-ciphertext pair is required
to retrieve AES keys [27]. In particular, a validation on three plaintext-ciphertext pairs should be
performed for AES-128, on four pairs for AES-192 and on five for AES-256.
Willing to consider a realistic AES implementation for exhaustive key search purposes, we refer to [64], where the authors survey the state-of-the-art of Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) AES implementations, employing the throughput per Gate Equivalent (GE) as their
figure of merit. The most performing AES implementations are the ones proposed in [64], and require around 16ki GEs. We thus deem reasonable to estimate the computational complexity of an
execution of AES as 16ki binary operations. We are aware of the fact that this is still a conservative
estimate, as we ignore the cost of the interconnections required to carry the required data to the
AES cores.
The computational complexity of performing an AES key retrieval employing a quantum computer was measured first in [27], where a detailed implementation of an AES breaker is provided.
The computation considers an implementation of Grover’s algorithm [28] seeking the zeros of the
function given by the binary comparison of a set of AES ciphertexts with the encryption of their
corresponding plaintexts for all the possible key values. In a more recent work, the authors of [33]
proposed a more optimized version of the Grover oracle function to perform a key recovery attack
on AES, and provided complexity figures for the full circuit depth of the breaker of both their
proposals, and the one by [27], which we summarize in Table 2.1.
The NIST call takes into account the fact that quantum cryptanalytic machines implementing a
Grover-based key finding strategy may be limited more severely by a long sequential computation,
due to the stability of the qubits, and the (square-root) reduced effectiveness of parallelizing Grover’s
algorithm. As a consequence, the call specifies an expected maximum circuit depth for the quantum
codebreaking circuits, and expresses the corresponding AES codebreaking complexities taking the
effects of such a bound on the circuit depth into account.
Currently, no gate level description of an effective oracle function to perform quantum codebreaking
on a code-based cryptosystem is publicly available. It is therefore hard to assess directly how
much a limit on the circuit depth would affect the entire codebreaking circuit. To overcome this
lack of information, we compare the depth of the AES breaker in the ideal case (i.e., without
limiting the maximum depth of the quantum circuit) with a similarly maximum-depth unlimited
circuit to perform a Grover-based attack on LEDAcrypt. We consider this comparison sufficiently
fair, given the current state-of-the-art of the description of quantum circuits to attack code-based
cryptosystems, as we expect that a reduction of the maximum effective depth to have a similar
adverse effect on the performance of both the AES and the LEDAcrypt quantum codebreaking
circuits.
In Table 2.1 we summarize the computational cost of performing exhaustive key searches on all three
AES variants (i.e., with 128, 192, and 256 bits long keys), both considering classical and quantum
computers. For the sake of simplicity, in the following we will round up fractional exponents of the
reported complexities to the next integer value.
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Table 2.1: Classical and quantum computational costs to perform an exhaustive key search on
AES. The quantum computational cost is expressed as the full depth of the AES circuit, assuming
no limits on the maximum constructible quantum circuit are present
NIST
Category

AES Key Size
(bits)

Classical Cost
(binary operations)

Quantum Cost [27]
(quantum gates)

Quantum Cost [33]
(quantum gates)

1
3
5

128
192
256

2128 · 214 · 3 = 2143.5
2192 · 214 · 4 = 2208
2256 · 214 · 5 = 2272.3

1.16 · 281 ≈ 281.2
1.33 · 2113 ≈ 2113.4
1.57 · 2145 ≈ 2145.6

1.08 · 275 ≈ 275.1
1.33 · 2107 ≈ 2107.4
1.57 · 2139 ≈ 2139.6

2.2

Hardness of the underlying problem

The set of computational decision problems for which an efficient solution algorithm can be devised
for a non-deterministic Turing Machine (TM) represents a fruitful computational class from which
primitives for asymmetric cryptosystems have been designed. Such a computational class, known
as the Nondeterministic-Polynomial (NP) class, is characterized by problems for which it is efficient
(i.e., there is a polynomial-time algorithm) to verify the correctness of a solution on a deterministic
TM, while finding a solution to the problem does not have in general an efficient algorithm on a
deterministic machine, hence the computational asymmetry required to build a cryptosystem.
When considering a quantum TM, i.e., the abstract computational model for a quantum computer,
the class of problems which can be solved in polynomial time, with the quantum TM providing the
correct answer with probability > 32 , is known as the Bounded-error Quantum Polynomial (BQP)
time class [13].
In 1997 Peter Shor proved that the integer factoring problem, which has its decisional version in
NP, is effectively in BQP [58], in turn demonstrating that a widely adopted cryptographic trapdoor
function can be broken in polynomial time by a quantum computer. Consequentially, to devise a
proper post-quantum asymmetric primitive, it is crucial to choose a computational problem which
resides outside BQP as its underlying foundation. While there is no current formal proof, a subclass of NP, the NP-complete problem class, is widely believed to contain computational problems
not belonging to BQP, thus allowing only a polynomial speedup in their solution with a quantum
TM.
LEDAcrypt is constructed starting from the computational search problems: i) performing the
decoding of a codeword of a random linear code, i.e., finding the error vector affecting a codeword,
known as Syndrome Decoding Problem (SDP), and ii) finding a bounded weight codeword of
a generic random linear code, known as the Codeword Finding Problem (CFP). The decision
problems corresponding to the SDP and CFP were shown to be NP-complete in [11], and, as for
all NP-complete problems, we have a natural search-to-decision reduction, as noted in [3, §2.5].
In addition to SDP and CFP, it is also known that determining the minimum distance of a random
code is also NP-hard, since its corresponding decision problem was proven to be NP-complete
in [65].
Finally, in [10] was proven that the syndrome decoding problem remains NP-hard, with its decision
version being NP-complete, even in the case of a random quasi-cyclic code.
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LEDAcrypt primitives rely on the indistinguishability of their generator matrix G and parity-check
matrix H from the ones of a random, quasi-cyclic linear code. Provided that this indistinguishability
holds, the problems of performing a key recovery attack, or a message recovery attack against
LEDAcrypt are equivalent to solving either a CFP or an SDP respectively. This in turn makes the
Niederreiter and McEliece cryptosystems described in Section 1.2 OW-CPA under the assumption
that no efficient method to solve the CFP, or the SDP exists.
At the moment of writing, the only technique known to exploit the non random nature of the H
and G matrices of LEDAcrypt is to rely on the low-weight of the corresponding secret QC-LDPC
code.

2.3

Attacks based on information set decoding

The most computationally effective technique known to attack the LEDAcrypt schemes is the same
technique solving the SDP and CFP on random binary linear block codes with the same length,
rate and number of errors. Among the available set of techniques, the ones which are most effective
are known as Information Set Decoding (ISD). ISD was invented as a general efficient decoding
technique for a random binary linear block code by Eugene Prange in [50]. While ISD is indeed
more efficient than guessing the error affected positions in an incorrect codeword, its complexity is
still exponential in the number of errors affecting the codeword.
ISD can thus be employed as a message recovery attack in both McEliece and Niederreiter cryptosystems, solving the corresponding SDPs. In the former case, it will recover the error pattern
from the error affected codeword constituting the ciphertext, allowing to recover the original message; in the Niederreiter case, ISD will derive the error vector (which corresponds to the message
itself) from the syndrome constituting the ciphertext. When a message recovery attack of this kind
is performed against a cryptosystem exploiting quasi-cyclic codes, such as the case of LEDAcrypt,
it is known that a polynomial speedup factor equal to the square root of the circulant block size
can be achieved [57].
ISD algorithms have a long development history, dating back to the early ’60s [50], and provide a
way to recover the error pattern affecting a codeword of a generic random linear block code given
a representation of the code in the form of either its generator or parity-check matrix.
Despite the fact that the improvement provided by ISD over the straightforward enumeration of all
the possible error vectors affecting the codeword is only polynomial, employing an ISD technique
provides substantial speedups. It is customary for ISD variant proposers to evaluate the effectiveness
of their attacks considering the improvement on a worst-case scenario as far as the code rate and
number of corrected errors goes (see, for instance [8]). Such an approach allows to derive the
computational complexity as a function of a single variable, typically taken to be the code length
n, and obtaining asymptotic bounds for the behavior of the algorithms.
In our parameter design, however, we chose to employ non-asymptotic estimates of the computational complexity of the ISD attacks. Therefore, we explicitly compute the amount of time
employing a non-asymptotic analysis of the complexity of ISD algorithms, given the candidate parameters of the code at hand. This approach permits us to retain the freedom to pick rates for our
codes which are different from the worst-case one for decoding, thus exploring different trade-offs
in the choice of the system parameters. It is common for ISD variants to have free parameters,
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which should be tuned to achieve optimal performance. We sought the optimal case by explicitly
computing the complexity of the ISD variant for a large region of the parameter space, where the
minimum complexity resides. In particular, we note that all such free parameters are tuning points
for computational tradeoffs.
We consider the ISD variants proposed by Prange [50], Lee and Brickell [39], Leon [40], Stern [61],
Finiasz and Sendrier [21], and Becker, Joux, May and Meurer (BJMM) [8], in our computational
complexity evaluation on classical computers. The reason for considering all of them is to avoid
concerns on whether their computational complexity in the finite-length regime is already well
approximated by their asymptotic behavior. For all the attacks, we consider the complexity as
obtained with a logarithmic memory access cost, considering as the amount of required memory
only the one taken by the lists in case of collision-based ISD techniques. Such a choice is mutuated
by the fact that the size of such lists is exponential in the code parameters, and thus has a small, but
non negligible, impact on the computation complexity.ISD In order to estimate the computational
complexity of ISD on quantum computing machines, we consider the results reported in [15], which
are the same employed in the original specification [6]. Since complete and detailed formulas are
available only for the ISD algorithms proposed by Lee and Brickell [39], and Stern [61], we consider
those as our computational complexity bound. While asymptotic bounds show that executing
a quantum ISD derived from the May-Meurer-Thomae (MMT) algorithm [43] is faster than a
quantum version of Stern’s [36], we note that there is no computational complexity formulas showing
this in the finite regime.
We note that solving the CFP problem employing a given ISD variant to search for a codeword
of weight w in a random code with an r × n parity-check matrix is slightly faster than solving
an SDP searching for an error of weight w on the same code. In the following, we will denote
with C-ISDsdp (n, r, t) and Q-ISDsdp (n, r, t) the cost of solving the SDP on a code represented by
an r × n parity-check matrix, finding an error of weight t, with a classical and quantum computer,
respectively. We denote with C-ISDcfp (n, r, t) and Q-ISDcfp (n, r, t) the complexities of solving the
CFP on a code represented by an r × n parity-check matrix, finding a codeword of weight w, with a
classical and quantum computer, respectively. In the following, we will omit the C- and Q- prefixes
whenever the statements apply to both computational costs.

2.3.1

Key recovery attacks via codeword finding

Next, we describe how ISD techniques can be employed to perform a key recovery attack against
the codes employed in LEDAcrypt. More precisely, we consider three different approaches and
discuss their computational complexities.
Finding low weight codewords in C . In LEDAcrypt, the public key is the representation of a
code C whose parity-check matrix L in (1.14) is in the form


L = L0 , L1 , · · · , Ln0 −1 ,
(2.1)
where each block Li is a p × p circulant matrix with weight v ≤ dv m.
It can be shown that C has minimum distance 2v; indeed, let us consider two distinct integers
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0 ≤ i0 , i1 ≤ n0 − 1, and define the p × n0 p matrix C as follows


0
p×p
C = [C0 , · · · , Cn0 −1 ], with Ci ∈ F2 , Ci = LTi1

 T
Li0

if i 6= i0 , i1
.
if i = i0
if i = i1

(2.2)

It is easy to see that the rows of C are codewords of C , as
CLT = Ci0 LTi0 + Ci1 LTi1 = LTi1 LTi0 + LTi0 LTi1 = 0,

(2.3)

where the last equality is justified by the fact that multiplication between circulant matrices is
commutative.
If an attacker succeeds in determining one of the rows of C, which are codewords of the public
code C , he will be able to recover two blocks Li , Lj of the secret parity-check matrix L. From such
values, the attacker will be able to determine the value of L−1
n0 −1 from either one of the public key
blocks Mi , Mj , and consequently derive the full secret parity-check matrix L.
Each one of the codeword c of C has weight 2v, and can thus be searched for by exploiting an ISD
to solve the CFP with a cost ISDcfp (n0 p, p, 2v). We note that more than a codeword with weight
2v is present, thus resulting in a speedupof the codeword finding attack. To quantify the number
of codewords, consider that we have n20 possible matrices C as in (2.2), each one containing p
rows: thus, the number
of codewords in C with weight 2v (and the subsequent speedup in ISD) is

obtained as p n20 .
Finding low weight codewords in a smaller code C 0 . Consider the systematic generator
matrix for C , with the form:
T 

 
L0 L−1
Ip
G0
Ip
n0 −1
T 


Ip
G1 
Ip

L1 L−1

 
n
−1
0
.
Gsys = 
(2.4)
=

.
.
.
.


..
..  
..
..


T
−1
Ip Gn0 −2
Ip L
n0 −2 Ln0 −1
Pick a a block Gi and constitute the matrix G0 = [Ip , Gi ]. G0 can be thought as the generator
matrix of a code C 0 , with length 2p and dimension p, which, we show, contains codewords of weight
2v. Indeed, we have:
T
LTn0 −1 G0 = [LTn0 −1 ; LTn0 −1 Li LTn0 −1 ] = [LTn0 −1 ; LTi ].
(2.5)
We thus have that the low weight codewords of G reveal enough information to reconstruct the
secret key from the public key. It is thus possible to apply an ISD technique to solve the CFP
problem with complexity ISDcfp (2p, p, 2v). Note that there are p codewords of weight 2v for each
block Gi employed to build G0 , therefore resulting in a speedup for the ISD equal to n0 p.
Codeword finding in the dual code C ⊥ . An attacker can consider the dual code of C , C ⊥ . A
valid generator matrix for such a code is thus the matrix L which, by construction, has low weight
codewords. Indeed, the rows of L have weight n0 v. It is thus possible to solve the codeword finding
problem on C ⊥ with a cost ISDcfp (n0 p, (n0 − 1)p, n0 v). Due to the quasi cyclic nature of L, the ISD
cost will be reduced by a factor p.
We thus have that
in our parameter design
 the cost of key recovery attacks taken into account

ISDcfp (n0 p,p,2v) ISDcfp (2p,p,2v) ISDcfp (n0 p,(n0 −1)p,n0 v)
procedure is min
,
,
.
n0 p
p
p(n20 )
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2.4

Attacks based on weak keys

A recent attack against LEDAcrypt primitives exploits the product structure of the parity-check
matrix of the private code, i.e., L = HQ to search for weak keys that make decoding easier than
in the general case.
This attack procedure has been introduced in [2] and leverage the product structure of the public
code parity-check matrix to make guess separately on H and Q and projecting them onto H 0 . This
accelerates the ISD procedures with respect to a direct application of them directly on H 0 .
According to such an approach, one key is considered weak if occurs with probability 2−x , requires
the equivalent of 2y AES operations for ISD and x + y < λ, being λ the claimed security level.
Some of such weak keys have been found for the following LEDAcrypt instances:
• n0 = 2, cat. 5, Indistinguishability Under Chosen Plaintext Attack (IND-CPA): x ≈ 44,
y ≈ 52;
• n0 = 4, cat. 1, IND-CPA: x ≈ 40, y ≈ 50.
This attack has been tested for n0 = 2, and works well when n0 is small and the weights of H
and Q are well balanced. Hence, it can be countered by increasing n0 or choosing unbalanced
weights for H and Q. In order to completely avoid attacks of this type, in the following we focus
on LEDAcrypt instances with m = 1, thus yielding maximally unbalanced weights for H and Q.
This coincides with considering those special instances of LEDAcrypt in which the matrix Q boils
down to a quasi cyclic permutation matrix and, hence, can be neglected. Therefore, from this
point onward, we will simply consider the case L = HI = H. We note that taking Q = I does
not otherwise adversely impact the one-wayness of the Niederreiter and McEliece cryptosystems as
described in Section 1.2, provided that the weight of a column of L = H is chosen taking Q = I
into account (i.e., taking v ≈ dv · m, where dv is the column weight of the old H matrix and m the
column weight of the old Q matrix).

2.5

Attacks based on exhaustive key search

Considering the choice of obtaining the parity-check matrix H as a randomly generated, block
circulant matrix made of 1 × n0 blocks with size p, we note that performing exhaustive key search
attacks will always be more expensive than solving the codeword finding problem via advanced
ISD solvers. Indeed, picking H as a random block circulant matrix with column weight v, and
row weight w = n0 v, does not offer any additional possibility of enumerating its components, as
opposed to obtaining it as the product of two low weight block circulant
matrices. This results in

n
a complexity of performing an exhaustive key search equal to w
× ctest , where ctest is the cost of
testing a candidate key for correctness. We note that such a computational cost is higher than even
the one required by the simplest ISD techniques. Taking as an example Lee and Brickell’s ISD [39],
(n)
the correct key is found in k w r × ctest attempts, where x is a free positive integer parameter
(x)(w−x)
to be optimized.
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2.6

Attacks based on the receiver’s reactions

In addition to the proper sizing of the parameters of LEDAcrypt so that it withstands the aforementioned attacks, attacks performed by an active attacker should be taken into account.
The best known case of active attacks against LEDAcrypt, and, more in general, non null decoding
failure probability cryptosystems are the so-called reaction attacks.
In these attacks, an adversary has access to a decryption oracle, to which he may pose a large
amount of queries; when the scheme’s DFR is non-zero, then events of decryption failures leak
information about the secret key. Therefore, the secret key can be retrieved through a statistical
analysis on the decryption outcome can be performed [19,20,30,31,54]. In particular, these attacks
exploit the relation between the DFR of the code and the supports of the private matrices and
the error vector used for encryption. Indeed, whenever e and H have pairs of ones placed at the
same distance, the decoder exhibits a DFR smaller than the average one over all the possible error
vectors.
Reaction attacks require the collection of the outcome of decoding (success or failure) on a ciphertext
for which the attacker knows the distances between the set bits in the error vector for a significant
number of ciphertexts, to achieve statistical confidence in the result. The information on the
decoding status is commonly referred to as the reaction of the decoder, hence the name of the
attack. We note that employing an appropriate construction, so that the resulting primitive enjoys
IND-CCA2 guarantees provably prevents reaction attacks, as the attacker model fits the CCA2
one.
In the following we briefly recall the work of [31]. Given a binary vector a of length p, having
Ψa = {p0 , p1 , · · · , pw } as its support, i.e., the set of positions of a containing a set bit, we define its
distance spectrum DS(a) as:
DS(a) = {min {|pi − pj |, p − |pi − pj |}, pi , pj ∈ Ψa } .

(2.6)

For a circulant matrix C, the distance spectrum DS(C) is defined as the distance spectrum of
its first row, since all the rows share the same spectrum. Indeed, it can be easily shown that the
cyclic shift of a vector does not change its distance spectrum. As proven in [19], it is possible to
reconstruct a vector a once its distance spectrum and number of set symbols is known.
The attacker can aim at recovering the distance spectrum of ones of the circulant blocks in the secret
key; for LEDAcrypt schemes, such an information is enough to recover the whole secret key from
the public one. To do this, the adversary generates a large number of valid plaintext/ciphertext
pairs and then queries the oracle with the produced ciphertexts which, to each received query,
replies with the outcome of the corresponding decryption phase. Then, the statistical analysis
of the oracle’s replies (in terms of decoding success or failure) is exploited by Eve to recover the
distance spectra she is interested in. When an IND-CCA2 secure conversion is adopted, the error
vector used during encryption cannot
be chosen by Eve, and can be seen as a randomly extracted

n
vector among all the possible t n-tuples with weight t. A critical parameter for these attacks is
T , which is the number of collected ciphertexts. In fact, after observing T ciphertexts, the average
number of failures observed by Eve is T · DFR, which is the basis for her statistical analysis. For
LEDAcrypt instances, we consider that any key pair has a lifetime equal to T = DFR−1 , which
means allowing that only one decryption failure is observed by Eve during the whole lifetime of
each key pair, on average.
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It has been recently pointed out in [48] that some mechanisms exist to generate error vectors able
to artificially increase the DFR of these systems. However, they start from the observation of at
least one failure, which is unlikely when the original DFR is sufficiently low. In addition, these
methods require the manipulation of error vectors, which is not feasible when an IND-CCA2 secure
conversion is adopted.

2.7

Side channel attacks

Side channel attacks against LEDAcrypt may be performed exploiting either the computation time
or the energy required to perform a computation as a valid side channel. Attacks exploiting the
latter information leakage, or any common proxy of the energy information (e.g., electromagnetic
emissions) follow the usual attack methodology, common to all asymmetric ciphers [51, 60]. In this
regard, the highly parallelizable nature of the out-of-place iteration function, or the intrinsically
randomized nature of the described randomized-in-place iteration function provide room for a
natural hiding in time countermeasure, at a very limited overhead. Such an approach provides
an useful complement to a masking strategy which can be employed on the Boolean and simple
arithmetic computations of the decoder itself.
Concerning timing side channel attacks, the decoder iterations are amenable to a constant time
implementation, and the fixed number of iterations of the decoder ensures that no obstacles are
present to carry it out. While the fixed number of iterations suppresses the most evident timing
side channel leakage [18] altogether, we note that more subtle timing leakages due to the number
of flips performed during an iteration itself may yield equally informative content [55]. Indeed,
both the number of flips, and the number of iterations can be exploited by an attacker in the same
fashion the information coming from a decoding failure is. The motivation behind these attacks is
in the fact that many features of the QC-LDPC/MDPC decoding phase (together with the failure
probability) can be related to the number of overlapping ones between the columns of the secret
parity-check matrix that are indexed by the support of the error vector. This number is indeed
strictly correlated to the number of unsatisfied parity-check equations, which is the key quantity
that is used in BF decoders to estimate error affected bits. In the case of QC codes, the number of
overlapping ones between columns is directly related to the distance spectrum of the circulant blocks
in the secret key. Thus, combining such side-channel attacks with the key reconstruction described
in [31] allows for a complete key-recovery attack. To solve the aforementioned issues concerning
timing attacks, a consolidated study of constant-time implementation of QC-LDPC/QC-MDPC
decoders is currently present in open literature, starting with [14], and counting, amount the most
recent works [16, 29].
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Decoders for LEDAcrypt
In this chapter we provide the rationale of the design and the description of the LEDAdecoder
procedure for the three cryptographic primitives. In this design, our aim is twofold:
• Provide a predictable-DFR, constant time implementable, decoding strategy for the primitives
LEDAcrypt-KEM and LEDAcrypt-PKC where IND-CCA2 guarantees are desired;
• provide a low execution latency optimized decoding strategy, with a DFR low enough to be
acceptable in practical cases (≈ 10−9 ) for LEDAcrypt-KEM-CPA.
The LEDAdecoder decoding strategies are derived from the classic BF-decoder, originally proposed by Gallager [25]. This choice is motivated by both the computational efficiency of this family
of algorithms and the possibility of providing a reliable and simple theoretical model for the DFR,
which becomes significantly involved when more complicated decoders are taken into account.
BF-decoders rely on a simple procedure which iterates the computation of a function employing
the syndrome s and the parity-check matrix H. Such a function starts from an estimate, ê, of the
sought error vector, e, and computes a new estimate of it, ē, from the available data.
The initial value of the error estimate ê, in the case of the first iteration, is set to the all-zero vector
of length n. Therefore, such a function outputs an updated estimate ē of the error vector, and the
syndrome s̄ of the vector obtained as the difference between the sought error vector e and ē, that
is: s̄ = H(ē ⊕ e)T .
From now on, we will refer to such a function as an iteration of the BF-decoder.
The BF-decoder computes repeatedly an iteration function, providing as an input to the next
execution of it an estimate of the sought error vector ê and a syndrome s, with values equal to
the updated error vector estimate ē and the updated syndrome s̄ computed at the end of the
current execution, respectively (i.e., ê = ē, and s = s̄), as well as the parity-check matrix H, until
the computed value of s̄ is the null vector, or a pre-defined number of iterations, imax, has been
performed.
Different strategies to compute the iteration function can be employed. Indeed, a decoder can be
designed to execute a sequence of iteration functions of different kinds. In our approach to the
design of the LEDAdecoder, we will employ two iteration functions which go by the name of
in-place and out-of-place, and for which we provide:
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In-place iteration
DFR estimate

Out-of-place
iteration
DFR estimate

LEDAdecoder
for IND-CCA2
primitives

Max Mismatches
correction bound

Threshold
decision strategy

Numerical DFR
simulation

LEDAdecoder
for IND-CPA
primitives

Figure 3.1: A schematic overview of the LEDAdecoder design.
i. a closed form procedure to compute a conservative estimate of the number of mismatches (discrepancies) between the actual error vector e and the output of the iteration ē
(i.e., the Hamming weight of e ⊕ ē: wt (e ⊕ ē)), at the end of an in-place iteration function
computation (Section 3.2);
ii. a closed form procedure to compute a conservative estimate of the number of mismatches (discrepancies) between the actual error vector e and the output of the iteration ē
(i.e., the Hamming weight of e ⊕ ē: wt (e ⊕ ē)), at the end of an out-of-place iteration
function computation (Section 3.3);
iii. a code-specific closed form procedure to compute the maximum number of mismatches
between e and ē that can be corrected with certainty by a single computation of an iteration
function of any of the two kinds (Section 3.4);
iv. a threshold decision strategy trading off an improvement in the correction capability of
the out-of-place iteration function with its closed form DFR estimation (Section 3.5), which
is replaced by numerical DFR simulations.
Figure 3.1 summarizes our choices in designing the LEDAdecoder for both the IND-CCA2 primitives and INC-CPA primitives in LEDAcrypt.
Decoder design for IND-CCA2 LEDAcrypt-KEM and IND-CCA2 LEDAcrypt-PKC
We design a closed form predictable DFR LEDAdecoder combining our ability to derive a closed
form DFR estimate (Section 3.2 and Section 3.3) with the procedure to determine the maximum
number of mismatches which can be corrected with a single computation of an iteration (Section 3.4). Indeed, we determine what is the probability of the decoder ending up in computing an
error estimated ē with a given number of discrepancies wt (e ⊕ ē), lesser or equal to a given amount,
τ , after computing all but the last iteration (employing the closed form procedures stated in i) and
ii) for the in-place and out-of-place iteration functions, respectively).
The last iteration of the LEDAdecoder is then chosen to be either in-place or out-of-place with
the following criterion:
• An in-place iteration allows us to employ the tighter upper bound on the correction capability
provided by item i), at the cost of a higher decoder latency as in-place iterations are less
amenable to parallel implementations.
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Algorithm 12: LEDAdecoder
Input: s: QC-LDPC syndrome, binary vector of size p
Htr: transposed parity-check matrix, represented as an n0 × v integer matrix
containing in each row the positions (ranging in {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}) of the set
coefficients in the first column of each n0 p × p block of the
circulant-block matrix H = [H0 | H1 | . . . | Hn0 −1 ]
Output: e: the decoded error vector with size n0 p
decodeOk: Boolean value denoting the successful outcome of the decoding action
Data: imaxIn : maximum number of in-place iteration function executions
imaxOut : maximum number of out-of-place iteration function executions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

ê ← 0n
// Error vector initialized as the null length-n vector
for iterIn ← 0 to imaxIn − 1 do
if s = 0 then break // removed in constant time implementations
{ê, s} ← RandomizedInPlaceIteration ê, Htr, s, iterIn )
for iterOut ← 0 to imaxOut − 1 do
if s = 0 then break // removed in constant time implementations

{ê, s} ← OutOfPlaceIteration ê, Htr, s, iterOut
if s = 0 then
return ê, true
return ê, false

• An out-of-place iteration allows us to obtain an efficiently parallelizable implementation,
at the cost of some correction power as the out-of-place strategy is affected by lower error
correction performances w.r.t the in-place one. In this case, we employ the bound from
item iii) to obtain the amount of mismatches τ which the last iteration will correct with
certainty at code (i.e., keypair) generation time. We design code parameters such that during
the key-generation procedure the rejection ratio of the codes is below 50%.
Decoder design for LEDAcrypt-KEM-CPA
The LEDAdecoder design for IND-CPA primitives aimed at an ephemeral-key use scenario aims
at obtaining the most compact key pairs and the fastest decoding strategy (among the ones we
propose), exploiting the advantage of requiring only a practically usable DFR (i.e., DFR= 10−9 ),
which can be determined via numeric simulations.
We therefore design a variable iteration number decoder, where the maximum number of iteration
is capped experimentally to the highest one obtained in the numerical simulations. This decoder
employs only out-of-place iterations to minimize the decoder latency, and exploits the syndromeweight dependent threshold determination rule (item iv)) described in Section 3.5. Such a threshold
selection criterion is experimentally determined to attain a higher correction capability w.r.t. a fixed
threshold choice depending only on the number of computed iterations. This, in turn, allows to
further reduce the key size, improving the computation performance.
LEDAcrypt Decoder
Algorithm 12 provides a procedural description of the LEDAdecoder stub, fitting both the case
of the closed-form predictable DFR decoder (for LEDAcrypt-KEM and LEDAcrypt-PKC), and the
case of the computation performance optimized decoder (for LEDAcrypt-KEM-CPA).
The decoder structure is simple: it first computes imaxIn in-place iteration functions, followed by
imaxOut out-of-place ones. If constant time implementation is not required (e.g., in the LEDAcryptPage 47
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Table 3.1: Summary of the LEDAdecoder instances depending on the LEDAcrypt primitive
LEDAcrypt-KEM-CPA

LEDAcrypt-KEM & -PKC

(imaxIn , imaxOut )

(0, max among simulated)

imaxIn + imaxOut = 2

Threshold selection

function of syndrome weight

Obtained DFR

10−9

fixed per iteration
2−64

or 2−λ , λ ∈ {128, 192, 256}

KEM-CPA case) the early exits after an iteration (lines 3 and 6) can be employed to obtain a faster
execution. By contrast, in constant time implementations all the iterations are always computed –
in practice not altering the value of ê during their computation.
Note that Algorithm 12 returns the value of ê deeming it correct if the value of s is null.
Indeed, there is a probability of the decoder ending up in providing an error vector ē which does not
match the actual one e, even if the syndrome is null. We take into account these failure cases too
in our analysis, as we monitor the number of discrepancies between ē and e, and deem a decoding
successful if and only if there are none.
Finally, we provide a quick summary of how the appropriate choices of imaxIn , imaxOut and the
bit-flipping thresholds result in the LEDAdecoder variant for IND-CPA or IND-CCA2 primitives
in Table 3.1.
In particular, in addition to the choices which have been described, we pick the total number
of iterations for the LEDAdecoder employed in IND-CCA2 primitives to be equal to 2, as it
provides a good engineering tradeoff between key size and execution speed and makes the primitives
amenable to a constant time implementation.
Conventions adopted in this chapter
In the remainder of this chapter, we will describe in detail the contributions i)–iv). To this end, we
recall from Section 2.4 that from the specification reported in this manuscript on, the parity-check
matrix of LEDAcrypt secret code, L = HQ, is chosen taking Q = I; thus, the Q matrix is neglected
for all practical purposes. As a consequence, the LEDAdecoder procedure is expected to recover
the value of an error vector e of weight t, given the secret parity-check matrix H and a syndrome
s of the error e through H, that is, e ← LEDAdecoder(H, s).
In particular, during the Niederreiter-based decryption procedure of LEDAcrypt-KEM (see Figure 1.3(a) in Section 1.2), s is identified with the private syndrome s0 , obtained multiplying the (public) syndrome contained in the ciphertext by the last block of L = H, Ln0 −1 = Hn0 −1 , s0 = Hn0 −1 s.
During the decryption of LEDAcrypt-PKC, s corresponds to the syndrome of the corrupted codeword c, contained in the ciphertext, computed through the secret parity-check matrix.
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3.1

Preliminary analyses

In the following we describe the assumptions and derivations at the core of our statistical model
for the behaviour of the iteration functions employed in the LEDAdecoder.
The set of simultaneous parity-check equations, in the unknown error vector e with n0 p bits and
weight t, tackled by the decoder on an input parity-check matrix H, with p rows and n0 p columns,
and a syndrome s with length p, is captured by the following relation HeT = sT .
To the end of finding the bit-values of the unknown error vector the decoder starts taking an
estimated error vector ê with all bits set to zero and applies a sequence of iteration functions, each
of which will evaluate whether or not to flip (i.e., change) the j-th bit of ê, êj , if the corresponding
number of unsatisfied parity-check equations (upcj ) exceeds a predefined threshold th, updating
the syndrome value accordingly. The decoder will stop when the updated syndrome value is equal
to zero. Note that the parity-check equations (i.e., the rows in the H êT = sT set of simultaneous
equations) influenced by the j-th bit of the estimated error vector are the ones having an asserted
bit in their j-th column position, and the subset of unsatisfied parity-check equations includes
the ones having a constant term that is also asserted (as it coincides with the non-null value in
the corresponding bit-position of the syndrome), therefore the value of any upcj can be computed
summing si · hi,j for all the equations, that is 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1. The distinguishing point between an
in-place and an out-of-place iteration function lies on when the update of the syndrome value is
executed. In the former iteration function, the syndrome is updated just after each test establishing
if the j-th bit value in the estimated error vector (i.e., êj ) should be flipped or not (i.e., if upcj ≥ th
or not). In the latter iteration function, the syndrome is updated after the test and possible flip of
all the bits of the estimated error vector have been performed.
The analyses of the in-place and of the out-of-place iteration functions, reported in the next subsections, are all based on the following statements and Lemma.


Assumption 3.1.1 The probability Pth
=
Pr
upc
≥
th
|
e
=
6
ê
, with j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n−1}, that
j
j
j
f |1
the number of the unsatisfied parity checks involving the j-th bit of the error vector, i.e., upcj , is
large enough to trigger a flip of êj , given that its current value does not match the value of the
j-th bit in the unknown error vector, i.e., ẽj = ej ⊕ êj = 1, is a function of only the total number
t̂ = wt (ê ⊕ e) of positions over which the estimated error vector ê and the unknown error vector e
differ.


Analogously, the probability Pth
m|0 = Pr upcj < th | ej = êj that the number of the unsatisfied
parity checks involving the j-th bit of the error vector, i.e., upcj , is low enough to maintain the
current value êj of the j-th estimated error vector bit, given that its current value matches the value
of the j-th bit in the unknown error vector, i.e., ẽj = ej ⊕ êj = 0, is a function of only the total
number t̂ = wt (ê ⊕ e) of positions over which the estimated error vector ê and the unknown error
vector e differ.
Informally, we are stating that the statistical behaviour of the single given upcj does not depend
on its location j, but only on the number of discrepancies between the estimated error vector and
the actual one, and the fact that the j-th position of ê is in accordance or not with e.
The following probabilities referred to flipping (f ) or maintaining (m) the value of each bit of ê
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will be used to characterize the iteration behaviour


Pth
f |1 (t̂) = Pr upcj ≥ th | ej 6= êj , wt (e ⊕ ê) = t̂ ,


th
Pth
m|1 (t̂) = 1 − Pf |1 (t̂) = Pr upcj < th | ej 6= êj , wt (e ⊕ ê) = t̂ ,
(3.1)


Pth
m|0 (t̂) = Pr upcj < th | ej = êj , wt (e ⊕ ê) = t̂ ,


th
Pth
f |0 (t̂) = 1 − Pm|0 (t̂) = Pr upcj ≥ th | ej = êj , wt (e ⊕ ê) = t̂ .
th
To derive closed form expressions for both Pth
f |1 and Pm|0 , we remember that the parity-check
matrices employed as secret keys in LEDAcrypt have column weight v = dv and row weight w =
n0 v = n0 dv .

According to this, in the following we assume that each row of the parity-check matrix H is independent of the others and modeled as a sample of a uniform random variable, distributed over
all possible sequences of n bits with weight w, and name a parity-check matrix (v, w)-regular if
all its columns have weight v and all its rows have weight w. We share this assumption with a
significant amount of literature on the prediction of the DFR of QC-LDPC decoders, ranging from
the original work by Gallager on LDPCs [24, Section 4.2] to more recent ones, namely [62, Section
3] and [53, Section 4].
Formally, the following statement is assumed to hold:
Assumption 3.1.2 Let H be a p × n0 p quasi-cyclic block-circulant (v, w)-regular parity-check matrix and let s be the 1 × p syndrome corresponding to a 1 × n0 p error vector ẽ = e ⊕ ê that is modeled
as a sample from a uniform random variable distributed over the elements in F21×n0 p with weight t̂.
We assume that each row hi,: , 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1, of the parity-check matrix H is well modeled as a
sample from a uniform random variable distributed over the elements of F21×n0 p with weight w.
Note that the assumption on the fact that the syndrome at hand is obtained from a vector ẽ = ê ⊕ e
of weight t̂ is trivially true if the iteration of the decoder being considered is the first one being
computed, since the error estimate ê is null and the error vector e is drawn at random with weight
t = t̂. This in turn states that, when employing Assumption 3.1.2 in estimating the correction
capability of the first iteration of a decoder, we are only relying on the fact that the rows of the
matrix H can be considered independent, neglecting the effects of the quasi-cyclic structure.
In the following Lemma we establish how, upon relying on the previous assumption, the probabilities
that characterize the choices on the bits of the estimated error vector, made by a either an in-place
or an out-of-place iteration function, can be expressed.
Lemma 3.1.1 Let H be a p × n0 p quasi-cyclic block-circulant (v, w)-regular parity-check matrix;
let ẽ = ê ⊕ e be an unknown vector of length n and weight t̂ such that H(ẽ)T = s.
From Assumption 3.1.1 and Assumption 3.1.2, the probabilities ρ0,u (t̂) = Pr [si = 1|ẽz = 0] and
ρ1,u (t̂) = Pr [si = 1|ẽz = 1] that the i-th parity-check equation having hi,z = 1, for any 0 ≤ z ≤ n−1,
is unsatisfied (i.e., si = hi,: (ẽ)T = 1) given the value of ẽz , can be derived as follows
Pmin{w−1,t̂}


ρ0,u (t̂) = Pr hi,: (ẽ)T = 1 | ẽz = 0 =

w−1
l=1, l odd
l
n0 p−1
t̂



n0 p−w
t̂−l
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Pmin{w−1,t̂−1}


ρ1,u (t̂) = Pr hi,: (ẽ)T = 1 | ẽz = 1 =

l=0, l even

w−1
l
n0 p−1
t̂−1



n0 p−w
t̂−1−l

Consequently, the probability Pth
f |1 (t̂) = Pr [upcz ≥ th | ẽz = êz ⊕ ez = 1] of changing (flipping) the
z-th bit of the estimated error vector êz assuming that ẽz = 1, and the probability Pth
m|0 (t̂) =
Pr [upcz < th | ẽz = êz ⊕ ez = 0] of maintaining êz assuming that ẽz = 0, are computed as follows
Pth
f |1 (t̂)

Pth
m|0 (t̂)

v  
X
σ
v−σ
v
=
ρ1,u (t̂) 1 − ρ1,u (t̂)
,
σ
σ=th

=

th−1
X
σ=0

v
σ



σ
v−σ
ρ0,u (t̂) 1 − ρ0,u (t̂)
.

Proof. For the sake of brevity, we consider the case of ẽz = 1 deriving the expression of Pth
f |1 (t̂); the
th
proof for Pm|0 (t̂) can be carried out with similar arguments. Given a row hi,: of the parity-check
Ln0 p−1
matrix H, such that z ∈ Supp(hi,: ), the equation j=0
hi,j ẽj (in the unknown ẽ) yields a non-null
value for the i-th bit
the syndrome, ŝi , (i.e., the equation is unsatisfied) if and only if the support
L of
0 p−1
of ẽ is such that nj=0
hi,j ẽj = 2a + 1, a ≥ 0, including the term having j = z, i.e., hi,z ẽz = 1.
This implies that the cardinality of the set obtained intersecting the support of hi,: with the one of
ẽ, |(Supp(hi,: ) \ {z}) ∩ (Supp(ẽ) \ {z})|, must be an even number, which in turn cannot be larger
than the minimum between |Supp(hi,: ) \ {i}| = w − 1 and |Supp(ẽ) \ {i}| = t̂ − 1.
The probability ρ1,u (t̂) is obtained considering the fraction of the number of values of ẽ having
an even number of asserted bits matching the asserted bits ones in a row of H (noting that, for
the z-th bit position, both the error and the row of H are set) on the number of ẽ values having
n p−1
t̂ − 1 asserted bits over n0 p − 1 positions, i.e., 0t̂−1 . The numerator of the said fraction is easily
computed as the sum of all ẽ configurations having an even number 0 ≤ l ≤ min{w − 1, t̂ − 1} of
asserted bits. Considering a given value for l, the counting of ẽ values is derived as follows.
Picking

w−1
one vector with l asserted bits over w possible positions, i.e., one vector over l possible ones,
n0 p−w
there are t̂−1−l
possible values of the error vector exhibiting t̂ − 1 − l null bits in the remaining
 n0 p−w
n0 p − w positions; therefore, the total number of vectors with weigh l is w−1
.
l
t̂−1−l
Repeating the same line of reasoning for each value of l allows to derive the numerator of the
formula defining ρ1,u (t̂).
From Assumption 3.1.2, the observation of any unsatisfied parity check involving the z-th bit of the
error vector ẽz (i.e., hi,: (ẽ)T = 1) given that ẽz = êz ⊕ ez = 1, is modeled as a random variable with
a Bernoulli distribution having parameter (or expected value) ρ1,u (t̂), and each of these random
variables is independent of the others. Consequentially, the probability that the decoder performs a
bit-flip of an element of the estimated error vector when the corresponding bit of the error vector is
asserted and the counter of the unsatisfied parity checks (upc) is above or equal to a given threshold
th, is derived as the binomial probability obtained adding the outcomes of v (column-weight of H)
i.i.d. Bernoulli trials.
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Algorithm 13: RandomizedInPlaceIteration

1
2
3

Input: s: QC-LDPC syndrome, binary vector of size p
Htr: transposed parity-check matrix, represented as an n0 × v integer matrix
containing in each row the positions (ranging in {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}) of the set
coefficients in the first column of each n0 p × p block of the
circulant-block matrix H = [H0 | H1 | . . . | Hn0 −1 ]
ê: initial error vector estimate, binary vector of size n = n0 p
iterIn : number of iterations computed before
Output: ē: updated error vector estimate
s: updated syndrome
$
π←
− Sn
// Random permutation of size n = n0 p

J ← π h0, 1, · · · , n − 1i
// Permutation of the sequence h0, 1, · · · , n − 1i
th ← ComputeThreshold(iterIn )

16

for j ∈ J do
i←bj/pc, offset←j mod p
// Circulant block index & offset j=i·p+offset
upcj ← 0
// Counter of unsatisfied parity checks
for k = 0 to v − 1 do
if getSyndromeBit(s, (Htr[i][k] + offset) mod p) = 1 then
upcj ← upcj + 1
if upcj ≥ th then
ēj ← êj ⊕ 1
// Error vector update
for k = 0 to v − 1 do
idx ← (Htr[i][k] + offset) mod p
sidx ← sidx ⊕ 1
// Syndrome update
else
ēj ← êj

17

return {ē, s}

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

3.2

Residual distribution of the mis-matches between the sought
error vector and the input estimated one after the execution
of a single in-place iteration function

We consider the in-place iteration function described in Algorithm 13, which takes as input the
p-bit syndrome s, the initial n-bit error vector estimate ê, and the transposed parity-check matrix
of the code represented, for performance reasons, as an n0 × v integer matrix containing in each
row the positions (ranging in {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}) of the set coefficients in the first column of each n0
p × p block of the circulant-block matrix H = [H0 | H1 | . . . | Hn0 −1 ]. The algorithms outputs the
updated n-bit error vector estimate, ē, and the corresponding updated syndrome. In the following
analysis, the number of mismatches between the error estimate ê and the sought error vector e that
are going to be corrected is denoted as t̂ = wt(ê ⊕ e), while the (eXclusive-OR) difference between
e and ê is denoted as ẽ = ê ⊕ e (thus, t̂ = wt(ẽ)).
It is worth noting that, if the computation of Algorithm 13 corresponds to the first iteration
performed by the LEDAdecoder (that is, iterIn = 0 in Algorithm 12) then t̂ = t since ê is the
null vector of length n0 p, and there are exactly t mismatches with e.
Our aim in this section is to provide a way to compute the probability of t̂ taking a given value at
the end of the in-place iteration performed by Algorithm 13. Note that the probability of t̂ being
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zero is the probability that the iteration completes correctly the error estimation, i.e., that the
algorithm of the in-place iteration function succeeds in retrieving e at the end of its computation.
Algorithm 13 starts by drawing a random permutation π and applying it to the sequence of integer indexes {0, 1, . . . , n0 p − 1} (line 1–2), then it continues by determining the flipping threshold
according to the number of the iteration being computed, by means of a lookup (line 3).
The outer loop of the algorithm at lines 4–16 iterates over the entries of ê, following the order given
by the permuted index sequence J.
Each execution of the loop body computes the number of unsatisfied parity-check equations, upcj ,
to which the bit ẽ contributes (lines 5–9). If upcj is above or equals the chosen threshold, th,
(line 10) we obtain the output estimate ēj by flipping êj (line 11), while the output syndrome is
obtained updating the current one accordingly (lines 12–14). If upcj is below the chosen threshold,
the output estimate ēj remains equal to êj , while also the syndrome is not modified. Note that, as
j is supposed to denote a column index of the p × n0 p matrix H, the algorithm needs to compute
both the block index, i ← bj/pc, and the offset, offset, of the position of the column at hand
(j = i · p + offset) to correctly determine the v positions of the set coefficients on the j-th column
of H as: (offset + Htr[i][k]) mod p, for all k denoting the position of a set coefficient along the
first column of the block i.
th
Using the probabilities Pth
f |1 and Pm|0 , we derive a statistical model for one in-place iteration as
described in Algorithm 13. In particular, we consider a worst-case evolution of the iteration from
the correction standpoint, i.e., the computation path leading to a decoding success at the end of
the iteration with the lowest probability. Indeed, the success probability of the in-place decoder
also depends on the order in which the ê bits are processed.

To describe the worst-case computation path (from a correction standpoint), we consider a subset
of the permutations π picked at the beginning of the iteration (line 1 of Algorithm 13).
Let Sn∗ ⊆ Sn be the set of all permutations π ∗ ∈ Sn∗ such that1
Supp(π ∗ (e) ⊕ π ∗ (ê)) = {n − t̂, n − t̂ + 1, · · · , n − 1}, ∀π ∗ ∈ Sn∗ ,
that is the set of permutations which cause all the positions having discrepancies between e and ê
to be analyzed last by the iteration.
We denote with Pr [ ē 6= e| π ∈ Sn ] the probability that the estimated error vector provided as
output by the RandomizedInPlaceIteration algorithm is different from e, conditioned by the
fact that the permutation π was picked. Similarly, we define Pr [ ē 6= e| π ∗ ∈ Sn∗ ].
th
th
th
It can be verified that Pth
f |1 (t̂) ≥ Pf |1 (t̂ + 1) and Pm|0 (t̂) ≥ Pm|0 (t̂ + 1), ∀t̂, as increasing the
number of current mis-estimated error bits, increases the likelihood of a wrong decoder decision.
By leveraging Assumption 3.1.1, we now prove that the in-place iteration function reaches a correct
decoding at the end of the outer loop with the minimum probability each time a π ∗ ∈ Sn∗ is applied
to the sequence of indices.

Lemma 3.2.1 Let s and ê, with s = H(e ⊕ ê)T and t̂ = wt (e ⊕ ê) be the input of Algorithm 13
(RandomizedInPlaceIteration), and let ē be the error vector estimate provided as output.
Then
∀π ∈ Sn , ∀π ∗ ∈ Sn∗ , Pr [ ē 6= e| π ∈ Sn ] ≤ Pr [ ē 6= e| π ∗ ∈ Sn∗ ] .
1
The notation Supp(w), where w is a vector, denotes the set of indexes(positions) corresponding to a non-null
component of w
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Proof. For the sake of readability, we rewrite Pr [ ē 6= e| π ∈ Sn ] as 1 − β(π), where β(π) is the
probability that all the positions of ê, evaluated in the order specified by π, are correctly flipped or
not, so that ē = e. To visualize the effect of a permutation π ∗ ∈ Sn∗ on the discrepancies between ê
and e, we can consider the following representation
∀π ∗ ∈ Sn∗ , π ∗ (e ⊕ ê) = [0, 0, · · · , 0, 1, 1, · · · , 1].
| {z } | {z }
length n − t̂

length t̂

The in place iteration will thus analyze first a run of n − t̂ positions where the difference vector
ẽ between the permuted error π ∗ (e) vector and π ∗ (ê) contains only zeroes, followed by a run of
t̂ positions containing only ones. The expression of β(π ∗ ) can be derived, thanks to Assumption
3.1.1, to be the following

n−t̂
th
th
β(π ∗ ) = Pth
(
t̂)
· Pth
m|0
f |1 (t̂) · Pf |1 (t̂ − 1) · · · Pf |1 (1)
To demonstrate this expression, note that the elements in the first n − t̂ positions of π ∗ (e) and
π ∗ (ê) match; therefore, the decoder takes the correct decision if it does not change the value of
π ∗ (ê). Then, if a sequence of n − t̂ correct decisions are taken in the first n − t̂ evaluations, t̂ will
not change, thus each decision will be correct with probability Pth
m|0 (t̂). This leads to a probability

n−t̂
of taking the first n − t̂ decisions equal to Pth
. Through an analogous line of reasoning,
m|0 (t̂)
observe that the decoder will need to flip the value of the last t̂ of ê to complete the iteration with no
residual discrepancies. Therefore, at each evaluation during the computation path we are interested
in computing the probability, the value of t̂ will decrease by one unit, yielding the remaining part
of the expression.
Consider now a generic permutation π, such that the resulting π(e ⊕ e0 ) has support {u0 , · · · , ut0 −1 }
Visually, the permuted discrepancies vector π(e ⊕ ê) appears as
∀π ∈ Sn , π(e ⊕ ê) = [0, 0, · · · , 0, 1, 0, 0, · · · , 0, 1,
| {z } | {z }
u0

u1 − u0 − 1

0, 0, · · · , 0 , 1, . . . , 1, 0, 0, · · · , 0].
| {z }
| {z }

u2 − (u1 + u0 + 2)

n − 1 − ut̂−1

We thus derive the expression of β(π) as
h
iu0
h
iu1 −u0 −1
h
in−1−ut̂−1
th
th
th
th
th
β(π) = Pth
(
t̂)
P
(
t̂)
P
(
t̂
−
1)
P
(
t̂
−
1)
·
·
·
P
(1)
P
(0)
m|0
f |1
m|0
f |1
f |1
m|0
h
iu0 h
in−1−ut̂−1 t̂−1
iuj −uj−1 −1 t̂−1
Yh
Y
th
th
th
= Pm|0 (t)
Pm|0 (0)
Pm|0 (t̂ − j)
Pth
f |1 (t̂ − l).
j=1

l=0

We now show that we always have β(π) ≥ β(π ∗ ). First of all, we observe that Pth
m|0 (0) = 1 since the
decoder, in case t̂ = 0, will act on a null syndrome and thus will always maintain the same value
th
for the elements of ê. Then, exploiting the monotonicity of Pth
m|0 and Pf |1 , the following chain of
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inequalities can be derived
h
in−1−ut̂−1 h
iu0 t̂−1
iuj −uj−1 −1 t̂−1
Yh
Y
β(π) = Pth
Pth
Pth
Pth
m|0 (0)
m|0 (t̂)
m|0 (t̂ − j)
f |1 (t̂ − l)
j=1

l=0

iu0 t̂−1
iuj −uj−1 −1 t̂−1
in−1−ut̂−1 h
Yh
Y
th
th
(
t̂)
P
(
t̂)
P
Pth
≥ Pth
(0)
m|0
m|0
f |1 (t̂ − l)
m|0
h

j=1

l=0

h
in−1−ut̂−1 h
iu0 h
= Pth
Pth
Pth
m|0 (0)
m|0 (t̂)
m|0 (t̂)

iut̂−1 −u0 −(t̂−1) t̂−1
Y

Pth
f |1 (t̂ − l))

l=0

iut̂−1 −(t̂−1) t̂−1
h
in−1−ut̂−1 h
Y
Pth
Pth
= Pth
m|0 (t̂)
f |1 (t̂ − l)
m|0 (0)
l=0

h
in−1−ut̂−1 h
iut̂−1 −(t̂−1) t̂−1
Y
≥ Pth
Pth
Pth
m|0 (t̂)
m|0 (t̂)
f |1 (t̂ − l)
l=0

h
in−t̂ t̂−1
Y
∗
= Pth
Pth
(
t̂)
m|0
f |1 (t̂ − l) = β(π ).
l=0

We therefore have that
Pr [ ē 6= e| π ∈ Sn ] =

1 − β(π) ≤ 1 − β(π ∗ )

= Pr [ ē 6= e| π ∗ ∈ Sn∗ ] ,

which concludes the proof.
Let us define the following two sets: E1 = Supp(e ⊕ ê), and E0 = {0, . . . , n − 1} \ Supp(e ⊕ ê), and
consider the following probabilities:
h
i
E0
i. PrSn∗ ω −→
x : defined as the probability that the execution of one RandomizedInPlaceIteration acting on a syndrome s and an error vector estimate ê such that wt (e ⊕ ê) = ω,
in the order specified by a worst case permutation π ∗ ∈ Sn∗ , outputs an error estimate ē such
that |Supp(e ⊕ ē) ∩ E0 | = x. Note that, in this case 0 ≤ x ≤ n0 p − ω;
h
i
E1
ii. PrSn∗ ω −→
x : defined as the probability that the execution of one RandomizedInPlaceIteration acting on a syndrome s and an error vector estimate ê such that wt (e ⊕ ê) = ω,
in the order specified by a worst case permutation π ∗ ∈ Sn∗ , outputs an error estimate ē such
that |Supp(e ⊕ ē) ∩ E1 | = x. Note that, in this case 0 ≤ x ≤ ω;
h
i
iii. PrSn∗ ω →
− x : defined as the probability that the execution of one RandomizedInPlaceIt1

eration (denoted by the 1 subscript to the arrow) acting on a syndrome s and an error
vector estimate ê such that wt (e ⊕ ê) = ω, in the order specified by a worst case permutation
π ∗ ∈ Sn∗ , outputs an error estimate ē such that wt (e ⊕ ē) = x.
The expressions of the probabilities i. and ii. are derived in Appendix A, and only depend on
th
the probabilities Pth
f |1 (t̂) and Pm|0 (t̂). Given those, we obtain probability iii. as:
h

i

for ω ≥ x, PrSn∗ ω →
− x =
1

ω
X

h
i
h
i
E0
E1
PrSn∗ ω −→
x − δ PrSn∗ ω −→
δ .

(3.2)

δ=max{0 ; x−(n−ω)}
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h
i
− x of our choice allows us to extend our analysis to any
Being able to compute any PrSn∗ ω →
1

number of consecutive calls to the RandomizedInPlaceIteration function.
To clarify this point, denote with a ·(i) superscript the fact that a given value pertains to the i-th
consecutive execution of Algorithm 13 after the first (i.e., i ≥ 1). For the first iteration (i.e., i = 0),
the number of discrepancies between e and ê just before the execution of the RandomizedInPlaceIteration function is expressed as: t̂(i−1) = t.
Since a different permutation π is applied at the beginning of each execution of Algorithm 13, we
have that the worst-case computation path (from a correction capability standpoint) is the one
where a permutation among the ones packing the discrepancies between e and ê(i) , i.e., π ∈ Sn∗ , is
taken at each iteration. Each of these permutations will pack the t̂(i) discrepancies in the positions
which will be considered last by the RandomizedInPlaceIteration function.
Clearly, t̂(i) also expresses the weight of the error vector corresponding to the syndrome which is
given as input to the (i + 1)-th iteration.


In
We denote with PrSn∗ t −−−−→ x the probability that the number of differences between ē(imax −1)
imaxIn

and e is equal to x, after a maximum of imaxIn ≥ 1 consecutive calls to the RandomizedInPlaceIteration function (each call labeled with iterIn = 0, iterIn = 1, iterIn = 2, . . . , iterIn =
imaxIn − 1, respectively – see Algorithm 12 at lines 2–4).
Then, by considering all possible configurations of the residual errors t̂(i) , we have


n
X
PrSn∗ t −−−−→
···
x
=
In
imax

t̂(0) =0

n
X

In
imax
Y−1

t̂(imaxIn −1) =0

j=0

h
i
PrSn∗ t̂(j−1) −
→ t̂(j) .
1

The above formula is very simple and, essentially, it takes into account all possible transitions
starting from an initial number of residual errors equal to t and ending with a final a number of
residual errors equal to x.
This result allows us to determine what is the probability of leaving at most x discrepancies between
the error estimate output by the last in-place iteration function out of a sequence of imaxIn ones.
We will exploit this result,in two different ways for the LEDAcrypt IND-CCA2 primitives:
i. to provide an upper bound on the DFR for a decoder having imaxOut = 0, simply estimating
the probability that imaxIn in-place iterations
leave

 no discrepancies and computing the
complement to one as: DFR ≤ 1 − PrSn∗ t −−−−→ 0 .
imaxIn

ii. together with the result providing a code-specific bound to the maximum number of discrepancies which can be corrected by an iteration function, either in-place or out-of-place (see
Section 3.4), to derive the LEDAdecoder DFR.
In this case, we provide a conservative DFR estimation, for an imaxOut = 1 decoder, computing the maximum number of discrepancies corrected with certainty, τ , according to section
Section 3.4, and subsequently determining the probability that the first imaxIn iterations leave
at most τ discrepancies as the sum of the probabilities of leaving
exactly

 x discrepancies for
Pτ
all the values of x between 0 and τ : DFR ≤ 1 − x=0 PrSn∗ t −−−−→ x .
imaxIn
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of our worst-case DFR estimation technique with numerical simulations,
for a LEDAdecoder with imaxIn = 1 imaxOut = 0, on a QC-LDPC code with parameters n0 =
2, p = 4801, v = 45, employing th = 27 as the bit flipping threshold. The numerical DFR simulation
is obtained decoding random error vectors of weight t, until either 100 decoding errors are reached,
or until 108 decoding operations have been performed, whichever happens first.
A bonus point of the analysis we proposed is that it is also allows to obtain an estimate for the
average DFR of a code, i.e., an estimate of the correction capability whenever a random permutation
π is being used. Indeed, let π(ê) be the vector obtained by applying the permutation π on ê, with
support Supp(π(ê)).
Considering two consecutive elements of elements Supp(π(ê)), ai , ai+1 with 0 ≤ i ≤ t−2, we denote
the length of the 0-run between them as ai+1 − ai . The value d of the average denote the average
zero-run length in ê, i.e., d=E [ai+1 − ai ] , ∀i∈{0, 1, . . . , t−2}, where E[·] denotes the expected value,
t̂
can be derived to be n−
. Consequently, we obtain as the estimate for the average DFR after the
t̂+1
computation of one in-place iteration as:


d Y
t̂ 
t̂
Y
th


∀t̂ > 0, DFR = 1 −
Pm|0 (j)
Pth
(3.3)
f |1 (l).
j=1

l=1

It is interesting to note that the estimate for the average case DFR converges to the one of the
worst case DFR after one in-place iteration function
h
iexecution, as t̂h tends ito zero. Indeed, such
estimate can be obtained as DFR ≤ 1 − PrSn∗ t →
− 0 , where PrSn∗ t →
− 0 can be derived from
0
0

n0 p−t̂
Q
Q
Appendix A to be t̂j=1 Pth
· t̂l=1 Pth
m|0 (j)
f |1 (l), and it is easy to note that n0 p − t converges
to the same value as d =

n−t̂
t̂+1

when t̂ tends to zero.

To provide numerical evidence, further backing the soundness of our assumptions, we report in
Figure 3.2 the results of performing a numerical simulation down to values of DFR equal to ≈ 10−8
for a code with p = 4801, v = 45. The code parameters were chosen to obtain an acceptable
simulation time (about 2k to 5k core hours per data set). These parameters require the same effort
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to solve either SDP or one of the CFP reported in Chapter 2, assuming t = 45: ≈ 296 classical
operations or ≈ 264 quantum gates. We depict the results of the worst-case and average-case DFR
estimation technique presented in this section as solid lines. We depict as + signs the results of
the simulations of the LEDAdecoder with imaxIn = 1, imaxOut = 0, both employing a randomly
picked permutation, and selecting ad hoc a worst-case permutation (since we actually know the
value of ẽ during the simulations). As it can be seen, our estimation techniques provide a very
good fit for the actual behavior of the LEDAdecoder with imaxIn = 1, imaxOut = 0, in particular
matching also the fact that the average case behavior of the decoder tends to the worst case one
when t is decreasing.
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Algorithm 14: OutOfPlaceIteration
Input: s: QC-LDPC syndrome, binary vector of size p
Htr: transposed parity-check matrix, represented as an n0 × v integer matrix
containing in each row the positions (ranging in {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}) of the set
coefficients in the first column of each n0 p × p block of the
circulant-block matrix H = [H0 | H1 | . . . | Hn0 −1 ]
ê: initial error vector estimate, binary vector of size n = n0 p
iterOut : number of iterations computed before
Output: ē: updated error vector estimate
s̄: updated syndrome
1
2
3

currSynd ← s
ē ← ê, s̄ ← s
th ← ComputeThreshold(iterOut , s)

// Syndrome copy

14

for i = 0 to n0 − 1 do
for offset = 0 to p − 1 do
upc ← 0
// Counter of unsatisfied parity checks
for k = 0 to v − 1 do
if getSyndromeBit(currSynd, (offset + Htr[i][k]) mod p) = 1 then
upc ← upc + 1
if upc ≥ th then
ēi·p+offset ← ēi·p+offset ⊕ 1
// Error vector update
for k = 0 to v − 1 do
idx ← (Htr[i][k] + offset) mod p
s̄idx ← s̄idx ⊕ 1
// Syndrome update

15

return {ē, s̄}

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

3.3

Residual distribution of the mis-matches between the sought
error vector and the input estimated one after the execution
of a single out-of-place iteration function

We consider the in-place iteration function described in Algorithm 14, which takes as input the
p-bit syndrome s, the initial n-bit error vector estimate ê, and the transposed parity-check matrix
of the code represented, for performance reasons, as an n0 × v integer matrix containing in each
row the positions (ranging in {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}) of the set coefficients in the first column of each n0
p × p block of the circulant-block matrix H = [H0 | H1 | . . . | Hn0 −1 ]. The algorithms outputs the
updated n-bit error vector estimate, ē, and the corresponding updated syndrome. In the following
analysis, the number of mismatches between the error estimate ê and the sought error vector e that
are going to be corrected is denoted as t̂ = wt(ê ⊕ e), while the (eXclusive-OR) difference between
e and ê is denoted as ẽ = ê ⊕ e (thus, t̂ = wt(ẽ)).
Our aim is to assess the probability that, at the end of the iteration function computation, the
number of mismatches between the output error vector ē and the actual error vector e is below or
equal to a sufficiently small number τ , i.e., that wt(e ⊕ ē) ≤ τ .
Algorithm 14 describes the OutOfPlaceIteration function. The computation starts by keeping
a copy of the input syndrome s, CurrSynd, on which the unsatisfied parity-check (upc) computations
of all the bits of the estimated error vector ê will be based (line 1), and by initializing the output
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error estimate ē and the output syndrome with the input estimate ê and the input syndrome,
respectively (lines 2). Subsequently, the threshold to test whether to flip or not each bit in the
estimated error vector is determined – employing the number of iterations previously computed as
input (for possible use in the LEDAcrypt-KEM and LEDAcrypt-PKC systems), or the syndrome
weight (for possible use in the LEDAcrypt-KEM-CPA system). Each execution of the body of the
nested loops at lines 4–5 considers the j-th element of ê and the j-th column of the parity-check
matrix (0 ≤ j ≤ n0 p − 1), assuming that j = i · p + offset, where i ∈ {0, . . . , n0 − 1} is the block
index of the column at hand, while 0 ≤ offset ≤ p − 1 is the distance of the column at hand from
the first column of the block where it belongs. In particular, the instructions on lines 6–9 compute
the number of unsatisfied parity-check equations, upc, to which the bit ê contributes. If upc is above
or equals the chosen threshold, th, (line 10) the j-th bit of the output error estimate ē (which has
been initialized with a copy of ê at line 2) is flipped and the output syndrome updated accordingly
(lines 11–14). The distinguishing behavior w.r.t. the in-place iteration function is determined by
the use of the vector CurrSynd to compute the number of unsatisfied parity-check equations and
the use of s̄ as separate vector for the computation of the output syndrome, that jointly make each
bit-flip performed on in the output estimated error vector independent from the others.
We consider Assumption 3.1.1 and Assumption 3.1.2 to hold, and rely on Lemma 3.1.1 to estimate
the probabilities that characterize the output error vector estimate of the out-of-place iteration
function. Specifically, we use Pth
f |1 (t̂) to characterize the probability that the iteration function
flips any bit position i of ê which has a discrepancy (i.e., with ẽi = ei ⊕ êi = 1), and Pth
m|0 (t̂) to
characterize the probability that the iteration function does not flip any bit position i which is not
affected by a discrepancy between ê and e (i.e., with ẽi = ei ⊕ êi = 0).
We model the number of error mismatches at the end of the iteration function computation, that
is wt(e ⊕ ē), as a random variable over the discrete domain of integers {0, . . . , n}, n = n0 p, having
a probability mass function that we determine as follows.
Let us denote with fcorrect the number of bit-flips that are correctly performed by a single run of
the out-of-place iteration function, i.e., the number of positions j such that ej = 1 and ēj = 1;
analogously, let us denote with fwrong the number of bit-flips that are wrongly performed by a
single run of the out-of-place iteration function, i.e., the number of positions j such that ej = 0
and ēj = 1.
Because of Assumption 3.1.1, the bit-flip actions performed by the out-of-place iteration function
are statistically independent, i.e.,




(3.4)
Pr fcorrect = xc , fwrong = xw = Pr [fcorrect = xc ] · Pr fwrong = xw ,
while, given Lemma 3.1.1, the probability of the function performing xc ∈ {0, . . . , t} correct bit-flips
out of t, and the probability of the function performing xw ∈ {0, . . . , n − t} wrong bit-flips out of
n − t can be quantified as:
 
 xc
t−xc
t
Pr [fcorrect = xc ] =
Pth
1 − Pth
,
f |1 (t̂)
f |1 (t̂)
xc
(3.5)




xw th
n−t−xw
n−t
th
Pr fwrong = xw =
1 − Pm|0 (t̂)
Pm|0 (t̂)
.
xw
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of our worst-case DFR estimation technique with numerical simulations,
for a LEDAdecoder with imaxIn = 0 imaxOut = 1, on a QC-LDPC code with parametrs n0 = 2, p =
4801, v = 45, employing th = 25 as the bit flipping threshold. The numerical DFR simulation is
obtained decoding random error vectors of weight t, until either 100 decoding errors are reached,
or until 108 decoding operations have been performed, whichever happens first.
It is easy to see that, in the case of fcorrect = xc and fwrong = xw , we have wt (e ⊕ ē) = t + xw − xc :
thus, the probability that the output error vector ē differs from the actual error vector e in x ∈
{0, . . . , t} positions can be expressed as:
Pr [wt(e ⊕ ē) = x] =

t
X



Pr [fcorrect = xc ] · Pr fwrong = x + xc − t .

(3.6)

xc =t−x

where the number of correct bit-flips that must be performed ranges from t minus the number of
residual mismatches x up to the initial number of mismatches t. This, in turn, allows us to derive
the probability that the total P
number of discrepancies left at the end of the out-of-place iteration
are at most τ ∈ {0, . . . , n} as τx=0 Pr [wt(e ⊕ ē) = x].
This result allows us to obtain the DFR of a decoder employing one or more out-of-place iterations
in a fashion similar to the one for the in-place decoder described in Section 3.2, i.e., we determine
the maximum number of discrepancies τ which can be corrected with certainty in a single iteration
employing the result from Section 3.4, and subsequently determine the probability that running
imaxOut − 1 out-of-place iteration functions leave at most τ error employing the method we just
described.
The DFR of the entire LEDAdecoder in the case there are only imaxOut = 2 out-of-place iterations
(for the parameter design of the IND-CCA2 primitives) is obtained as the complement to one of
the aforementioned probability of leaving at most τ discrepancies as follows:
DFR ≤ 1 −

τ
X

Pr [wt(e ⊕ ē) = x] .

x=0

To provide numerical evidence, further backing the soundness of our assumptions, we report in
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Figure 3.3 the results of performing a numerical simulation down to values of DFR equal to ≈ 10−8
for a code with p = 4801, v = 45. The code parameters were chosen to obtain an acceptable
simulation time (about 2k to 5k core hours per data set). These parameters require the same effort
to solve either SDP or one of the CFP reported in Chapter 2, assuming t = 45: ≈ 296 classical
operations or ≈ 264 quantum gates. We depict the results of the conservative DFR estimation
technique presented in this section as a solid line and depict as + signs the results of the simulations
of the LEDAdecoder with imaxIn = 0, imaxOut = 1. As it can be seen, our estimation techniques
provide a very good fit for the actual behavior of the LEDAdecoder with imaxIn = 0, imaxOut = 1.
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3.4

Maximum number of mismatches corrected with certainty by
executing either an in-place or an out-of-place iteration function

In the following, we consider the execution of one iteration function (either in-place or out-of-place)
on an input syndrome s corresponding to s = H(e ⊕ ê)T , and an estimated error vector ê. We
denote with ẽ the bitwise difference between ê and e (mismatch), that is ẽ = ê ⊕ e, and with
t̂ = wt (ẽ) = wt (e ⊕ ê) the number of discrepancies between the unknown error vector and the
input estimated one.
Specifically, we recall the results of [53] and provide a way to determine the code-specific maximum
admissible value, τ , for t̂ so that the execution of the iteration function outputs an estimated error
vector equal to the unknown error vector, i.e.: ē = e.
Note that, in determining such a bound, we rely on no assumptions.
We use s and H to denote the syndrome and parity-check matrix lifted into the integers, respectively,
while si denotes the i-th entry of s and hi,j denotes the entry in the i-th row and j-th column of
H. The number of unsatisfied parity-checks for the i-th bit of the error vector is denoted as upci ,
and is computed as
!
!
p−1
p−1
nM
nM
0 p−1
0 p−1
X
X
X
upci =
sj hj,i =
hj,i
ẽu hj,u =
ẽu hj,u .
(3.7)
j=0

u=0

j=0

j∈{0,...,p−1}
hj,i =1

u=0

We denote with h:,i the i-th column of H which, in LEDAcrypt instances, has weight equal to v
for all 0 ≤ i ≤ pn0 − 1. Let H(A) denote the matrix composed by the rows of H indexed by a set
of integers A ⊆ {0, . . . , p − 1} and h(A) :,i denote its i-th column, with 0 ≤ i ≤ pn0 − 1.
We thus have that H(Supp(h:,i )) is a rectangular matrix with v rows of n0 p elements, where the i-th
column, h(Supp(h:,i )) :,i is constituted by all ones.
H(Supp(h:,i )) thus corresponds to the set of parity-check equations in which the i-th component of
the error vector corresponding to the given syndrome is involved.
Equation (3.7) can be thus rewritten as

M
upci = wt 
h(Supp(h





T

=
wt
H
ẽ
.
(Supp(h:,i ))
:,i )) :,j

(3.8)

j∈Supp(ẽ)

Recall that the iteration function will change the i-th bit of the input error estimate êi if and only
if upci is greater or equal than threshold th.
Depending on whether ẽi = 0 or ẽi = 1, the function will make a correct choice if it does not flip the
i-th bit, or if it does, respectively. If ẽi = 0, the function will make a correct decision if upci < th:
we thus consider the following upper bound on upci , assuming ẽi = 0:






M
X
upci = wt H(Supp(h:,i )) ẽT = wt 
h(Supp(h:,i )) :,j  ≤
wt h(Supp(h:,i )) :,j . (3.9)
j∈Supp(ẽ)

j∈Supp(ẽ)
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By contrast, if ẽi = 1 the function will make a correct decision if upci ≥ th.
We thus consider the following lower bound on upci , assuming ẽi = 1:





M
M
h(Supp(h:,i )) :,j 
h(Supp(h:,i )) :,j  = wt h(Supp(h:,i )) :,i ⊕ 
upci = wt 
j∈Supp(ẽ)\{i}

j∈Supp(ẽ)




= v − wt 

M

h(Supp(h:,i )) :,j  ≥ v −

X



wt h(Supp(h:,i )) :,j .

j∈Supp(ẽ)\{i}

j∈Supp(ẽ)\{i}

(3.10)
A relevant quantity in Eq. (3.10) is the Hamming weight of the columns h(Supp(h:,i )) :,j with i 6= j.
Indeed, it represents the amount of interference on the upci value induced by the presence of error
bits in positions different from i.


To ease the computation of wt h(Supp(h:,i )) :,j , we observe that it is equivalent to compute the
cardinality of the set obtained from the intersection of the i-th and j-th column of H, i.e.,
|Supp(h:,i ) ∩ Supp(h:,j )|, since H(Supp(h:,i )) is formed by the rows of H in which the column hi
contains
a one, and

 only the ones present in such rows of the j-th column of H will contribute to
wt h(Supp(h:,i )) :,j .
We therefore define Γ as an n × n positive integer matrix in which the entry in row i and column
j, denoted as γi,j , amounts to |Supp(h:,i ) ∩ Supp(h:,j )|.
After this definition, Eq. (3.9) and Eq. (3.10) can be rewritten as follows:
X
upci ≤
γi,j , when ẽi = 0 (i.e., ei ⊕ êi = 0),

(3.11)

j∈Supp(ẽ)

upci ≥ v −

X

γi,j ,

when ẽi = 1 (i.e., ei ⊕ êi = 1).

(3.12)

j∈Supp(ẽ)\{i}

We thus have just provided a way to compute a code-specific (Γ depends on the specific H instance)
upper bound to the value of upci in case the corresponding position in ê is correctly estimated (i.e.,
ẽi = 0), and a lower bound to the value of upci in case ê is incorrectly estimated (i.e., ẽi = 1).
Since we are willing to determine the case where the iteration function corrects with certainty the
discrepancies in ẽ, we need to consider the case where the upper bound on upci for each position
corresponding to a correct êi (see Eq. (3.11)) is strictly lower than the lower bound on the value of
upci for the case of an incorrect êi (see Eq. (3.12)).
Therefore, given a value 0 ≤ i ≤ n0 p − 1, it must hold that:
X
X
γi,j < v −
γi,j , ∀ ẽ ∈ Fn2 s.t. wt (ẽ) = t̂.
(3.13)
j∈Supp(ẽ)

j∈Supp(ẽ)\{i}

Indeed, in this case, it is possible to use as the bit-flipping threshold (e.g., th in Algorithm 14
on line 3) any value strictly greater than the left quantity in Eq. (3.13), resulting in the iteration
function executing a bit-flip of all and only the incorrectly estimated êi received as input.
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For the sake of a more compact notation, we now define the quantity µ(z), 0 ≤ z ≤ n0 p. Informally,
µ(z) is the maximum change in the value of any single upci induced by z discrepancies being present
in locations different from the i-th itself. We therefore have that:



 X
µ(z) =
max
γi,j


0≤i≤n0 p−1
ẽ∈Fn
2 ,wt(ẽ)=z, ẽi =0

j∈Supp(ẽ)

The definition of this quantity, allows to rewrite Eq. (3.11) as follows:
upci ≤ µ(t̂),

when ẽi = 0 (i.e., ei ⊕ êi = 0)

(3.14)

since the contributions to upci whenever no discrepancy is present in the i-th position (i.e., ẽi = 0),
only come from the t̂ discrepancies being present in the other locations.
Similarly, observing that, whenever a discrepancy is 
present in the i-th position, (i.e., ẽi = 0), the
value of upci is obtained subtracting from v (as wt h(Supp(h:,i )) :,i = v) the effects of the other
t̂ − 1 columns selected by the positions of of asserted bits in the error vector, allowing to rewrite
Eq. (3.12) as:
upci ≥ v − µ(t̂ − 1), when ẽi = 1 (i.e., ei ⊕ êi = 1).
(3.15)
Consequentially, also Eq. (3.13) can be rewritten as:
µ(t̂) + µ(t̂ − 1) < v.

(3.16)

Considering Eq. (3.16), the largest value of t̂ = wt (ẽ) = wt (e ⊕ ê) for which it holds is the maximum
number of residual mismatches between ê and e that be corrected with certainty by the execution
of the iteration function at hand, employing a bit-flip threshold th such that:
µ(t̂) + 1 ≤ th ≤ v − µ(t̂).
Therefore, given a specific code, which means a specific instance of the parity-check matrix H, it
is possible to compute the threshold th to be set during the execution of an iteration function in
such a way that it is able to correct with certainty a number of mismatches between e and the
input ê, which amounts to t̂. To this end, performance concerns on design and implementation of
the LEDAdecoder mandates to find an efficient strategy to compute both the matrix Γ and t̂, as
described in the next sub-section.

3.4.1

Efficient computation of Γ and µ(t)

The computation of the largest value of mismatches between the sought error vector and the input
estimated error vector, t̂, that is surely corrected by an out-of-place iteration function requires a
significant computational effort for the calculus of the matrix Γ, which is approximately cubic in
the value of n0 p.
We now prove that Γ is quasi cyclic, thus allowing a significant reduction in the time required by
its computation. Note that Γ is a symmetric matrix, since γi,j = γj,i , for all pairs of indexes i, j due
to the symmetry of the column intersection. Consider the indexes i, j ∈ {0, . . . , n0 p − 1} obtained
as i = pip + i0 and j = pjp + j 0 , respectively, with ip , jp ∈ {0, . . . n0 − 1} and i0 , j 0 ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1}.
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Denoting with P the p×p circulant permutation matrix associated to the cyclic shift of one position,
and observing that P p = Ip , and that (P a )T = P p−a , we have that
0

0

h:,j = P j h:,jp

h:,i = P i h:,ip ,

(3.17)

From this observation, we can derive
 0
T 0
γi,j = hT:,i h:,j = P i h:,ip P j h:,jp
0

0

= hT:,ip P p−i P j h:,jp
= γpip ,pjp +(j 0 −i0
which proves that the matrix Γ is quasi cyclic with

Γ0,0
Γ0,1
 Γ1,0
Γ
1,1

Γ= .
..
.
 .
.
Γn0 −1,0 Γn0 −1,1

mod p)

block size p, and can thus be written as

···
Γ0,n0 −1
···
Γ1,n0 −1 

(3.18)
,
..
..

.
.
· · · Γn0 −1,n0 −1

where each Γi,j is a p × p circulant integer matrix; in particular, due to the commutativity of the
set intersection that defines the γi,j values, we also have that ΓTi,j = Γj,i .
Based on the above analysis, it can be easily shown that the matrix Γ is fully described by a
subset of only p−1
2 n0 (n0 + 1) − n0 entries. Indeed, all the blocks on the main block-diagonal
of Γ, i.e. the Γi,i , i ∈ {0, . . . , n0 − 1} blocks, are both symmetrical and circulant, and recalling
that we do not need to store the elements on the main diagonal, i.e. the γi,i , i ∈ {0, . . . , n0 − 1}
values we obtain that p−1
2 elements are sufficient to fully describe each Γi,i . Since there are n0
blocks on the diagonal, those can be represented by n0 p−1
2 elements of Γ. Thanks to the fact that
Γ is symmetric, it is sufficient to represent, besides the blocks on the
 diagonal, only the blocks
Γi,j , i ∈ {0, . . . , n0 − 1}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n0 − 1}, i < j. Since there are n20 such blocks, and each one
requires p elements to be fully described, we obtain a total number of elements equal to
p·

n0 (n0 − 1)
p−1
n0 (n0 p − 1)
+ n0
=
.
2
2
2

This property can be used to obtain an efficient method to evaluate the largest value of t̂ for which
the condition in Eq. (3.16) still holds.
Algorithm 15 provides a procedural description of such an efficient computation, calculating only
the first rows of the circulant blocks of Γ (lines 2–15), and subsequently testing the admissible values
for t̂ (lines 19–30). Note that it is possible to further cut down the computational complexity of
the algorithm by computing directly the histograms containing the occurrences of unique values in
each row of Γ. Such a method is not reported for the sake of brevity, but it allows a significant
speedup (around two orders of magnitude) in practice.
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Algorithm 15: Computing maximum admissible t̂

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Input: H: a 1 × n0 blocks, block circulant parity-check matrix with p × p wide blocks
H = [H0 . . . Hn0 −1 ].
Output: t̂: maximum admissible number of discrepancies between e and ê
th: out of place iteration threshold
Data: y(i,j) : first row of the (i, j)-th block of the Γ matrix
for i ← 0 to n0 − 2 do
for j ← i to n0 − 1 do
A ← Supp(Hi :,1 )
B ← Supp(Hj :,1 )
for z ← 0 to p − 1 do
if i 6= j ∨ z 6= 0 then
C←∅
foreach b ∈ B do
C ← C ∪ {(b + z) mod p}
y(i,j) [z] ← |A ∩ C|
else
y(i,j) [z] ← 0
for i ← 1 to n0 − 1 do
for j ← i + 1 to n0 − 1 do
y(j,i) ← y(i,j)
mu t← 0
mu t min one← 0
t̂ ← 0
while mu t+mu t min one< v do
valid mu t← mu t min one
for i ← 0 to n0 − 1 do
for j ← 0 to n0 − 1 do
tmp← Concatenate(tmp, y(i,j) )
tmp← SortDecreasing(tmp)
if mu t< SumRange(tmp, 0, t̂ − 1) then
mu t← SumRange(tmp, 0, t̂ − 1)
if mu t min one< SumRange(tmp, 0, t̂ − 1) then
mu t min one← SumRange(tmp, 0, t̂ − 1)
t̂ ← t̂ + 1
th←valid mu t+1
return ht̂ − 1, thi
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3.5

Efficient choice of out-of place decoder thresholds for the numerically simulated DFR of LEDAcrypt-KEM-CPA

The choice of the flipping threshold for the out-of-place iteration function influences its error correction capability. While the previous section described how to determine a threshold such that
a number of discrepancies in the error estimate would be corrected with certainty, the present
section aims at providing a more sophisticated threshold selection criterion. While the criterion
we introduce in this section does not allow for a closed form analysis of the DFR, it practically
provides very fast convergence of a decoding algorithm relying only on out-of-place iterations. We
thus exploit this criterion for LEDAcrypt-KEM-CPA, where ephemeral keys are employed and a
practically low enough DFR is sufficient. This also motivates our choice of employing a decoder
that only exploits out-of-place iterations for LEDAcrypt instances with ephemeral keys. We assess
its DFR by means of numerical simulations targeting parameters sets with a DFR= 10−9 , and
derive the value of imaxOut as the maximum number of iterations found to be required for achieving
the target DFR. These engineering choices allow the decoder to be fully parallelized, as all the upc
values can be computed independently, and the flipping decisions applied to the ê and s likewise.
In the following, we describe our rationale for the computation of the ComputeThreshold function required in the OutOfPlaceIteration Algorithm 14 at line 3.
A natural choice is to set the threshold used at the l-th iteration of the whole function equal to the
largest among the upc values. This strategy ensures that only those few bits that have maximum
likelihood of being mismatched between ê and e are flipped during each function execution, thus
achieving the lowest DFR. However, it has some drawbacks in terms of complexity, since the
computation of the maximum upc value, for each column of the H matrix, entails additional memory
storage and some repeated operations. For such reasons, we consider an approach with reduced
complexity, according to which the threshold values are computed on the basis of the syndrome
weight wt(s) at each execution of the iteration function. The function relating the syndrome weight
to the threshold to be chosen can be precomputed and tabulated, allowing an efficient lookup to
take place at runtime.
Coherently with the notation adopted in the previous sections, we denote with ê and s, respectively, the input error vector estimate and the syndrome, and recall that s = H (e ⊕ ê)T , where
wt (e ⊕ ê)=t̂. Let us denote with wt(s)|t̂ the average syndrome weight when wt (e ⊕ ê) = t̂.
To this end, let punsatisfied (t̂) denote the probability that a randomly selected parity-check equation
is unsatisfied. Assuming that e ⊕ ê is distributed as a random vector of weight t̂, we have:
min{ n0 v, t̂ }

punsatisfied (t̂) =

X
j = 1, j odd

n0 v
j



n0 p−n0 v 
t̂−j
.
n0 p
t̂

Then, under the assumption that the parity-check equations are statistically independent, the
average syndrome weight is estimated as:
wt(s)|t̂ = p · punsatisfied (t̂).

(3.19)

The aforementioned relation allows us to estimate t̂, the amount of set bits in ẽ = e ⊕ ê, as the
value t̃ for which wt(s)|t̃ is closer to the (available) wt(s)|t̂ . Relying on this estimate to approximate
the value of t̂ as t̃, we now define a strategy to pick a threshold value depending on the estimated
number of discrepancies t̃ itself.
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We now consider ẽi , i.e., the i-th element of the vector of differences between e and ê, ẽ = ê ⊕ e
and assume that the number of discrepancies wt(ẽ) = t̂ matches our estimate t̃.
Denote the number of unsatisfied parity-check equations in which the i-th bit participates as
upci ∈{0. . . . , v}, with 0 ≤ i ≤ n0 p − 1. The probability that such a position contains a discrepancy
can be written as:
Pr [ẽi = 1, upci = σ]
=
Pr [upci = σ]
Pr [ẽi = 1, upci = σ]
=
=
Pr [ẽi = 1, upci = σ] + Pr [ẽi = 0, upci = σ]


Pr [ẽi = 0, upci = σ] −1
= 1+
.
Pr [ẽi = 1, upci = σ]

Pr [ẽi = 1 |upci = σ ] =

By elaborating the previous result, we obtain:
Pr [ẽi = 1 |upci = σ ] =
1+

n0 p−t̃
t̃



1
σ 

ρ0,u (t̃)
ρ1,u (t̃)

,

1−ρ0,u (t̃) v−σ
1−ρ1,u (t̃)

(3.20)

where ρ0,u (t̃) and ρ1,u (t̃) are given in Lemma 3.1.1, and note that (as expected intuitively) it is a
monotonically increasing function as σ increases over the integers {0, . . . , v}.
Willing to define a threshold for the value of upci such that it is advisable to flip the i-th bit of ê,
we have that the probability of performing a flip when ẽi = 1 should exceed the one when ẽi = 0,
in turn for a given value σ taken by upci , yielding:
(
(
Pr [ẽi = 1 | upci = σ] > 1+∆
Pr [ẽi = 1 | upci = σ] > (1 + ∆)Pr [ẽi = 0 | upci = σ]
2+∆
⇒
1
Pr [ẽi = 0 | upci = σ] < 2+∆
Pr [ẽi = 0 | upci = σ] = 1 − Pr [ẽi = 1 | upci = σ]
where ∆ ≥ 0 represents a margin which can be arbitrarily chosen. The minimum value of σ such
that the inequalities in the previous relation are satisfied can be computed as:


1+∆
th = min σ ∈ {0, . . . , v} : Pr [ẽi = 1|upci = σ] >
(3.21)
2+∆
and used as the decision threshold during the execution of the out-of-place iteration function.
We now combine the results of Eq. (3.19) (linking the the weight of the syndrome to the estimated
number of discrepancies t̃), Eq. (3.20) (linking the value of the estimated number of discrepancies
t̃, to the correct flipping probability given a certain threshold), to obtain the function mapping a
given(available) value for wt(s) onto the corresponding threshold value to be adopted for the outof-place iteration. Such a function, of which we provide a graphical representation in Figure 3.4,
splits the domain of possible values for wt (s) into t regions, according to the value t̃ for which the
value wt(s)|t̃ is closest to the available value of wt (s).
(j)
We therefore determine t + 1 delimiting values, ws , j ∈ {0, . . . , t} as:
w(0)
s = 0;

∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , t}, w(j)
s =
(j)

wt(s)|j−1 + wt(s)|j
,
2

(3.22)

(j+1)

Each of the t regions, each one delimited by a pair ws , ws
, j ∈ {0, . . . , t}, is thus considered to
be the one where we assume t̃ = j, and employ this value of t̃ to derive the value of the threshold
to be used via Eq. (3.21).
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(0)

ws

(1)

(2)

ws

th0
0 = wt(s)|0

(3)

ws
th1
wt(s)|1

w̄s
th2
wt(s)|2

th3
wt(s)|3

p

wt(s)

(j)

Figure 3.4: Graphical representation of the relations between wt (s), wt(s)|j , ws
example is referred to the case of t = 3.

and thj . The

(j)

It can be easily shown that, if j is the largest integer such that wt (s) ≥ ws , then j minimizes
(j)
|wt (s) − ws |. The function described by Eq. (3.22) can be efficiently stored as a lookup table
(j)
containing pairs hws , thj i for all j ∈ {0, . . . , t}.
Therefore, the ComputeThreshold function will start by computing the value of wt(s), and
subsequently find the required threshold tht̃ . Algorithm 16 provides a procedural description of a
constant-time lookup into the table.
(j)

We have observed that, moving from the largest values of ws to the smallest ones, the threshold
values computed this way firstly exhibit a decreasing trend, then start to increase. According to
numerical simulations, neglecting the final increase has no impact from the performance standpoint.
Therefore, in the look-up table we replace the threshold values after the minimum with a constant
value equal to the minimum itself. In addition, the so-obtained table usually contains consecutive
rows with the same threshold value: we can clearly eliminate all such rows, apart from the first one
(0)
(i.e., the one containing ws ). By means of numerical simulations, we have also observed that the
lowest DFR within a reasonable amount of iterations, for LEDAcrypt instances, is obtained with
the choice ∆ = 0.
Algorithm 16: ComputeThreshold(iterIn , s)
Input: iterIn : Number of iterations computed before the current one. This input parameter is
not used to compute the thresholds of the out-of-place-decoder for
LEDAcrypt-KEM-CPA. Formally, Algorithm 12 and Algorithm 14 take it as an
input to be generic w.r.t. the specific instance of the LEDAcrypt primitive.
s: syndrome, binary vector of size p
Output: th: decision threshold, integer in {dv/2e , . . . , v}
(j)
Data: LutS: Lookup table containing the pairs hws , thj i, j ∈ {0, . . . , t}
1
2
3
4

th ← dv/2e
(j)

foreach hws , thj i ∈ LutS do
(j)
(j)
th ← th · (wt(s) > ws ) + thj · (wt(s) ≤ ws )
return th
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LEDAcrypt code parameters and
symmetric primitives
In this chapter we describe the reproducible parameter design procedure employed to obtain the
code parameters in LEDAcrypt cryptosystems, provide the parameter sets themselves, and report
our choices for the symmetric primitives required in the cryptosystems. We provide the parameter
generation procedure as public domain software at https://github.com/ledacrypt.
Symmetric primitives. Concerning the IND-CCA2 construction for LEDAcrypt-KEM (Section 1.3), we chose to employ as Extendable Output Function (XOF), the NIST standard SHAKE128 [17] for NIST Category 1 and SHAKE-256 [17] for Category 3 and Category 5. We chose to
employ as cryptographic hash the NIST standard SHA-3 [17] with digest length, lhash , equal to
256, 384, and 512 bits for NIST Category 1, 3, and 5 of the LEDAcrypt parameters, respectively.
Taking as input the error vector, two distinct instances of such a cryptographic hash are employed
in the IND-CCA2 construction of LEDAcrypt-KEM. Indeed, an instance is employed to implement
the Key Derivation Function (KDF) that outputs the encapsulated secret key, while the other one
is employed to build the confirmation tag to be transmitted along with the ciphertext. To achieve
domain separation between the said instances of the cryptographic hash, we prefix the input to the
former instance (i.e., the one employed for the KDF) with a zero-valued byte, while we prefix the
input to the second instance with the binary encoding of 1 over one byte. This technique, called
prefixing in the recent analysis of many of the IND-CCA2 constructions employed in the NIST PQC
contest [9], allows to derive in a sound fashion two different hash functions starting from the same
primitive.
We note that SHA-3 and SHAKE are already domain separated due to their definition, as they
have a different suffix added to the message by construction.
Concerning the IND-CCA2 construction for LEDAcrypt-PKC (Section 1.4), we chose to employ as
Deterministic Random Bit Generator (DRBG) the NIST recommended CTR-DRBG [7] instantiated
with AES-256 and fed with a TRNG-extracted seed having bit-length, lseed , equal to 192, 256, and
320 bits for the NIST Category 1, 3, 5 of the LEDAcrypt parameters, respectively.
Designing code parameters. The LEDAcrypt design procedure described in this section takes
as input the desired security level λc and λq , expressed as the base-2 logarithm of the number of
operations of the desired computational effort on a classical and quantum computer, respectively. In
addition to λc and λq , the procedure also takes as input the number of circulant blocks, n0 ∈{2, 3, 4},
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forming the parity-check matrix H, allowing tuning of the code rate. Finally, the design procedure
takes the maximum acceptable DFR, and the number of in-place, imaxIn , and out-of place, imaxOut ,
decoder iterations.
The parameter design procedure outputs the size of the circulant blocks, p, the weight of a column
of H, v, and the number of intentional errors, t. We recall that Q is chosen as I, as highlighted in
Section 2.4 and is therefore neglected in the entire design procedure, and in the code.
The procedure enforces the following constraints on the parameter choice:
• The minimum cost for a message recovery via Information Set Decoding (ISD) on both quantum and classical computers must exceed 2λq and 2λc operations, respectively. This constraint
binds the values of the code length n = n0 p, the code dimension k = (n0 −1)p and the number
of errors t to be chosen such that an ISD on the public code C (n, k) aiming at decoding a
random error vector of weight t requires more than 2λq or 2λc operations on a quantum and
a classical computer.
• The minimum cost for a key recovery attack via ISD on both quantum and classical computers
must exceed 2λq and 2λc operations, respectively. This constraint binds the values of the code
length n = n0 p, the code redundancy r = p and the number of ones in a row of H, w = vn0 ,
to be chosen
such that the effort of an recovering the private
QC-LDPC/QC-MDPC code,


i.e., min
than 2λq

ISDcfp (n0 p,p,2v) ISDcfp (2p,p,2v) ISDcfp (n0 p,(n0 −1)p,n0 v)
,
(see Section
,
n0 p
p
p(n20 )
or 2λc operations on a quantum and classical computer.

2.3.1), requires more

• The choice of the circulant block size, p, should be such that p is a prime number and such
that ord2 (p) = p − 1 (see Theorem 1.1.3).
• The choice of the circulant block size, p, and parity-check matrix density, w = n0 v, must
allow the code to correct the required amount of errors, with the specified DFR, depending
on the IND-CCA2 or IND-CPA requirements of the primitive.
We report a synthetic description of the procedure implemented in the publicly available code as
Algorithm 17. The rationale of the procedure1 is to proceed in refining the choice for p, t, v at fix
point, considering only values of p respecting ord2 (p) = p − 1.
Since there are cyclic dependencies among the constraints on p, t, and v, the search for the parameter
set is structured as a fix point solver iterating the computation of appropriate values for the three
desired parameters (Algorithm 17, lines 2–18), starting from an arbitrary choice of the value of p,
so to be able to compute the ISD costs.
The loop body starts by deriving the length, n, dimension, k, and redundancy, r = n − k, of the
code, assigning them to obtain a code rate equal to 1 − n10 (line 3). Subsequently, the procedure for
the parameter choice proceeds executing a loop (lines 5–7) to determine a value t, with t < r, such
that a message recovery attack on a generic code C (n, k), looking for an error vector with weight
t, requires more than the specified amount of computational efforts on both classical and quantum
computers.
1

Note that, in the pseudocode of Algorithm 17, the loop construct while(< condition >) . . . iterates the execution
of instructions in the loop body when the condition is true, while the loop construct Repeat . . . until(< condition >)
iterates the instructions in the loop body when the condition is false.
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Algorithm 17: LEDAcrypt Parameter Generation
Input: λc , λq :desired security levels against classical and quantum attacks, respectively;
: either log2 (DFR), with DFR being the maximum allowed DFR (IND-CCA2
parameters), or an enlargement factor for the heuristic estimate of a simulatable DFR set
(IND-CPA parameters);
n0 : number of circulant blocks of the p × n0 p parity-check matrix H of the code.
Output: p: size of a circulant block; t: number of errors; v: weight of a column of the parity matrix
H; τ : number of errors to be corrected with certainty by a single iteration of the decoder.
Data: NextPrime(x): subroutine returning the first prime p larger than the value of the input
parameter and such that ord2 (p) = p − 1;
C-ISDsdp (n, r, t),C-ISDcfp (n, r, t),Q-ISDsdp (n, r, t),Q-ISDsdp (n, r, t): cost of the syndrome
decoding and codeword finding ISD procedures, on a classical and quantum computer,
respectively;
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

p ← starting prime
repeat
n ← n0 p, k ← (n0 − 1)p, r ← p
t←0
repeat
t←t+1

until t ≥ r ∨ C-ISDsdp (n, r, t) ≥ 2λc ∧ Q-ISDsdp (n, r, t) ≥ 2λq
v←1
repeat
v ←v+2

11

SecureOk ←

12

SecureOk ←

13
14
15
16
17
18

Q-ISDcfp (n0 p,p,2v)
C-ISDcfp (n0 p,p,2v)
≥ 2λc ∧
≥ 2λq
p(n20 )
p(n20 )
Q-ISDcfp (2p,p,2v)
C-ISDcfp (2p,p,2v)
SecureOk ∧
≥ 2λc ∧
≥ 2λq
n0 p
n0 p
Q-ISDcfp (n0 p,(n0 −1)p,n0 v)
C-ISDcfp (n0 p,(n0 −1)p,n0 v)
SecureOk ∧
≥ 2λc ∧
p
p

SecureOk ←
until (SecureOk = true ∨ vn0 ≥ p)
if (SecureOk = true) then
p, τ ← ComputepDFRok(n0 , v, t)
return (p, t, v)
until p,v,t do not change

≥ 2λq

To determine the weight of a column of H, i.e., v, the procedure moves on searching for a candidate
value of v. The loop at lines 9–14 tests the resistance of the cryptosystem against key recovery
attacks attacks on both classical and quantum computers. The final value of v is computed as the
smallest odd integer such that resistance against such attacks is obtained. We remember that the
condition of v being odd is sufficient to guarantee the non singularity of the circulant blocks of H.
In both the evaluation of the key recovery attacks, which drives the choice of v, and the evaluation of the message recovery attack, which drives the choice of t, we consider the best (i.e.,
lowest) complexity among the ones of solving the Codeword Finding Problem / Syndrome Decoding Problem (CFP/SDP) with the ISD techniques proposed by Prange [50], Lee and Brickell [39],
Leon [40], Stern [61], Finiasz and Sendrier [21], and Becker, Joux, May and Meurer (BJMM) [8],
and Prange [50], Lee and Brickell [39], Stern [61] for the quantum computing platform as discussed
in Section 2.3. For all the aforementioned algorithm, we perform an exhaustive search for the best
ISD parameters, ensuring that the found parameter sets do not lie at the boundary of our exploration range. Since all the ISD parameters are the result of a computational tradeoff, we expect
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the found solution to be the actual minimum computation effort for an attack.
When suitable values for the code parameters from a security standpoint are found, the algorithm
computes the minimum value of p, such that the decoding algorithm is expected to correct t errors,
with the desired DFR, depending on the guarantees required by the primitive. The same procedure
computing the appropriate value for p also derives, in case an estimate for a LEDAdecoder to
be used in IND-CCA2 primitives is desired, the value τ of errors to be corrected by the decoder in
a single iteration with certainty.
In order to achieve the maximum correction efficiency from the code at hand, the procedure estimating the value of p yielding the desired DFR computes the best (i.e., lowest) DFR value exploring
exhaustively all the values for the decoding thresholds in the decoders.
As a consequence, we employ at key generation phase a rejection sampling procedure, which performs the analysis from Section 3.4, and discards the keypair if the code does not correct the
amount of errors τ determined at parameter design time. To prevent this rejection sampling from
significantly diminishing the keyspace, we estimate the value of τ at design time by running the
analysis from Section 3.4 on 1000 randomly extracted codes, and pick the value τ which is corrected
by at least a half of the randomly generated codes.
We note that such a fixpoint optimization procedure, with respect to the one proposed during
the first round of the NIST post quantum standardization process, simultaneously optimizes the
parameters for achieving the desired security margin and DFR, while the previous procedure to
obtain long-term keys (i.e., suitable for IND-CCA2 primitives) started from the optimization of
the values of t and v to match the desired security margin against ISD attacks, and then gradually
increased the value of p until a desirable DFR was achieved. The current procedure instead, allows
to exploit the additional security margin coming from an increase of the value of p, in turn allowing
a reduction of the keysizes.
The C++ tool provided relies on Victor Shoup’s NTL library (available at https://www.shoup.
net/ntl/), in particular for the arbitrary precision integer computations and the tunable precision
floating point computations, and requires a compiler supporting the C++11 standard.
The tool follows the computation logic described in Algorithm 17, but it is optimized to reduce the
computational effort as follows:
• The values of p respecting the constraint ord2 (p) = p − 1 are pre-computed up to 149, 939
and stored in a lookup table.
• The search for the values of p, t and v respecting the constraints is performed by means of a
dichotomic search instead of a linear scan of the range.
• The computations of the binomial coefficients employs a precomputation of all the factorials
as arbitrary precision integers up to a tunable number. When a factorial is not available as
a precomputed value, we switch to a direct, incremental calculation starting from the largest
factorial available in the precomputed table. We resort to this technique since Stirling’s
approximation, considering the approximation up to the eight term of the series, was proven
to be lacking accuracy in the determination of extremely low DFR values (i.e., ≤ 2−100 ).
Namely, employing Stirling’s approximation lead to excessively conservative DFR estimates.
• We chose to precompute all the values of the factorials up to 90000!, 150000! and 250000! to
perform the parameter design for Category 1, 3 and 5, and limit the maximum code lengths
accordingly. The values were chosen so that Stirling’s approximation is not used when the
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final code parameter results are obtained. We note that this results in a memory occupation
of around 6.9 GiB, 19.7 GiB, and 57.4 GiB per optimization process, respectively. The value
can be tuned to accomodate parameter generation replication for smaller parameter sets with
less demanding hardware.
• We left Stirling’s approximation available in the public code to provide also reproducibility
of the previous parameter designs.
• All floating point values are memorized and manipulated as 704-bits mantissas (≈ 200 decimal
digits) and 64-bit exponents, as per provided by the NTL library.

4.1

Parameters for LEDAcrypt-KEM and LEDAcrypt-PKC
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In this section, we present the code parameters for IND-CCA2 LEDAcrypt-KEM and IND-CCA2
LEDAcrypt-PKC, evaluating the engineering tradeoff given by performing two, one or no out-ofplace iterations in a decoder, preceded by a number of in-place iterations such that the total decoder
iteration number is fixed at two. The choice to pick such a low number of iterations allows the
implementation of the decoder to benefit from a very fast, constant time execution, and allow us
to employ our DFR estimation techniques in a regime where they provide a close, conservative, fit
to the values which can be obtained through numerical simulations, in turn keeping a reasonable
size of the parameter design space.
To provide a numerical confirmation of such a fact, we report the outcome of numerical simulations
on a p = 4801, n0 = 2, v = 45 QC-LDPC/QC-MDPC code in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of our worst-case DFR estimation technique with numerical simulations,
for the LEDAdecoder choices employed to provide predictable DFR for IND-CCA primitives
(i.e., imaxIn + imaxOut = 2). Results obtained on a QC-LDPC/QC-MDPC code with parameters
n0 = 2, p = 4801, v = 45 (taking t = 45, it exhibits a complexity of ≈ 296 classical operations or
≈ 264 quantum gates against the best SDP/CFP solvers) employing thresholds th0 for the first
iteration computation found computing all the DFR estimates according to Chapter 3, and picking
the first iteration thresholds providing the best DFR for each case. The numerical DFR simulation
is obtained decoding random error vectors of weight t, until either 100 decoding errors are reached,
or until 108 decoding operations have been performed, whichever happens first.
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The code parameters were chosen to obtain an acceptable simulation time (from 2 · 103 to 5 · 103
core hours per data set). For the record, these parameters require the same effort to solve either the
Syndrome Decoding Problem (SDP) or one of the Codeword Finding Problems (CFPs) reported in
Chapter 2, and allow the code to exhibit a resistance of ≈ 296 classical operations or ≈ 264 quantum
gates when t = 45.
In order to choose the bit-flipping thresholds for the first iteration to be used in these numerical
simulations, we employed the DFR estimation techniques reported in Chapter 3, computing the
DFR for all the possible threshold values in {d v+1
2 c, . . . , v}, and picking the one providing the best
estimated DFR. The second iteration threshold is chosen with the code-specific criterion reported
in Section 3.4, for the LEDAdecoder with imaxOut > 0, performing a rejection sampling at key
generation time so to achieve a number of errors corrected with certainty by the last out-of-place
iteration τ = 7. For the case of the imaxIn = 2, imaxOut = 0 LEDAdecoder, we simply picked the
second iteration threshold equal to the one for the first iteration. As it can be seen in Figure 4.1, our
worst case DFR estimation techniques provide a good fit of the decoder behaviour, while retaining
a conservative estimate of the actual decoder DFR.
Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 report the values of the parameters of the codes designed to be used
with a LEDAdecoder employing (imaxIn = 0, imaxOut = 2) and (imaxIn = 1, imaxOut = 1),
respectively. Specifically, for each NIST category, guaranteed DFR values and number of circulant
blocks n0 ∈ {2, 3, 4}, the tables report: the size p of the circulant blocks of H, the weight v of
a column of H, the number t of intentional errors, and the value of τ (weight of error corrected
with certainty in a single iteration) to be employed during the rejection sampling phase in the
keyGeneration procedure, and the ratio of keypairs accepted on average during an execution of
the KeyGeneration procedure. Furthermore, for each NIST category of the reported codes, the
tables also show the base-2 logarithm of the estimated computational cost of the best algorithms for
solving the following problems on a classical and a quantum computer (denoted with the prefixes
C- and Q-, respectively), described in Chapter 2: syndrome decoding problem for key recovery
(SDP); codeword finding problem in the hidden LDPC/MDPC code (CFP-1); codeword finding
problem in the length-reduced hidden LDPC/MDPC code (CFP-2); codeword finding in the dual
code of the hidden code (CFP-3).
A noteworthy point is that the third strategy of key recovery attack (i.e., the one denoted as CFP-3)
is effectively the one being the most effective for all the parameter sets having n0 equal to either 3 or
4, while the key recovery attack complexities are almost all the same for n0 = 2 bar for a single unit
advantage of the codeword finding problem in length-reduced hidden LDPC/MDPC code (CFP-2),
which is easily ascribed to an extra factor 2 in the complexity denominator (see Section 2.3.1). In
Table 4.1, we observe a significant reduction in the size of the p parameter, with respect to the
parameter sets proposed in the LEDAcrypt specification at the beginning of the second round of the
NIST PQC contest. Note that such parameters were proposed only for the case n0 = 2 employing
a LEDAdecoder with a number of iterations with imaxIn = 0, and imaxOut = 2. The reason
for the ≈ 30% decrease in the size of the p parameter for the sets with DFR equal to 2−64 , and
the ≈ 50% decrease in size for the sets with DFR equal to 2−λ is due to a combined effect of the
joint optimization of p, t, and v provided by the new parameter design procedure, and the higher
correction power of a sparse code where L = HQ and Q = I. The former effect can be seen from
the slight decrease of the values of t and v, which previously was kept unchanged from the one for
ephemeral key use parameters. The latter effect is evident observing that the values reported for
τ in the LEDAcrypt specification provided for the second round of the NIST PQC contest, were
in the 4–6 range, while the current values for τ are in the 9–18 range, indicating that more errors
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with more than twice the weight can be corrected with certainty by the given code parameters.
Table 4.3 reports the values of the parameters of the codes designed to be used with a LEDAdecoder employing (imaxIn = 2, imaxOut = 0). A notable difference of this table w.r.t. Table 4.1
and Table 4.2 is that it does not show the values of the parameter τ and the percentage of keypairs
accepted during the execution of the KeyGeneration procedure, because the DFR of the codes
are conservatively estimated for the two executions of the in-place iteration function applying the
results of the analysis in Section 3.2.
Comparing the results in Table 4.1 (decoder with imaxIn = 0, imaxOut = 2), Table 4.2 (decoder
with imaxIn = 1, imaxOut = 1), and Table 4.3 (decoder with imaxIn = 2, imaxOut = 0) we can
observe a steady decrease in the code length due to the use of in-place iteration functions. Such
a decrease is more evident in the case of imaxIn = 2, since the DFR estimate in that case is not
employing the result from Section 3.4 to estimate the correction power of the last iteration, instead
employing the method in Section 3.2. Indeed, when two in-place iterations are considered, instead
of assuming that a decoding failure takes place whenever the first in-place iteration leaves more
than τ errors, the analysis in Section 3.2 considers the non-unitary probability of decoding in such
a case too, yielding a tighter DFR estimate.
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Table 4.1: Parameter sizes for IND-CCA2 LEDAcrypt-KEM, and IND-CCA2 LEDAcrypt-PKC,
with an imaxIn =0, imaxOut =2 LEDAdecoder executing two times the out-of-place iteration
function. Attack complexities are reported as the base-2 logarithm of the estimated computational
cost of the best algorithm for solving the following problems on a classical and a quantum computer
(denoted with the prefixes C- and Q-, respectively).
SDP: syndrome decoding problem for key recovery;
CFP-1: codeword finding problem in the hidden LDPC/MDPC code;
CFP-2: codeword finding problem in the length-reduced hidden LDPC/MDPC code;
CFP-3: codeword finding on dual code of the of hidden code.
All attack complexities are equal or greater to the ones mandated by NIST categories as per
Chapter 2, Table 2.1
NIST
Cat.

DFR n0

ok

C-SDP

Q-SDP C-CFP-1 Q-CFP-1 C-CFP-2 Q-CFP-2 C-CFP-3 Q-CFP-3

(> 143.5) (> 81.2) (> 143.5)

(> 81.2)

(> 143.5)

(> 81.2)

(> 143.5)

(> 81.2)

148.3
250.8
329.3

94.4
146.4
186.1

147.3
161.0
167.9

93.4
99.7
102.7

148.3
145.7
145.3

94.4
93.9
94.4

2 28,277 69 129 11
2−128 3 19,709 79 82 10
4 16,229 83 65 9

68.2
66.5
63.5

144.8
144.6
144.2

96.4
96.1
96.1

145.0
251.3
329.6

92.9
146.9
186.5

144.0
161.5
168.3

91.97
100.2
103.2

145.0
146.2
145.8

92.9
94.5
95.0

DFR n0

p

v

t

τ

key %
ok

C-SDP

Q-SDP

C-CFP-1 Q-CFP-1 C-CFP-2 Q-CFP-2 C-CFP-3 Q-CFP-3

(> 208.0) (> 113.4) (> 208.0) (> 113.4) (> 208.0) (> 113.4) (> 208.0) (> 113.4)

2 40,787 103 195 13
3 28,411 117 124 11
4 22,901 123 98 11

81.9
99.0
61.4

208.9
209.0
208.0

130.2
130.2
129.8

210.8
369.8
487.8

127.5
207.8
267.3

209.8
235.5
246.4

126.5
138.8
143.9

210.8
210.8
210.2

127.5
128.4
128.7

2 52,667 103 195 15
2−192 3 36,629 115 123 13
4 30,803 123 98 12

59.8
81.9
75.9

208.7
208.3
209.0

130.6
130.2
130.8

211.5
364.0
488.2

128.2
205.2
267.9

210.5
232.1
246.9

127.2
137.5
144.6

211.5
208.0
210.8

128.2
127.3
129.5

C-SDP

Q-SDP

DFR n0

p

v

t

τ

key %
ok

C-CFP-1 Q-CFP-1 C-CFP-2 Q-CFP-2 C-CFP-3 Q-CFP-3

(> 272.3) (> 145.6) (> 272.3) (> 145.6) (> 272.3) (> 145.6) (> 272.3) (> 145.6)

2 61,717 137 261 17
3 42,677 153 165 14
4 35,507 163 131 13

55.2
96.4
95.9

273.0
273.1
273.2

163.8
163.8
164.0

277.7
482.9
646.9

162.3
265.7
348.2

276.7
306.5
325.4

161.3
175.7
184.8

277.7
273.0
275.5

162.3
160.9
162.9

2 83,579 135 260 18
2−256 3 58,171 153 165 16
4 48,371 161 131 15

51,6
65,2
78,9

273.1
274.1
274.3

164.4
164.8
165.1

274.6
483.5
647.2

161.2
266.4
348.9

273.6
307.1
325.9

160.2
176.5
185.5

274.6
273.7
276.2

161.2
161.6
163.6

2−64
5

key %

95.7
96.1
96.3

3

Cat.

τ

144.2
145.3
145.4

2−64

NIST

t

85.3
86.5
93.7

1

Cat.

v

2 23,371 71 130 10
3 16,067 79 83 9
4 13,397 83 66 8

2−64

NIST

p
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Table 4.2: Parameter sizes for IND-CCA2 LEDAcrypt-KEM, and IND-CCA2 LEDAcrypt-PKC,
with an imaxIn =1, imaxOut =1 LEDAdecoder executing one time the in-place iteration function followed by one execution of the out-of-place iteration function. Attack complexities
are reported as the base-2 logarithm of the estimated computational cost of the best algorithm for
solving the following problems on a classical and a quantum computer (denoted with the prefixes
C- and Q-, respectively).
SDP: syndrome decoding problem for key recovery;
CFP-1: codeword finding problem in the hidden LDPC/MDPC code;
CFP-2: codeword finding problem in the length-reduced hidden LDPC/MDPC code;
CFP-3: codeword finding on dual code of the of hidden code.
All attack complexities are equal or greater to the ones mandated by NIST categories as per
Chapter 2, Table 2.1
NIST
Cat.

DFR n0

ok

C-SDP

Q-SDP C-CFP-1 Q-CFP-1 C-CFP-2 Q-CFP-2 C-CFP-3 Q-CFP-3

(> 143.5) (> 81.2) (> 143.5)

(> 81.2)

(> 143.5)

(> 81.2)

(> 143.5)

(> 81.2)

94.2
146.2
186.0

147.1
160.9
167.8

93.2
99.5
102.6

148.1
145.5
145.2

94.2
93.7
94.3

2 27,077 69 130 11 62.61
2−128 3 19,541 79 82 10 45.10
4 15,773 83 65 9 53.33

144.7
144.5
144.2

96.2
96.0
96.0

148.6
251.2
329.6

94.8
146.8
186.5

147.6
161.4
168.3

93.8
100.1
103.2

148.6
146.1
145.8

94.8
94.4
94.9

DFR n0

p

v

t

τ

key %
ok

C-SDP

Q-SDP

C-CFP-1 Q-CFP-1 C-CFP-2 Q-CFP-2 C-CFP-3 Q-CFP-3

(> 208.0) (> 113.4) (> 208.0) (> 113.4) (> 208.0) (> 113.4) (> 208.0) (> 113.4)

2 37,813 103 196 13
3 26,597 117 124 11
4 22,229 123 98 11

70.6
97.4
57.0

208.6
208.8
208.0

130.0
129.9
129.7

210.7
369.7
487.8

127.3
207.6
267.2

209.7
235.4
246.4

126.3
138.7
143.8

210.7
210.7
210.1

127.3
128.2
128.7

2 50,363 103 195 15
2−192 3 35,419 115 123 13
4 29,221 123 98 13

50.1
73.8
61.2

208.7
208.3
209.0

130.5
130.1
130.7

211.4
370.2
488.2

128.1
208.3
267.9

210.4
236.0
246.9

127.1
139.4
144.5

211.4
211.3
210.7

128.1
129.0
129.4

C-SDP

Q-SDP

DFR n0

p

v

t

τ

key %
ok

C-CFP-1 Q-CFP-1 C-CFP-2 Q-CFP-2 C-CFP-3 Q-CFP-3

(> 272.3) (> 145.6) (> 272.3) (> 145.6) (> 272.3) (> 145.6) (> 272.3) (> 145.6)

2 58,171 137 262 17
3 40,387 155 165 14
4 33,493 163 131 13

53.1
90.8
88.8

273.8
274.5
273.0

164.1
164.3
163.8

277.6
489.1
646.8

162.2
268.7
348.1

276.6
310.3
325.3

161.2
177.5
184.7

277.6
276.3
275.4

162.2
162.4
162.7

2 81,773 135 260 17
2−256 3 56,731 153 165 16
4 47,459 161 131 15

87.0
52.9
73.0

273.0
274.1
274.2

164.3
164.8
165.0

274.5
483.5
647.2

161.1
266.4
348.9

273.5
307.1
325.9

160.1
176.4
185.5

274.5
273.7
276.1

161.1
161.6
163.6

2−64
5

key %

148.1
250.7
329.2

3

Cat.

τ

95.4
95.9
96.2

2−64

NIST

t

144.0
145.1
145.2

1

Cat.

v

2 21,701 71 130 10 75.56
3 15,053 79 83 9 75.74
4 12,739 83 66 8 89.69

2−64

NIST

p
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Table 4.3: Parameter sizes for IND-CCA2 LEDAcrypt-KEM, and IND-CCA2 LEDAcrypt-PKC,
with an imaxIn =2, imaxOut =0 LEDAdecoder executing two times the in-place iteration
function. Attack complexities are reported as the base-2 logarithm of the estimated computational
cost of the best algorithm for solving the following problems on a classical and a quantum computer
(denoted with the prefixes C- and Q-, respectively).
SDP: syndrome decoding problem for key recovery;
CFP-1: codeword finding problem in the hidden LDPC/MDPC code;
CFP-2: codeword finding problem in the length-reduced hidden LDPC/MDPC code;
CFP-3: codeword finding on dual code of the of hidden code.
All attack complexities are equal or greater to the ones mandated by NIST categories as per
Chapter 2, Table 2.1
NIST
Cat.

DFR n0

Cat.

Q-SDP C-CFP-1 Q-CFP-1 C-CFP-2 Q-CFP-2 C-CFP-3 Q-CFP-3
(> 81.2)

(> 143.5)

(> 81.2)

(> 143.5)

(> 81.2)

147.4
250.3
329.0

93.3
145.5
185.3

146.4
160.3
167.4

92.3
98.8
101.9

147.4
144.9
144.7

93.3
93.0
93.6

2 19,813 71 131
2−128 3 14,051 79 83
4 11,909 83 66

144.7
145.0
145.1

95.7
95.8
96.1

147.9
250.6
329.2

94.0
146.1
185.9

146.9
160.8
167.8

93.0
99.4
102.5

147.9
145.4
145.2

94.0
93.6
94.2

DFR n0

p

v

t

C-SDP

Q-SDP

C-CFP-1 Q-CFP-1 C-CFP-2 Q-CFP-2 C-CFP-3 Q-CFP-3

(> 208.0) (> 113.4) (> 208.0) (> 113.4) (> 208.0) (> 113.4) (> 208.0) (> 113.4)

2−64

2 27,701 103 197
3 19,949 117 125
4 16,747 123 99

208.7
209.5
209.0

129.4
129.8
129.8

210.0
369.3
487.6

126.5
207.0
266.7

209.0
234.9
246.0

125.5
138.0
143.2

210.0
210.1
209.6

126.5
127.6
128.0

2−192

2 38,069 103 196
3 27,179 117 124
4 22,853 123 98

208.7
209.0
208.1

130.0
130.1
129.9

210.7
369.8
487.9

127.4
207.7
267.3

209.7
235.5
246.4

126.4
138.8
143.9

210.7
210.7
210.2

127.4
128.4
128.8

C-SDP

Q-SDP

DFR n0

p

v

t

C-CFP-1 Q-CFP-1 C-CFP-2 Q-CFP-2 C-CFP-3 Q-CFP-3

(> 272.3) (> 145.6) (> 272.3) (> 145.6) (> 272.3) (> 145.6) (> 272.3) (> 145.6)

2 43,397 137 263
3 31,069 155 166
4 26,251 163 132

273.9
273.7
274.2

163.7
163.5
164.0

276.9
488.8
645.4

161.4
268.2
347.7

275.9
309.9
325.0

160.4
177.0
184.2

276.9
275.8
275.0

161.4
161.8
162.2

2 61,211 137 261
2−256 3 43,499 153 165
4 36,877 163 131

273.0
273.2
273.4

163.8
163.9
164.2

277.7
483.0
646.9

162.3
265.8
348.3

276.7
306.6
325.5

161.3
175.8
184.9

277.7
273.1
275.6

162.3
160.9
163.0

2−64
5

C-SDP

(> 143.5) (> 81.2) (> 143.5)

95.4
94.9
95.2

3

NIST

t

144.9
144.1
144.3

1

Cat.

v

2 15,461 71 132
3 10,891 79 83
4 9,283 83 66

2−64

NIST

p
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Table 4.4: Parameter sizes for the LEDAcrypt-KEM-CPA cryptosystem together with the related
attack complexities – tailored for the scenario where ephemeral private/public keypairs are desired. Each parameter set is chosen targeting a DFR=10−9 . Experimentally, the execution of the
encapsulation and decapsulation procedures, for a given keypair, 109 times exhibits zero decryption/decoding failures. The column labeled as imaxOut shows the maximum number of times that
the out-of-place iteration function is executed by the LEDAdecoder.
Attack complexities are reported as the base-2 logarithm of the estimated computational cost of the
best algorithm for solving the following problems on a classical and a quantum computer (denoted
with the prefixes C- and Q-, respectively).
SDP: syndrome decoding problem for key recovery;
CFP-1: codeword finding problem on hidden LDPC code;
CFP-2: codeword finding problem on length-reduced hidden LDPC code;
CFP-3: codeword finding on dual of hidden code.
All attack complexities are equal or greater to the ones mandated by NIST categories as per Chapter 2, Table 2.1
NIST
Cat.

1

NIST
Cat.

3

NIST
Cat.

5

4.2

n0

p

v

t

2 10,853 71 133
3 8,237 79 84
4 7,187 83 67
n0

p

v

t

2 20,981 103 198
3 15,331 117 125
4 13,109 123 99
n0

p

v

t

2 35,117 137 263
3 25,579 155 166
4 21,611 163 132

imaxOut
6
5
4
imaxOut
6
5
4
imaxOut
4
4
4

C-SDP

Q-SDP C-CFP-1 Q-CFP-1 C-CFP-2 Q-CFP-2 C-CFP-3 Q-CFP-3

(> 143.5) (> 81.2) (> 143.5)

144.8
144.8
145.3
C-SDP

94.7
94.7
95.3
Q-SDP

146.6
250.0
328.2

(> 81.2)

(> 143.5)

(> 81.2)

(> 143.5)

(> 81.2)

92.4
144.8
184.8

145.6
159.9
167.1

91.4
98.1
101.3

146.6
144.4
144.2

92.4
92.3
92.9

C-CFP-1 Q-CFP-1 C-CFP-2 Q-CFP-2 C-CFP-3 Q-CFP-3

(> 208.0) (> 113.4) (> 208.0) (> 113.4) (> 208.0) (> 113.4) (> 208.0) (> 113.4)

208.8
208.7
208.2

129.0
128.9
128.9

C-SDP

Q-SDP

209.4
369.1
485.1

125.8
206.4
266.2

208.4
234.6
245.8

124.8
137.4
142.7

209.4
209.6
209.2

125.8
126.9
127.4

C-CFP-1 Q-CFP-1 C-CFP-2 Q-CFP-2 C-CFP-3 Q-CFP-3

(> 272.3) (> 145.6) (> 272.3) (> 145.6) (> 272.3) (> 145.6) (> 272.3) (> 145.6)

273.3
273.1
273.6

163.0
162.8
163.3

276.5
488.7
644.9

160.9
267.8
347.3

275.5
309.7
324.9

159.9
176.5
183.7

276.5
275.4
274.7

160.9
161.4
161.7

Parameters for LEDAcrypt-KEM-CPA

Table 4.4 reports the code parameters obtained for LEDAcrypt-KEM-CPA, and the relative work
factor of the four attacks considered, solving the SDP to recover a message, and the three CFP
solutions for key recovery, with the fastest ISD technique available. We note that, in our complexity
estimation we found out that the quantum variant of the Stern’s algorithm as described by de
Vries [15] does not achieve an effective speedup when compared against a quantum transposition of
Lee and Brickell’s ISD. Such a result can be ascribed to the fact that the speedup obtained by the
reduction in the number of ISD iterations which can be obtained by Stern’s ISD is mitigated by
the fact that the overall number of iterations to run is quadratically reduced by applying Grover’s
algorithm to execute them. This result effectively matches the point made at the end of [12].
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The parameters in the table are obtained as the output of the parameter design procedure described
by Algorithm 17, where the value of p is obtained through a simple heuristic. We subsequently
simulate the decoding of 109 syndromes obtained from randomly generated error vectors to estimate
the code DFR for each parameter set, and increase the value of p alone by 5% until no more decoding
errors are reported. During this procedure we needed to increase the value of p only in the category
1 parameters, raising it by 5% in the n0 = 2 case, and by 10% in the n0 = 3 and n0 = 4 cases.
The parameter sets for LEDAcrypt-KEM-CPA provide slightly smaller values of p than the one
present in the round-2 submission of LEDAcrypt. Indeed, the size improvement of 5% to 25%,
depending on the category and code rate is due to the greater correction power of the sparse code
in case the Q matrix is taken to be an identity, as we are doing to prevent weak keys attacks.
Table 4.4 also reports the maximum observed number of iterations during the decoding, although
we point out that most (> 50%) of the decoding processes terminate before the stated imaxOut .
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4.3

Key-lengths and ciphertext sizes for LEDAcrypt-KEM and
LEDAcrypt-PKC
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Appendix A

Deriving the bit-flipping probabilities
for the in-place iteration function of
the LEDAdecoder
We consider one call of RandomizedInPlaceIteration, with input error vector estimate ê and
actual error vector e. We denote with E0 the set of positions in which ê and e match, and with
E1 the set of positions in which they differ. We define t̂0 = |{Supp(e ⊕ ê) ∩ E0 }|, and t̂1 =
|{Supp(e ⊕ ê) ∩ E1 }|; clearly, t̂ = wt (e ⊕ ê) = t̂0 + t̂1 .
We now characterize the statistical distribution of t̂0 and t̂1 after n bit estimates, processed in the
order pointed out by π ∗ ∈ Sn∗ , i.e., the permutation which places at the end all the positions j
where êj 6= ej .
We characterize distribution of t̂0 during the computation of the iteration as a function of Pth
f |0 (t̂) and
th
Pm|0 (t̂), i.e. the probability that an error estimate bit will be flipped or maintained (Assumption
3.1.1).
To model the statistical distribution of t̂0 we employ the framework of Probabilistic Finite State
Automata (PFSA) [52]. Informally, a PFSA is a Finite State Automaton (FSA) characterized by
transition probabilities for each of the transitions of the FSA. The state of a PFSA is a discrete
probability distribution over the set of FSA states and the probabilities of the transitions starting
from the same FSA state, reading a the same symbol, must add up to one.
We model the evolution of the statistical distribution of t̂0 during the iteration computation as the
state of a PFSA having n − t̂ FSA states, each one mapped onto a specific value for t̂0 , as depicted
in Figure A.1. We consider the underlying FSA to be accepting the input language constituted by
binary strings obtained as the sequences π ∗ (t̂ ⊕ e).
We therefore have that, for the PFSA modeling the evolution of t̂0 while the R-IP BF decoder acts
on the first n − t̂ positions specified by π ∗ , all the read bits will be equal to 0, as π ∗ sorts the
positions of t̂ so that the (n − t̂ at the first iteration) positions with no discrepancy between ê and
e come first.
The transition probability for the PFSA transition from a state t̂0 = i to t̂0 = i + 1 requires the
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0, Pth
m|0 (t̂)

t̂0 = 0

0, Pth
m|0 (t̂ + 1)

0,

Pth
f |0 (t̂)

t̂0 = 1

0, Pth
m|0 (n)

...
0,

Pth
f |0 (t̂

+ 1)

0, Pth
f |0 (n − 1)

t̂0 =n−t̂

Figure A.1: Structure of the probabilistic FSA modeling the evolution of the distribution of the t̂0
variable. Read characters are reported in black, transition probabilities in red.
RIP decoder to flip a bit of ê equal to zero and matching the one in the same position of e, causing
a discrepancy. Because of Assumption 3.1.1, the probability of such an event is Pth
f |0 (t̂ + i), while
the probability of not altering the bit, i.e., the self-loop transition from t̂0 = i to t̂0 = i itself, is
Pth
m|0 (t̂ + i).
Note that, during the inner loop iterations of the R-IP BF-decoder acting on positions of t̂ which
have no discrepancies it is not possible to decrease the value t̂0 , as no reduction on the number of
discrepancies between t̂ and e can be done changing values of t̂ which are already equal to the ones
in e. Hence, the probability of transitioning from t̂0 = i to t̂0 = i − 1 is zero.
The evolution of a PFSA can be computed simply taking the current state, represented as the
vector y of n − t̂ elements, with the i-th element containing Pr t̂0 = i and multiplying it by an
appropriate matrix which characterizes the transitions in the PFSA. Such a matrix is derived as
the adjacency matrix of the PFSA graph representation, keeping only the edges for which the read
character matches the edge label, and substituting the one-values in the adjacency matrix with the
probability labelling the corresponding edge.
We obtain the transition matrix for the PFSA in Figure A.1 as the (n − t̂ + 1) × (n − t̂ + 1) matrix:
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Pth
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Pth
0
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0
0
0 Pm|0 (n − 1) Pf |0 (n − 1)
 0
0
0
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0
0
Pth
m|0 (n)
Since we want to compute the effect on the distribution of t̂0 after the first n − t̂ rounds of the loop
in the randomized in place iteration function, we obtain it as yK0n−t̂ . Note that the subsequent
t iterations of the RIP decoder will not alter the value of t̂0 as they act on positions
j such that


ej = 1. Since we know that, at the beginning of the first iteration y = [Pr t̂0 = 0 = 1, Pr t̂0 = 1 =
h
i




E0
0, Pr t̂0 = 2 = 0, · · · , Pr t̂0 = n − t̂ = 0], we are able to compute PrSn∗ ω −→
x as the (x + 1)-th
element of yK0n−t̂ .
We now model the distribution of t̂1 , during the last t̂ rounds of the loop in the randomized in
place iteration function. Note that, to this end, the first n − t̂ iterations of the inner loop have no
effect on t̂1 . Denote with t̃ the incorrectly estimated bits in wt (ẽ), which corresponds to wt (e ⊕ ê)
when the iteration function is about to evaluate the first of the positions j where êj 6= ej . Note
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Figure A.2: Structure of the probabilistic FSA modeling the evolution of the distribution of the t̂1
variable. Read characters are reported in black, transition probabilites in redthat, at the beginning of the iteration function computation, we have t̃ = t̃0 + t̂1 , where t̃0 is the
number of discrepancies in the first n − t̂ positions when the iteration is about to analyze the
first position of ê for which wt (e ⊕ ê). Following arguments analogous to the ones employed to
model the PFSA describing the evolution for t̂0 , we obtain the one modeling the evolution of t̂1 ,
reported in Figure A.2. The initial distribution
of the values of t̂1 , constituting the initial state

of the PFSA in Figure A.2 is such that Pr t̂1 = t̂ = 1, corresponding to the t̂1 . element vector
z = [0, 0, . . . , 0, 1]. Computing the transition matrix of the PFSA in Figure A.2 we obtain:
 th
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We are thus able to obtain the PrSn∗ ω −→
x computing zK1t̂ and taking the (x + 1)-th element
of it.
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